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Introduction: Multi-ingredient dietary supplements have been developed to
increase nitric oxide (NO) production, with the expectation of improving resistance training performance. Many of these supplements contain ingredients and/
or ingredient amounts that have yet to be studied for their synergy or efficacy in
increasing NO production and thus, resistance training performance.
Purpose of the study: A randomized crossover design was used to investigate the effect of a citrulline malate (CM) based non-stimulant nitric oxide
pre-workout supplement (NOPWS) blend or placebo on Young Men’s Christian
Association (YMCA) bench press performance.
Applied Methodology: Thirty-minutes were provided between NOPWS or
placebo ingestion and YMCA bench press assessment. Pre/post heart rate was
taken following each condition. Two- and one-way repeated measures ANOVAs (α
= 0.05) were run to determine the effect of each condition on heart rate (HR) and
the number of repetitions performed (respectively) during the bench press test.
Achieved major results: There was a significant two-way interaction between the treatment and time for HR, F(1, 20) = 6.82, p = .017. Resting HR was
significantly higher during the supplement session (M = 74.67, SE = 2.54 bpm)
than during the placebo session (M = 69.14, SE = 2.31 bpm), F(1, 20) = 8.19,
p = .010, ηp2 = .290. No significant difference was found between conditions for
number of repetitions performed.
Leads: A specific CM-containing NOPWS blend had no significant effect on
a standardized assessment of upper body muscular endurance.
Practical implications: These findings highlight the need for consideration
of the minimum effective dosage and assimilation timing of each respective ingredient when developing or researching pre-workout supplement blends.
Originality/Value: This is the first known research to study the effectiveness
of this specific blend of ingredients on resistance training performance. Thus, this
study provides necessary foundational knowledge for future research in this area.
Keywords: Nitric oxide, YMCA bench press, supplement, citrulline malate,
pre-workout

INTRODUCTION
Nitric oxide (NO) is a lipid-soluble gas
that is produced in multiple locations within the body including the endothelial cells of
blood vessels (Schwedhelm et al., 2007). The
vasoactive nature of NO has the potential to
cause vasodilation of arterial and venous blood
vessels, thereby promoting an augmentation

of blood flow to skeletal muscle tissues. An
increase in blood flow provides an opportunity for enhanced oxygenation of muscular
tissues and clearance of exercise metabolism
byproducts. Increases in NO availability have
also been shown to influence skeletal muscle
contractility, glucose uptake, and mitochondrial activity (Campos et al., 2018; Gonzalez &
3
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Trexler, 2020; Stamler & Meissner, 2001), all
of which are important components of performance during exercise.
Research has suggested that NO synthesis
can be enhanced through exogenous means,
via food sources (e.g., dark green leafy vegetables; beet root juice) and supplementation
(Jones et al., 2020; Gough et al., 2021). Nitric oxide production from exogenous sources
occurs in the endothelial cells via the L-arginine-NO pathway, where L-arginine is converted to NO and L-citrulline. (Gonzalez &
Trexler, 2020; Sunderland et al., 2011). Supplemental L-citrulline can bypass many metabolic processes and be directly converted to
L-arginine (Gonzalez & Trexler, 2020; Van de
Poll et al., 2007; Windmueller & Spaeth, 1981;
Wu & Morris, 1998) which is a precursor to
NO synthesis. Therein, supplementation with
L-citrulline is a common method utilized to
enhance NO synthesis. L-citrulline may also
suppress arginase activity, thereby assisting in
the bioavailability of L-arginine for NO synthesis (Bailey et al., 2015; El-Bassossy et al.,
2012; Gonzalez & Trexler, 2020; Morita et al.,
2014). Thus, L-citrulline supplementation can
potentially enhance NO production through
multiple mechanisms.
Supplementary L-citrulline is often combined with malate, which is a tricarboxylic
acid intermediate. Malate has been purported
to increase the rate of ATP production (Bendahan et al., 2002; Bescos et al, 2012; Gonzalez & Trexler, 2020) and mitigate lactic acid
production (Gonzalez & Trexler, 2020; Wax et
al., 2016). Malate supplementation may also
increase the effectiveness of the malate aspartate shuttle in exercising musculature, thereby
leading to increased efficiency in mitochondrial respiration and, potentially, energy utilization (Agudelo et al. 2019; Gough et al., 2021;
Wu et al., 2007). Although the exact mechanisms have yet to be scientifically defined, it

is believed that these two ingredients work
synergistically by improving skeletal muscle
perfusion dynamics, which can then improve
the ATP production and utilization cycle (Gonzalez & Trexler, 2020).
The use of citrulline malate (CM) as an exercise supplement is well studied, but the findings are highly inconsistent. Several authors
have found CM improve resistance training
performance. Perez-Guisado et al. (2010) found
an acute dose of 8-grams of CM improved the
number of repetitions performed by 52.92%
in a pectoral training session (including bench
press) of 41 men. Similarly, Wax et al. (2016)
found a significant increase in the number of
repetitions performed in the number of chinups, reverse chin-ups, and push-up repetitions
performed (respectively) after an acute dose of
8-grams of CM.
Several other authors have failed to find a
significant change in resistance training performance after use of CM. For instance, Gonzalez et al. (2018) investigated the effect of
an acute dose of 8-grams of CM on multi-set
bench press repetition performance. The authors did not find any consistent evidence CM
was effective at improving bench press performance. Though an isokinetic exercise regimen
was utilized, Chappell et al. (2018) also failed
to find a significant difference in the number
of repetitions performed in the knee extension
exercise using an acute dose of 8-grams of CM
in 15 men and women.
Similar to the use of L-citrulline and malate
together, combining ingredients is a common
practice in the supplement industry. Therein, many pre-workout supplements (PWS)
are blends of many ingredients are designed
to work independently and/or synergistically
to amplify the efficacy of the blend. Though
CM is commonly used in supplementation and
research, CM-based PWS blends have been
sparsely studied and yielded unclear findings.
4
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For instance, Bergstrom et al., 2018, utilized
a PWS containing 18-primary ingredients, including 6-grams of CM and 350 mg of caffeine. The authors found a significant increase
in the volume of exercise performed by the
lower body. However, the authors were unable
to distinguish if the increases were due to the
high amount of caffeine in the PWS or a combination of the other active ingredients (including CM). The PWS utilized in Bergstrom
et al. (2018) highlighted a common problem in
researching many caffeine-containing supplement blends, Specifically, it is difficult to identify if performance improvements were due to
the stimulatory nature of such compounds or
the synergistic (or singular) effects of the other
ingredients.
However, there are supplement blends that
have been created to modulate NO activity with
the expectation of improving performance.
For instance, a current commercially available, non-stimulant NO-supporting pre-workout supplement (NOPWS; Hype Reloaded®)
has an active ingredient list consisting of CM,
glycerol monostearate, alpha-GPC, icariin,
potassium, and L-norvaline. Glycerol has the
potential to improve aerobic and anaerobic
performance (Patlar et al., 2012) and potentially increase hydration levels when combined with hyperhydration protocols (Lyons
& Riedesel, 1993; Magal et al., 2003; Wingo
et al., 2004). However, glycerol monostearate
is the glycerol ester of stearic acid and utilized in the current study as an emulsifier to
maintain the freshness and consistency of the
NOPWS.
Another active ingredient in the NOPWS
is Alpha-GPC, which can serve as a source
of choline for acetylcholine production
(Kawamura et al., 2012; Gage et al., 2021).
Repeated muscular contractions, performed at
a high rate, can reduce the amount of acetylcholine available to the neuromuscular junc-

tion, thereby – potentially – reducing exercise
duration and/or performance. However, the
effectiveness of alpha-GPC in improving exercise performance parameters is mixed. For
instance, Ziegenfuss et al. (2008) found an
increase in peak bench press force (compared
to placebo) after supplementation of 600-mg
of alpha-GPC, 90-minutes before assessment.
However, Parker et al. (2015) tested the effects
of 400-mg of Alpha -GPC, 30-minutes before
assessment of mood, reaction time, hand-eye
coordination, power, speed, and agility, in a
group of young (22 + 3.4 years) males and females. No significant difference was found between the Alpha-GPC and placebo conditions
on any other physiological measure. Thus, alpha-GPC may be useful for improving certain
parameters of resistance training performance,
but more research is necessary.
Icariin is a flavonoid of Herba epimedii,
that has been traditionally studied for use in
treating erectile dysfunction (Chen et al.,
2014; Low & Tan, 2007; He et al., 2021), but
has yet to be studied for its usefulness in improving resistance training assessment or performance. Still yet, in research involving in-vitro human endothelial cells, icariin was found
to significantly enhance bioactive NO (Xu et
al., 2007). These findings indicate icariin may
have an indirect avenue for increasing NO production, but the research is too meager for any
definitive suggestions made for the purposes
of supplementation. L-norvaline is a non-proteinogenic unbranched-chain amino acid and
potent arginase inhibitor (Gilinsky et al., 2020,
Rognstad, 1977). Arginase is an enzyme that
converts L-arginine to L-ornithine and urea
(Gilinsky et al., 2020). Increased arginase activity can inhibit NO production by regulating
L-arginine availability (Durante et al., 2007;
Gilinsky et al, 2020). Several authors (Abhijit
De et al., 2016; El-Bassossy et al., 2013; Gilinsky et al., 2020; Romero et al., 2008) have
5
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found L-norvaline supplementation to be beneficial for indirectly increasing NO bioavailability through a reduction in arginase activity.
Reduced arginase activity through L-norvaline
supplementation has also been shown to improve acetylcholine-stimulated NO generation
(El-Bassossy et al., 2013; Romero et al., 2008),
which could provide an avenue for the justification of a potential synergistic effect with
alpha-GPC. However, each of these studies
were performed on rats and no muscular performance-based research is known to be available in human studies.
On their own respective merit, the additional
active ingredients found in the Hype Reloaded®
NOPWS (glycerol monostearate, alpha-GPC,
icariin, potassium, and L-norvaline) have
been either sparsely studied in their relationship to resistance training or, to these author’s
awareness, not at all in humans. Therein, simply studying the effects of an ingredient such
as icariin on resistance training performance
would make a significant contribution to the
scientific body of literature. Furthermore, with
exception of CM, the synergistic expectations
from combining these specific ingredients (in
similarly specific amounts and ratios) have not
been studied. Finally, the acute use (rather than
a loading or daily regimen) of these ingredients
on standardized tests of muscular endurance
performance remains unknown. In addition to
these unknowns, it is important for supplementation development to determine which ingredients work best together and if the dosage of a
single ingredient should be altered based on expected synergistic outcomes. Therein, the primary purpose of this study was to determine the
effects of a specific NOPWS blend on YMCA
bench press performance in college-aged men
and women. Secondarily, resting and post-exercise heart rate (HR) were measured to monitor potential HR changes associated with use of
the supplement. We hypothesize the use of this

supplement will increase the number of repetitions performed over that of the placebo, in a
group of participants who have experience with
resistance training.
METHODOLOGY
Participants
This project and the procedures within
were approved by the Tennessee State University institutional review board (HS-20204426). Participants (N = 21) were recruited via
flyer placed in the student wellness center of
a university in the southeastern United States.
Participants were also recruited by verbal announcements made in university health and
kinesiology-based courses.
Participants consisted of healthy and injury-free males (N = 14) and females (N = 7)
between the ages of 18 and 25. Each participant’s ability to participate in exercise activity was verified by completion of the physical
activity readiness questionnaire (PAR-Q). A
reviewed and signed informed consent document was required for participation in the experiment. All participants were recreationally
trained, which was operationally defined as
participation in an average of 2 to 3 resistance
training sessions per week in the last calendar
year. To be included in the study, participants
were asked to acknowledge their recreationally trained status via signing an informed consent document, while also verbally verifying
this status with the primary investigator. Additionally, only participants who were able to
verbally verify their ability to bench press at
least 80 lbs (males) or 35 lbs (female) for at
least 5-repetitions, were included in the experiment. As it were, no participant who began
and/or completed the study (male or female)
performed less than 16-reps during either testing session. Participant characteristics are listed in Table 1.

6
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Table 1. Participant descriptive characteristics
Characteristic
Age (years)
Height (cm)
Body mass (kg)

Mean
23.5
174.8
87.5

SD
2.6
8.2
23.3

the participant outfitted with a heart rate (HR)
monitor strap. The participant was then asked
to sit quietly for 1 minute to allow HR to move
closer to a resting state, so a baseline measure
could be taken. After 1 minute, the HR was
recorded, and the participant was given either
the placebo or supplement. The participant was
then required to sit quietly for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes had passed, the participant began a standardized warm-up protocol, lasting
approximately 10 minutes. Upon completion
of the warm-up, a 5 minute preparation period
was allotted for the participant to move to the
testing bench and be instructed on the testing
protocol. The metronome was started at 4:30 of
this preparation period, whereby the participant
had 30 seconds to begin the assessment. Per the
manufacturer’s recommendations and previous
research (Jagim et al., 2016) indicating an improvement in upper body muscular endurance
through use of multi-ingredient pre-workout
blend, 30 minutes was provided for pre-assessment assimilation time. Heart rate was taken
immediately after completion of the assessment
and participants were prescribed a cool-down
period of 5 minutes of walking and deep-breathing before being allowed to leave the testing facility. The same procedure was utilized for each
participant’s second visit, except anthropometric measures were omitted and the remaining
condition tested.

General procedures
An experimental, 2 x 2, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled cross-over design
was utilized. The double-blind procedure was
implemented with concealment of the supplement or placebo performed by an independent
researcher and blinding revealed upon completion of the trial. Participants were assigned to
either the treatment or placebo condition using a
random number randomizer. Each participant reported to the laboratory on 2 separate occasions,
at the same time of day, 5 days apart. Fatigue-inducing activity was prohibited for 48 hours and
food consumption a minimum of 2 hours before
each testing session. Caffeinated beverages and
other forms of stimulants were prohibited for at
least 4 hours prior to testing. A study-controlled
diet or strategically specific diet was not required
of participation, but participants were informed
of a requirement to maintain their usual dietary
and hydration habits through completion of their
second and final testing session. Participants
were also required to refrain from any vasodilating supplements such as beetroot juice and
L-arginine, and/or supplements with ingredients
used in the study’s NOPWS (see Table 2), for at
least 7 days prior to the first testing session.
During the first visit, each participant was
asked to sit quietly while filling out the required
paperwork (PAR-Q, informed consent). Anthropometric measures were then taken, and
Table 2. Supplement facts

Ingredient
Citrulline malate (2:1)
Glycerol monostearate
Alpha GPC
Icariin Horny Goat Weed (leaf) extract (std. to 20% Icariin)
Potassium (as Potassium Chloride)
L-Norvaline
7

Amount per serving
6g
2g
300 mg
150 mg
100 mg
100 mg
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SPECIFIC PROCEDURES
Anthropometric measures
Measurement of height: Height was measured to the nearest tenth of a centimeter (cm)
on the first day of testing, in bare feet, with a
stadiometer (Health-O-Meter, Perform Better,
Cranston, RI).
Measurement of body mass: Body mass
was measured to the nearest tenth of a kilogram (kg) on the first day of testing, in bare
feet, with a standard Physician’s scale (HealthO-Meter, Perform Better, Cranston, RI).
Physiological measures
Measurement of HR: Resting HR was measured with the Polar (Polar Electro, Kempele,
Finland) H10 HR monitor chest strap, linked
via Bluetooth to the investigator’s Polar Flow
application.
Bench press Assessment
The YMCA bench press protocol was utilized for assessment of muscular endurance.
The YMCA bench press test requires male
and female participants to lift an 80- and 35lb. barbell as many times as possible while
maintaining a repetition pace set to a metronome cadence of 60 beats per minute. Male
participants utilized a standard 45 lb. Olympic barbell and weight plates (up to 80 lbs.),
while the female participants utilized a 35 lb.
Olympic barbell (16). The YMCA bench press
test was utilized due to its use a standardized
assessment of upper body muscular endurance
(need source). This assessment has been found
to not only assess muscular endurance but has
also been shown to be highly correlated to max
bench press strength performance (Invergo et
al., 1991; Kim et al., 2002) and was found to
account for 86% of the variance in predicting
bench press strength (Invergo et al., 1991).
Bench press procedure: The participant positioned themselves in a supine position on the
bench. The spotter assisted the participant with
lifting the bar off the rack and into a starting

position (arms fully extended above the chest).
A research technician would start the metronome and within three beats the participant
lowered the bar to their chest. Once the bar
touched the participant’s chest, the weight was
required to come to a momentary complete
stop (i.e., bouncing the bar off the chest was
counted as a ‘non-rep’), then the arms fully extended again on the ensuing metronome beat.
This process was repeated until the participant
was no longer able to complete a full repetition
without assistance from the spotter or the participant was no longer able to keep pace with
the required metronome cadence.
Supplement Specifics
The NOPWS utilized (Hype Reloaded,
Blackstone LabsTM) contains a unique blend
of 6 active ingredients (see Table 2). The supplement can be purchased in nutrition/supplement stores or ordered online (Blackstone labs.
com). The supplement/placebo was mixed into
an opaque cup with 8-oz. of water, per instructions from the supplement manufacturer. Fruit
punch flavor was chosen for the supplement.
While the placebo was a fruit-punch flavored
non-nutritive, non-carbonated soft drink mix
with a similar taste and consistency profile. To
match the taste and consistency profile of each
condition, 3 g of drink mix (standard serving size) was mixed with 8 oz. of water and
the suggested supplement serving size, while
4.5 grams of drink mix and 8 oz. of water was
used for the non-supplement beverage condition.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Data analysis was performed with SPSS
(version 25). Descriptive statistics for participant information are expressed as mean +
standard deviation. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the effect
of NOPWS supplementation overtime on HR
during the YMCA bench press test compared
8
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to placebo. Significant interactions were followed by analysis of simple main effects.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA
was run to determine the effect of NOPWS on
the number of reps performed on the YMCA.

bench press test compared to placebo. The
Shapiro-Wilk’s test was used to test for the
normality assumption. Statistical significance
was set at an alpha level of p < .05 for all procedures.

RESULTS
Participant repetition and heart rate data
can be found in table 3. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA was run to determine the
effect of an NOPWS on HR compared to placebo. There were no outliers, as assessed by
examination of studentized residuals for values greater than + 3. Pre/post HR data were
normally distributed, as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality on the studentized
residuals (p > .05). There was a statistically
significant two-way interaction between the
treatment and time for HR, F(1, 20) = 6.82, p
= .017.
Resting HR was significantly higher during
the supplement session (M = 74.67, SE = 2.54
bpm) than during the placebo session (M =
69.14, SE = 2.31 bpm), F(1, 20) = 8.19, p =
.010, ηp2 = .290, a mean difference of 5.524
(95% CI, 1.497 to 9.551) bpm. Posttest HR
was not significantly different between treat-

ment conditions. As would be expected there
was a significant difference between resting
HR (M = 69.14, SE = 2.31) and posttest HR
(M = 105.05, SE = 3.29), F (1, 20) = 180.98, p
< .001, ηp2 = .900 in the placebo condition as
well as the supplement condition, resting HR
(M = 74.667, SE = 2.539) and posttest HR (M
= 102.76, SE = 2.98), F (1, 20) = 86.84, p <
.001, ηp2 = .813.
A one-way repeated measures ANOVA
was run to determine the effect of a NOPWS
on YMCA bench press performance. There
were two outliers, but the repetition ranges for
each were acceptable and thus included in the
analysis. The data were normally distributed,
as assessed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test of normality on the studentized residuals (p > .05). The
NOPWS did not elicit significant changes in
the number of YMCA bench press repetitions
performed when compared to the placebo condition, F (1, 20) = .84, p = .371, ηp2 = .040.

Table 3. YMCA Bench press test repetition and HR results
Pre HR
Post HR
Reps

Placebo
Mean
69.14
105.05**
40.76

SD
10.57
15.08
15.65

Mean
74.67*
102.76**
39.33

Supplement

SD
11.63
13.66
13.73

*Significantly different from placebo. **Significantly different from pre-test HR

DISCUSSION
This was the first known study to assess
the usefulness of a NOPWS for improving single-set muscular endurance exercise (via the
YMCA bench press test). The specific mix of
ingredients utilized in this supplement are not
known to have been scientifically studied. It
was hypothesized that the supplement would

increase the number of repetitions performed
over that of a placebo condition. However, the
supplement failed to improve YMCA bench
press performance when compared to the placebo condition.
The primary active ingredient in this NOPWS was CM. Previous research utilizing CM
and/or a supplement containing CM, has shown
9
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an improvement in upper body resistance
training performance. For example, Glenn et
al. (2017) found a significant increase in bench
press performance (overall # of repetitions performed) following 6-sets to failure at 80% of
1-rep max. Similarly, Perez-Guisado & Jakeman, (2010) found a significant increase in the
number of bench press repetitions performed
by the CM condition, over 4 sets at 80% of 1
rep max following a pectoral training session.
However, the current study only utilized one
set to failure to test the effectiveness of the
NOPWS. Therein, in support of Perez-Guisado & Jakeman, (2010) and Glenn et al. (2017),
if only the first set (which was also performed
to failure) was utilized for comparison, no significant difference was found between the CM
and placebo conditions (i.e., all significant differences were found due to the change in the
total multi-set training volume, not a single set
comparison). These findings fall in line with
those of Gonzalez et al. (2018) who did not
find a significant difference between placebo
and CM supplement conditions after completion of 1 or 5 sets of up to 15 repetitions or to
failure at 75% of bench press 1 rep max. Similarly, though L-citrulline was used (rather than
CM), Cutrufello et al. (2015), found no significant difference between conditions during
1 or 4 sets of chest press at 80% of 1 rep max. It
should also be noted that each of the previously mentioned studies utilized a testing protocol with a resistance of anywhere from 75% to
80% of bench press 1 rep max or bodyweight
(e.g., chin-ups). Comparatively, the current
study utilized the much lower standardized
resistance of the YMCA protocol. Thus, the
current findings reflect and confirm that CMbased supplements do not increase the number
of reps performed during a single set of upper
body endurance exercise from body weight
through 80% of 1 rep max.
Though a multi-set protocol may be

required to appropriately utilize CM or an
NOPWS for resistance training performance
enhancement, a look at the dosages of each ingredient may provide further explanation for
the findings of the current study. The NOPWS
used for this investigation contained 6-grams
of CM. An acute dose of 6 gr of CM has been
shown to increase plasma citrulline and arginine levels, and NO production (da Silva et al.,
2017; Sureda et al., 2009; Sureda et al., 2010),
but has yet to prove effective for improving
any performance or recovery parameter studied (da Silva et al, 2017). Previous research
(Perez-Guisado & Jakeman, 2010; Wax et al.,
2016) has shown an improvement in resistance
training performance with an acute dose of as
little as 8-grams of CM, but these findings occurred via the result of multi-set assessment
regimen, rather than the 1-set assessment utilized in the current study. Therefore, although,
as little as 5.6 gr taken daily for a week has
been shown to positively impact blood flow
dynamics in otherwise healthy middle-aged
men (Ochiai et al., 2012) it could be that a
minimum of 8 g is required for single dose-related changes and/or to improve exercise performance over the course of the workout.
The supplement used for this study was a
blend of many ingredients expected to work
synergistically to improve performance. However much like the CM dosage, any expected
singular or synergistic effect from the combined supplement ingredients may have been
hampered by the supplied, per-serving, dosage
of each ingredient.
For instance, in the limited research related to physical (i.e., non-cognitive) performance parameters, 600 mg of alpha-GPC was
effective at improving peak bench press force
by 14% compared to placebo (Zeigenfuss et
al., 2008). However, the Hype Reloaded supplement only supplies 300 mg per serving.
Icariin (horny goat weed) has been shown to
10
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increase testosterone in rats at a human dosage equivalent of 200 mg/kg of bodyweight
or roughly 900 mg of Icariin for a 150 lb.
person. Yet, the studied supplement blend
contains only supplies 150 mg per serving.
Finally, in rats, at a dose of 50 mg per kg
(roughly a 579 mg dose for an 80 kg, 182 cm
male), L-Norvaline, has been shown to inhibit Arginase activity, which can help improve
NO production and assist with acetylcholine
response (El-Bassossy et al., 2013). However,
the studied NOPWS contains only 100 mg of
L-Norvaline per serving. Considered collectively, these findings cannot discount the synergistic capability of the blend of ingredients
used in this study’s NOPWS – when used at
the appropriate dosages. However, it appears
many of the supplied ingredients in this NOPWS are under-dosed compared to the effective dosages utilized in other research.
In respect to potential dosage complications with this NOPWS, an additional consideration should be given to the manufacturer’s
recommended ingestion timing. The current
study provided 30 minutes between beverage
consumption and the beginning of the YMCA
assessment. The 30 minute time frame was
chosen because this was the manufacturers
recommendation, as listed on the supplement
packaging. Yet, despite these manufacturer’s
recommendations, previous research utilizing
similar ingredients (e.g., CM, Alpha-GPC)
have allowed 60 to 90 minutes for supplement
assimilation time (Perez-Guisado & Jakeman,
2010; Glenn 2017; Zeigenfuss, 2008). In contrast, research conducted by (Gonzalez, 2018)
found no change (compared to placebo) in 5
sets of 75% 1 rep max bench press performance, from ingesting 8 grams of CM 40
minutes prior to testing. Consequently, though
the current study strictly followed the manufacturers recommendations, future research
utilizing similar ingredients should heavily
11

consider waiting a minimum of 60-minutes to
allow for complete assimilation, regardless of
the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Practical Applications
Though great care was taken to ensure a
high degree of internal validity, maintenance
of a degree of practicality introduced certain
limitations to the current study. First, no measures of supplement bioavailability were taken
to support the mechanistic pathway thought to
be responsible for vasodilation (though ideal,
this is not commonly done in supplement research). However, a decrease in blood pressure
is a common occurrence in vasodilation-supporting clinical and recreational supplementation (Khalaf et al., 2019). Therein, at minimum, future research in this topic area should
include blood pressure measurements as part
of their data collection process. Inclusion of a
blood pressure measurement in our data collection process might have helped to indirectly
confirm or deny the extent the NOPWS affected vasodilation and our overall findings.
Second, an alarming commonality in nearly all supplements is the standard “scoop” approach to dosage recommendations by manufacturers. For instance, in the current study, no
bodyweight recommendation was provided by
the manufacturer for supplement serving size
(again, this is not uncommon in supplement
research). Therein, an individual weighing
45 kg is recommended the same serving size as
someone weighing 90 kg. This is concerning
from a safety and efficacy standpoint as smaller individuals may take more of the supplement than what is safely recommended, while
larger individuals may not be taking enough to
realize potential benefits from a supplement.
The manufacturer was contacted to determine
if dosage should be adjusted based on body
mass; however, no change in recommendation was provided. That said, to account for a
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Background: Nationwide lockdown was enforced due to the spread of the
new Coronavirus-19. This resulted in cessation of all sports training across the
country, including elite athletes. This COVID-19 lockdown was hypothesized to
result in detraining effects on elite athletes.
Aim: We aimed to study the impact of COVID-19 lockdown on athletes’
physiological and anthropometric sports performance parameters.
Methodology: Seventy-five athletes (age: 23.25 ± 3.9 years, training experience 7.49 ± 3.5 years) from different sports participated voluntarily. International Physical Activity Questionnaire was used to grade home-based non-supervised physical activity undertaken during COVID-19 lockdown (137.81 ± 39.20
days). We compared the measured anthropometric, aerobic, and anaerobic performance parameters post-lockdown with pre-lockdown competitive phase recordings using Kruskal Wallis non-parametric test. Parameters were expressed
as mean ± SD with level of significance fixed at p < .05.
Results: Statistically significant reduction of 33.28% was observed in aerobic capacity post- COVID-19 lockdown (p = .01). We did not find any statistically
significant variation in the other anthropometric and physiological performance
parameters, namely weight (↑17.50 %), body mass index (↑20.69 %), body fat
mass (↑20.76 %), waist (↑21.07 %), hip (↑19.13 %), waist: hip ratio (↑10.71 %),
peak power (↑11.32 %) and mean power (↑5.17 %).
Conclusions: We found that the athletes exhibited generalized detraining
features despite maintaining home-based physical activity. Compared to other
performance parameters, there was a significant decrease in the aerobic capacity post-lockdown. This shows the importance of incorporating an indoor-based
supervised program including aerobic exercises to guide and monitor athletes.
Practical Implications: Off-season/home confinement requires a remotely
supervised tailored exercise program with optimal stimuli to maintain training
adaptations. Awareness and incorporation of these findings would aid coaches and trainers in designing training programs to promote athletes’ injury-free
gradual return to sports.
Keywords: Athletic Performance, COVID-19, Endurance Training, Detraining, Training Program, Cardiorespiratory Fitness, Competitive Athletes

INTRODUCTION
Systematic scientific sports training for
years and guidance from multi-disciplinary
coaching team yield high level of performance
in Olympic sports (Bompa & Buzzichelli,

2019; Ericsson, 2020). Abrupt cessation of
such a collaborative, competitive sports training program over months jeopardizes the
physiological adaptations (Mujika & Padilla,
2000a, 2000b).
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Post declaration of SARS COVID-19 as
a ‘Global Pandemic’, a nationwide lockdown
was enforced in India from 24 March until 08
June 2020, banning all sports activities, including training and competitions (Kalra et
al., 2020). As a measure to halt the disease
transmission chain, all elite athletes were performing self-training within the confinement
of their homes. This unprecedented cessation
of regular sports training for weeks resulted in
a substantial decrement in the training load,
thereby posing a risk of detraining (Kenney et
al., 2015).
Irrespective of sports played, measurable
decline in various motor physiological functions and performance capacity was reported
with even 1 – 2 weeks of absence from training, especially as regards elite athletes (McArdle et al., 2010). It was shown that in elite athletes, aerobic capacity (VO2max) appeared to
decline more as compared to muscle strength
and power decrements for the same duration
of cessation of training activities (Mujika &
Padilla, 2000a). In well-trained endurance
runners, VO2max was found to be decreased
by 25% after only 15 days of inactivity due
to reduced stroke volume (8). Reduction in
muscle strength and power was also reported
in well-trained athletes after 2 to 3 weeks of
cessation of training, with initial decline attributed to neural alteration and later decline
- to structural changes in the musculoskeletal
system (Chen et al., 2021; Fleck, 1994; Nakisa
& Rahbardar, 2021).
COVID-19 lockdown resulted in a complete closure of sports training facilities,
non-availability of expert suggestions from
coaches, support personnel, and equipment.
This also caused restrictions in both outdoor
and group activities. This type of a training
scenario was extremely new, challenging, and
risky for competitors because they could lose
their hard-earned training adaptations and

skills (Fabre et al., 2020). It required continuation of the physical activity in a restricted
home-based self-training exercise module. Because of the unavailability of facilities, expertise, and equipment, it was hypothesized that
inadequate training stimuli during COVID-19
lockdown would lead to detraining effects
(Nakisa & Rahbardar, 2021).
The detraining effects need to be quantified
with respect to anthropometric, aerobic, and
anaerobic factors to plan the exercise program
for the conditioning phase when the competitive athletes resume their sports training to
avoid training-related injuries (Fabre et al.,
2020; Girardi et al., 2020; Myer et al., 2011;
Nakisa & Rahbardar, 2021). Presently, there
is a lack of studies quantifying the magnitude
of the detraining effects of COVID-19 lockdown on various physiological parameters in
athletes doing competitive sports.
Hence, we aimed at studying the impact of
the COVID-19 lockdown on different anthropometric and physiological functional performance parameters, namely maximal aerobic
capacity, peak power, average power, and body
composition parameters in elite athletes playing various sports.
METHODOLOGY
Ethical statement
The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee (IEC/2020/92). All
participants provided written informed consent before participating in this study, and the
study adhered to the ethical standards as per
the Declaration of Helsinki (Harriss & Atkinson, 2015). This study was undertaken in a residential elite sports training institute after the
first wave of COVID-19 lockdown restrictions
had been lifted for resuming sports activity.
Written informed consent was obtained from
all participants in this study.
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Approach to the problem
It was a pre-post cross-sectional study design wherein the participating athletes underwent anthropometric and physiological testing
before resuming sports training after lockdown (post-lockdown). These measured post
parameters were compared with the pre-lockdown parameters of the same athletes recorded during their competitive phases earlier. The
functional anthropometric and physiological
variables associated with cessation of training
should be considered as they are significantly
affected by detraining. These variables can be
measured when adequate expertise is available.

the eligible athletes filled out the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) so that
we could assess the home-based activity level during the lockdown period. Based on the
activity level inferred from the questionnaire,
these athletes were classified as low (n = 6),
medium (n = 34), and high (n = 41) activity
level categories (Hagströmer et al., 2006).
Both pre- and post-lockdown anthropometric parameters (weight, BMI, fat%, waist
size, hip size, waist-hip ratio) and physiological parameters (VO2max, peak power, average
power) of the participants (n = 75), including descriptive data, were recorded. Figure 1
shows the flowchart of athletes’ participation
as per study criteria. The pre-lockdown measurements were made during the competitive
phase training. After the lockdown, the athletes who arrived at the sports institute underwent successful quarantine and participated
in the study after being deemed fit to resume
sports training.

Subjects
Adult male (>18 years) athletes (n =100) of
the sports institute from different sports disciplines participated. All athletes who had been
regularly undergoing sports training in the previous year and had undergone physiological
testing in their respective competitive phase
of sports training during pre-lockdown were
included in the study. All participants who had
any injury, illness, or had been hospitalized for
at least 2 weeks during the three months prior
to the research were excluded from the study.
Volunteer athletes underwent sports training at
the residential sports institute and dined at the
same place.
Out of 100 volunteer athletes, 81 athletes
met the criteria. Before we measured the anthropometric and physiological parameters, all

Procedures
The eligible participants were advised to
avoid intense exercise or any vigorous physical activity for 48 h before the testing, to continue their usual diet, to maintain adequate
hydration, and to report for physiological testing 2 hours post-consumption of light breakfast (American College of Sports Medicine et
al., 2018). All the measurements were made
during the morning hours.
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Figure 1. Athletes’ participation as per study criteria
Anthropometric measurements
After recording the descriptive details, the
athletes underwent measurement of anthropometric parameters height was measured with
Stadiometer (Cardinal Detecto, USA) and
bodyweight with digital weighing scale (Omron digital weight scale, Kyoto, Japan). Waist
and hip measurements were recorded according to the guidelines proposed by the Interna-

tional Society for the Advancement of Kinanthropometry (Esparza-Ros et al., 2019). Body
Fat and Lean Body Mass were determined
by bioelectrical impedance (Quadscan 4000,
Bodystat, British Isles) on an empty stomach
during the morning in a well-hydrated state.
Body Mass Index and Waist Hip ratio were
calculated based on these recorded measures.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The statistical analysis was performed
with SPSS Version 20 for Windows (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL). Descriptive statistics were
observed using mean and standard deviation.
Standard statistical procedures were used for
the calculations. The normality of data was
tested using Kolmogorov Smirnov test and
Shapiro-wilk test. The data violated the assumption of normality. Hence, a nonparametric Kruskal Wallis test was performed to test
the difference in variables between both activity level categories and pre-post comparison
of the parameters. Epsilon-squared estimate
of effect size was reported with p-values. The
level of significance was p < .05.
Data Availability: The data associated with
the paper are not publicly available but are
Assessment of lower body peak power (pp) available on a reasonable request.
and mean power (mp)
Wingate anaerobic test (WAnT) was used
RESULTS
to measure the lower body peak power and
The mean period of COVID-19 lockdown
mean power (Monark 894E, Sweden; (Bar-Or, resulting in cessation of regular sports training
1987). Each participant completed a standard was found to be 137.81 ± 39.20 days. It was calwarm-up protocol (cycling for 5 min on a cy- culated from the date of cessation of training to
cle ergometer) and a cool down after comple- the date of reporting to the sports institute post
tion. The resistance used during the testing was lockdown. Out of 100 athletes who volunteered,
7.5% of their own body weight. The test was 81 athletes were eligible to participate. Out of
terminated after 30 seconds of all-out effort. All these eligible athletes, six athletes responded
subjects were verbally encouraged throughout with a low level of home-based physical acthe test. Peak power was measured during the tivity during the lockdown and hence were exfirst five seconds segment, and average power cluded to ensure statistically comparable groups
measured over the entire 30s duration was re- and to avoid bias. Descriptive statistics of study
corded as mean power in Watts.
participants is depicted in Table 1.
Assessment of aerobic capacity (VO2max)
VO2max was estimated with Astrand–
Rhyming submaximal cycle ergometer test
(Monark 839E, Sweden) with the use of documented protocol (Cink & Thomas, 1981). The
initial workload was 150 Watts, and the participants were instructed to maintain a cadence
of 60 revolutions per minute (rpm) throughout
the test. Workload, heart rate, and perceived
exertion were recorded at the end of each minute. The test was terminated if the participants
reached a steady-state, which means the heart
rate at the end of 5th min and 6th min differed
by less than 06 bpm. VO2max was estimated
from the steady-state average heart rate and
the workload with the use of Astrand-Rhyming
nomogram corrected for age.

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Study Population
Description of the Study population
Total number of participants included
Number of Elite athletes
Number of Non-Elite athletes
Age
Training Age
Average period of lockdown

Value
75
60 (80%)
15 (20%)
23.25 ± 3.99 years
7.49 ± 3.49 years
137.81 ± 39.20 days
20
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pre-post
change
of all
the parameters
and their effect
sizes
are tabulated in
Table
3.
of the
anthropometric
and
physioFigure 2percentage
denotes the
sports
disciplines
of comparison

study
We foundreduced
no statistical
difVOpopulation.
by 33.28
% (plogical
= .01).parameters is depicted in Figure 3. The
2max was significantly
ference between the high and medium activity pre-post percentage change of all the parameters and their effect sizes are tabulated in Table
level
groups
exceptDisciplines
for waist ofcircumference
Figure
2. Sports
Study Population
and hip circumference (Table 2). Hence, both 3. VO2max was significantly reduced by 33.28
groups were clubbed and analyzed. A pre-post % (p = .01).

Wrestling

20

Weightlifting

11

Fencing

4

Diving

5

Boxing

2

Athletics

19

Archery

14
0

5

10

15

20

25

Figure 2. Sports Disciplines of Study Population
Table 2. Lockdown - Activity level-based comparison of anthropometric and physiological
Table 2. Lockdown - Activity level-based comparison of anthropometric and physiological paparameters
rameters
Parameter
Parameter
(SI unit)
(SI unit)
Age
(years)

Lockdown No of
Lockdown No of Mean
Mean
Activity
athletes
rank
- Activity
athletes rank
category
(n =75)

category
High
41
38.80
(n
=75)
Medium
34
37.03

Kruskal Wallis
Non-parametric
Kruskal Wallistest

ChiDegree oftest PNon-parametric
Square
freedom
value
ChiP- .67
.189 Degree
1

Square of
freedom

Anthropometric parameters

Age
Weight
(kg) (years)

High High
Medium
Medium
High
Body Mass Index
Anthropometric parameters
(kg m-2)
Medium
High
Body fat
(%)
Medium

value

41 41
34 34
41
34
41
34
21

38.80
40.98
34.41
37.03
40.45
35.04
40.48
35.01

1.701
.189

1

.67 .19

1.231

1

.27

1.230

1

.27

1
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Waist circumference
(cm)

High

41

45.24

Medium

34

29.26

Hip circumference
(cm)

High

41

44.71

Medium

34

29.21

High

41

38.85

Medium

34

36.97

Aerobic Capacity –
VO2max (ml min-1 kg-1 )

High

41

38.12

Medium

34

37.85

Peak Power
(watts)

High

41

38.39

Medium

34

37.53

Mean Power
(watts)

High

41

36.05

Medium

34

40.35

Waist: Hip

10.089

1

.001*

8.612

1

.003*

.139

1

.710

.003

1

.96

.030

1

.86

.818

1

.37

Physiological parameters

*Statistically significant value

p
Figure 3. Pre-post COVID-19 lockdown comparison of athletes’ anthropometric and physiological parameters
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Table 3. Pre-Post COVID19 lockdown percentage change of athletes’ physiological parameters
Physiological Parameters
(SI units)
Anthropometric Parameters
Weight (Kg)
BMI (kg m-2)
Fat (%)
Waist (cm)
Hip (cm)
Waist: Hip
Physiological parameters
Aerobic capacity (VO2max)
(ml min-1 kg-1)
Peak Power (watts kg-1)
Average Power (watts kg-1)

Pre- COVID19
lockdown
(mean ± SD)

Post – COVID19 Change in
lockdown
percent
(mean ± SD)
(%)

Effect Size

71.24 ± 13.26
24.13 ± 3.63
11.59 ± 4.05
77.59 ± 7.69
92.05 ± 7.05
.84 ± .04

73.56 ± 14.23
24.88 ± 3.85
12.43 ± 4.49
79.21 ± 8.86
93.40 ± 7.96
.85 ± .04

↑ 17.50
↑ 20.69
↑ 20.76
↑ 21.07
↑ 19.13
↑ 10.71

.0232
.0178
.0211
.0139
.0182
.0184

52.06 ± 9.69

48.64 ± 11.52

↓ 33.28*

.0878#

11.07 ± 2.47
7.29 ± 1.16

11.35 ± 2.30
7.35 ± 1.06

↑.390
↑.751

.0084
.0009

*Statistically significant (p-value = .01 by Kruskal Wallis nonparametric test)
#
Moderate effect size (Epsilon squared estimate of effect size .06 – .14)

DISCUSSION
This study aimed at determining the effects of athletes’ detraining due to the impact
of the almost 4-month long COVID-19 lockdown (137.81 ± 39.20 days), which is a highly
unprecedented phenomenon globally. In this
study, we assessed the effect of detraining
on 75 athletes, practicing different Olympic
sports. The lack of any surveys in the literature
assessing the detraining effects on such a large
sample of athletes playing different sports signifies the uniqueness of our study.
The study included almost 80% of elite
athletes who were on active international or
national competitive level. All athletes with
an average training experience of 7.49 ± 3.49
years would further interest sports coaches and
trainers. The anthropometric and physiological parameters included in this study are basic
and functional in nature. The results can be
generalizable to competitive athletes playing
any type of sport. We did not research the impact of lockdown on each sport because this
was not our primary objective and due to the
unequal distribution of athletes from different

sports who took part (Figure 2).
During such a unique pandemic, it was essential to follow a home-based exercise regimen given the restrictions and constraints
of infrastructure, peer group training, and
high-performance multidisciplinary coaching sessions (Bowes et al., 2020; Jagim et al.,
2020). Hence, athletes who maintained a high
or medium level of physical activity during
lockdown were included for analysis. The objective was to assess the level of detraining on
athletes so that necessary strategies could be
planned in the future for such lockdowns.
The assessment of common anthropometric and functional physiological parameters
showed variation in all of these parameters. Statistically, a significant decrease was observed
in aerobic capacity (VO2max) of the athletes by
33.28% with 137.81 ± 39.20 days of lockdown
period (p = .01). This finding of decreased
VO2max after a period of lack or reduced training has also been documented in various studies. Mujika et al., in their review, found that
multiple studies had documented a reduction
of 4 to 14% of decrement in VO2max with even
23
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4 weeks of training stoppage, and this decline
was found to be steep in case of elite athletes
(Mujika & Padilla, 2000a). Dauty et al. found
that despite a multimodal training program
conducted at home during COVID-19 home
confinement, there was a significant reduction in aerobic abilities, namely run distance
(25%), calculated oxygen consumption (9%),
and run speed (5%) during endurance yo-yo
test among young soccer players (Dauty et al.,
2021). The probable mechanism for this decline in aerobic capacity due to detraining was
attributed to loss of blood volume and plasma
volume, which led to a reduction in the stroke
volume and cardiac output, reduction in left
ventricular dimensions, and thickness as well
as decrease in peripheral adaptations (Dauty
et al., 2021; Fleck, 1994; Mujika & Padilla,
2000a, 2000b; Nakisa & Rahbardar, 2021).
The literature review showed a few surveys
conducted among football/ soccer players and
handball players on detraining effects due to
COVID-19 lockdown (Fikenzer et al., 2020;
Grazioli et al., 2020; Korkmaz et al., 2020).
All these studies comparing the retrospective
pre-lockdown data of athletes were done with
smaller samples, namely 10 male elite handball players, 23 male professional soccer players, and 14 football players with a maximum
sports cessation period of 8 weeks, 63 days,
and 86 days, respectively.
Fikenzer et al. found that in handball players, VO2max did not vary after 8 weeks of
detraining, but the aerobic performance measured by a shuttle run decreased post lockdown
(Fikenzer et al., 2020). Similarly, in their study,
Grazioli et al. found no significant cardiorespiratory fitness changes (Grazioli et al., 2020).
The lack of decrease in the VO2max in both of
these studies was probably due to the retrospective pre-lockdown data used for comparison.
In our study, we used the retrospective data of
peak level adaptation achieved in competitive

phase during regular sports training, and the
comparison with the data obtained after the
lockdown explained the effect of detraining
due to abrupt COVID-19 lockdown. Korkmaz
et al., in their study with football players, did
not include aerobic capacity or performance as
a parameter for comparison (Korkmaz et al.,
2020). The drastic decline in VO2max found
in our study might be attributed to restriction
of outdoor activities during lockdown period,
lack of indoor endurance training equipment,
and reduced endurance training sessions in
terms of frequency and volume.
We also found that all basic body composition parameters, namely weight, body fat
percentage, BMI, waist circumference, hip
circumference, and WHR increased post lockdown, though the increment was not statistically significant for any of these parameters
(Figure 3). Two of the studies conducted post
COVID-19 quarantine/lockdown found that
body composition parameters varied significantly, implying that the athletes were not able
to maintain their body composition owing to
reduced sports training and lack of monitoring
(Grazioli et al., 2020; Korkmaz et al., 2020).
Venezuela et al. in their study on body composition of combat athletes during COVID-19
lockdown found that the body mass significantly increased even with 20 ± 5 days of
COVID-19 quarantine (Esparza-Ros et al.,
2019). Even though there was an increase in
all these body composition parameters in our
study, they were not significant. One reason
for this may be the inclusion of athletes who
had been maintaining a high/medium level
of physical activity during the home confinement, which is in agreement with the study on
handball players by Fikenzer et al. where the
athletes followed home-based exercise training protocols during lockdown (Fikenzer et
al., 2020). Other factors such as motivation,
fear of uncertainty, fear of falling behind peers,
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preparing for future competitions, doing unsupervised bodyweight activities at home to
maintain fitness can also be considered. It is
important to realize that these tasks were not
comparable with the rigorous training and
mental state of mind when training at the institute (Ruffault et al., 2020).
We found that both lower body anaerobic
peak power and mean power did not vary significantly post lockdown. Most of the studies
on detraining have documented that there is a
decline in power and muscle endurance within
the third week of inactivity as a function of
time (Bosquet et al., 2002; Fleck, 1994; Mujika & Padilla, 2000a). Korkmaz et al. found
a significant reduction in peak power and average power among football players post 89
days of COVID-19 lockdown (Korkmaz et al.,
2020). However, Fikenzer et al., after 8 weeks
of lockdown, found no significant reduction in
pre-season power output of the handball players
as they were involved in regular home-based
bodyweight exercise training, which is akin to
our study findings on power output parameters
(Fikenzer et al., 2020). In our study, the participants included were athletes who had been
performing moderate to high-intensity homebased exercises. This statistically non-significant increase in peak and mean power may be
due to a lack of sports-specific optimal stimuli during the COVID-19 lockdown despite a
home-based program (Sarto et al., 2020).

ters, although not statistically significant. Our
findings showcase the need to plan remotely
supervised training programs for such prolonged confinement periods to prevent detraining effects. Coaches should take these findings
into consideration when designing their training programs before resuming the training sessions to promote injury-free gradual return of
their athletes.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this case study was to develop and verify a math model of running
index (RI) for evaluation and control of specific efficiency and tracing the fatigue
level in long distance running. The suggested RI was modelled on the basis of
polynomial function between the running velocity and the change in heart rate
frequency (V=f(HR)). The method was designed in such a way that the inﬂuence
of denivelation of the terrain was removed when calculating RI. The research
was done among 19 highly qualified athletes competing in long distance running
events (16 men and 3 women), with a mean age of 28 years (SD±8), BMI 20
(SD±2), maximum oxygen consumption 67 ml/min/kg (SD ±5). The participants
in the research were subjected to two lab and two terrain surveys. In a period of
one week after the testing, RI was traced and calculated on the basis of the data
taken from the major training loads. The model was verified only for the studied
subjects - highly qualified competitors in long-distance running. RI was tested
for validity through comparing the values obtained from the lab and terrain
tests. The obtained results showed there was no significant difference between
the values of RI measured during the lab testing and the terrain testing compared
to the values of the velocity of ventilatory and lactate anaerobic threshold (VAnT).
The results from this research revealed that the suggested method for calculation
of the running index is more accurate than the previous ones. This manuscript
discusses the possible implications of this new method for measurement of RI.
Future scientific research is needed to prove its efficiency and applicability in
sport.
Keywords: long-distance running, evaluation, control, fatigue level, running index

INTRODUCTION
Sports achievement in long distance running is a function of numerous factors (Jeliazkov et al., 2020). The major factors related
to the management of the training process are
the conditioning level, the fatigue level, and
the magnitude of the training load. The biological factors determining sports achievements
are the maximum oxygen uptake (VO2max),
the anaerobic threshold (AnT), the energetic
potential of the muscle (mainly the glycogen
level in the muscle cell), and the economy of
running (Neal, 2011; Midgley et al., 2007).

The measurement and tracing of these factors can be done through lab and terrain testing,
with invasive and noninvasive methods. Some
of these methods are expensive and their frequent use is not always applicable to the aims
of the training process. Heart rate frequency
during a physical load is an easily measured
index which has a relation with the factors of
sports achievement. The graph of the function
between the heart rate and running velocity is
approximately linear in the range of the anaerobic and anaerobic threshold. There is a fluctuation in the graph of this dependence at the
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beginning and the end before the above-mentioned thresholds (Ghosh, 2004; Kjertakov et
al., 2016).
As far as we know, there are some surveys
linked to the development of running index
based on the linear – in a direct ratio to heart
rate frequency and running velocity. The
principle of calculation of this known index
is based on the ratio between the heart rate
frequency and running velocity. Its major use
is for tracing the conditioning level of the athletes (Neikov, 2012; Vesterinen et al., 2014).
The disadvantage of this method lies in the
fact that for the different athletes, the graph
of the function between heart rate and running velocity V=f(HR) can be with different
position and shape in the coordination system. This is due to the genetic peculiarity of
the cardiovascular system (Hui, Chan, 2006;
Emig, Peltonen, 2020; Scharhag-Rosenberger
et al., 2009). If the running index is calculated
on the basis of the ratio between heart rate
and running velocity (HR/Vrun), the measured values will not be comparable among
different athletes. Also, in the regions where
the graph function changes its linear shape,
there will be a digression from the real values
of the index.
In this manuscript, we present a running
index (RI), which was modelled on the basis
of the polynomial function V=f(HR) of second or higher degree, built individually for
each competitor. This supposes an accuracy
in the measurement of each point on the graph
V=f(HR). We also developed a method helping to remove the influence of denivelation
of the terrain on the calculation of the running index. This makes it applicable in the
real conditions of the training-competitive
process.
To draw the graph V=f(HR), we need the
data about heart rate frequencies corresponding to the different running velocities. They

can be measured with special testing or as a
function of the database obtained in the training process itself. The developed math model
of RI shows the digression of the values obtained from a certain physical load from the
graph of the function V=f(HR) drawn on the
basis of the initial data (from the testing). The
obtained value is added to the initially measured threshold velocity (e.g., the velocity of
level AnT or of a certain competitive velocity). RI has a numerical expression which is
measured as the velocity (min/km, km/h, etc.)
corresponding to a certain threshold physiological zone or competitive velocity.
The index can be applied for evaluation of
the conditioning level, economy of running,
fatigue level, and magnitude of the training
load.
The increase in the conditioning level of
an athlete is in relation to the increase of the
hitting volume of the heart (Platonov, 2004;
Astrand, Rodahl, 1986) and the increase in the
efficiency of the parasympathetic heart control
accompanied by a decrease in the heart rate
frequency (Carter et al., 2003; Hellsten, Nyberg, 2015). Therefore, if the conditioning level of athletes increases, at the same values of
heart rate frequency, they will be able to run at
a higher velocity. With the increase in the conditioning level, the graph of the function will
shift to the left without changing the degree of
the angle concluded with the X-axis.
The increase in the economy of running
is related to the increase in the efficiency of
the organism to perform a certain amount of
work with the same amount of used up energy
(Saunders, et al., 2004). An indirect index of
the used-up energy is the athlete’s heart rate
frequency (Hiilloskorpi et al., 2003). The increase in the economy of a competitor leads
to an increase in the running velocity while
preserving the heart rate frequency. This is the
reason why the graph of the function shifts to
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the right, similar to the increase of the conditioning level (Skinner et al., 2003).
The main reason for experiencing fatigue
during the competitive-training process is the
depletion of energy resources (glycogen) in
muscle cells (Jeliazkov & Dasheva, 2010).
This is the reason why they are replaced with
higher threshold ones which, up to this moment, have not taken part in the muscle work
(Wilmore, Costill, 1999; Dudley et al., 1982).
This exchange is accompanied by an increased
arousal of the central nervous system leading
to an increase in the heart rate frequency while
preserving the running velocity (Carter et al.,
2003). Such an increase in the heart rate frequency can be provoked by tiredness of the
heart muscle (EICF) (Dawson et al., 2003).
We suppose that with loads leading to fatigue
in a certain physiological zone, we will see
shifting of parts of the graph V=f(HR). With
loads leading to fatigue in all physiological
zones, we will see shifting of the whole graph
to the left compared to its initial shape based
on the data from the testing (Lambert et al.,
1998) (Figure 1).
Day-to-day variation of heart rate frequency is well-known. It is a change in the heart
rate frequency regardless of the known outer
and inner reasons. The higher the intensity of
the load, the lower the digression in the heart
rate frequency is. The lowest digressions in
the values of heart rate frequency can be observed at the intensity of the load between 85
and 90% (3 ± 1 bxmin) (Lamberts, Lambert,
2009). The standard error in measuring the
submaximal heart rate is 1.1 – 1.4% (Lamberts et al., 2004).
In this case study, we introduce and verify
a model of a running index for evaluation and
control of conditioning level in the preparation
of athletes competing in long-distance running
events.

The aim of this case study was to develop
and verify a math method of running index for
evaluation and control of specific efficiency in
long-distance running.
In order to fulfil the aim of the research, we
set the following tasks:
To develop a math model of running index
for control and evaluation of specific efficiency in long-distance running;
To verify the math model of running index
through supposition of its values obtained in
lab and terrain testing.
Subject of the research is highly qualified
competitors in long-distance running events
(N = 19) (16 men and 3 women), mean age ()
28 years (SD ± 8), BMI 20 (SD ± 2), maximum
oxygen consumption 67 ml/min/kg (SD ± 5),
mean velocity of level AnT 17.3 (SD ± 1.8).
The sample is not representative and refers
only to the subjects.
Research procedure
The participants in the research were subjected to two lab and two terrain testing. In a
period of one week after the testing, we traced
the major training loads of the participants in
the case study. We recorded the mean values
of the heart rate frequency, average running
velocity, and denivelation of the terrain (in
meters) where the load took place. We calculated the running index for each training and
competitive load. The intensity of the training
loads on the basis of which we calculated the
RI has the following percentage distribution
along physiological heart rate zones of load:
1st – zone – 45% (upper limit maximum fat
oxidation (FatMax));
nd
2 – zone – 31% (upper limit second lactate threshold (АеТ2));
rd
3 – zone – 15% (upper limit AnT);
4th – zone – 7% (upper limit velocity
upon reaching maximum oxygen uptake
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(VVO2max);
5 – zone – 3% (over VVO2max).
The zones of the load were determined
on the basis of the individual threshold zones
(based on the heart rate frequency) measured
with lab and lactate tests. The training loads
took place on a firm terrain (asphalt, dirt road,
tartan, or court stadium) and in relatively stable conditions of the environment (air humidity, temperature, etc.). The competitors got
ready with their own training methods which
were not changed for the purpose of this research.
The model was verified through statistical
methods for comparison. The values of the
index, calculated from the lab tests and the
training loads were compared with the directly measured values from ventilatory AnT and
lactate AnT (based on the level of the lactate
– 4 mmol/l) ones, respectively. Also, the values of RI measured in the lab test were compared with the values measured through the
old method for measuring the running index
RIHR/V.

terrain (Jones, Doust, 1996). The above-mentioned algorithm is preserved until one reaches a heart rate frequency equal to 70% of the
maximal heart rate. Upon reaching the certain
velocity there are three steps with different
incline (1%, 4% and 7%) and duration of 4
min, and the running velocity is preserved.
The physiological response of the organism
is taken into consideration at different incline
of the treadmill. The indicators used are heart
rate frequency and oxygen uptake. The levels of lactate in blood are measured prior and
after the test and at 3rd, 6th, and 9th minute.
The aim of the test is to compare the energy
losses of the athlete when running on different
incline.
In the maximal test the running velocity increases in a step-like way every 2 min with 1.2
km/h, with incline of the treadmill of 1%. The
initial velocity is determined on the basis of the
results from the first test. The increase in the
velocity is preserved until the athlete reaches
the objective maximum. During the test the
heart rate frequency, oxygen uptake, and the
running velocity are tracked. The levels of lactate in blood are measured prior to the test and
at the 3rd, 6th, and 9th minute after it. The aim of
the test is to establish the ventilatory threshold
velocities and the functional capacity of the
athlete.
2. The first terrain test includes two runs
of 1000 m. The first intercept is run on an
incline ranging from 7 to 10%. The heart rate
frequency corresponds to 2nd threshold zone.
The second intercept is run on the same incline but in the opposite direction (descending). The heart rate frequency corresponds to
1st threshold zone. During the test we measure
the average heart rate frequency, the denivelation in meters, and the running velocity
achieved in the intercept. The aim of the test
is to establish the change in the physiological
response of the organism (measured through

th

Methods
Lab and terrain testing. In order to verify
the model of the running index the following
lab and terrain testing should be carried out:
1. Functional lab testing on treadmill including submaximal and maximal test. The
tests were carried out within an interval of 20
minutes.
In the submaximal test the running velocity increases in a step-like way every 2 min
with 1 km/h. The initial velocity is determined
from the momentary conditioning of the athletes. The load at the end should not exceed
the level of the anaerobic exchange so that
the oxygen uptake be adequately used as an
indicator for the used-up energy. The incline
of the treadmill is 1% which to a great extent
reflects the effort made when running on a flat
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the heart rate frequency) when running on a
flat terrain, against an incline and down an
incline.
3. The second terrain test is held within
3-5 days after the lab one and right after the
first terrain test (20 min). In the period between the lab and terrain testing the training
load is reduced. The aim is to achieve full
recovery of the athlete’s organism. The test
includes running four intercepts with length
1600 m at a stadium. The running velocity
during the intercepts is determined on the
basis of the threshold velocities from the lab
functional testing:
- 1st intercept – the velocity at FatMax;
- 2nd intercept – the velocity on level АеТ2
(Lactate = 2 mmol/l);
- 3rd intercept – the velocity on level AnT;
- 4th intercept – the velocity at VO2max.
The lactate level is measured right before
the test and after each intercept of 1600 m.
During the test, the heart rate frequency and
the running velocity are tracked in relation
to the different lactate threshold zones. On
the basis of this test, we build the function
V=f(HR).
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The terrain tests were carried out on a standard course and the following sports-technical
means were used:
GPS watch for measuring the average indexes – denivelation, distance, and velocity
(Polar Vantage V); heart rate meters (Polar
H10 N Heart Rate Sensor);
Mini apparatus for measuring the level of
lactate in blood (Arkray LactateProTM).
The terrain tests were carried out in relatively equal atmospheric conditions – wind
speed up to 2 m/sec, air temperature between
10 and 25 degrees Celsius, and air humidity
up to 85%.

Calculation of the running index
The heart rate frequencies during the lab
functional test were significantly higher than
the heart rate frequencies from the first terrain test compared to similar values at running
velocity. We assume that the reason for the
increase in the heart rate frequency was the
specificities of the lab test, namely the used
mask for gas analysis and running on a treadmill (where the colling effect is reduced to a
minimum). Due to this reason, in order to build
the graphs needed for calculating RI during
Equipment and conditions
the training experiment, we used the data from
The lab spiroergometric functional tests the terrain lactate test (Figure 1). The obtained
were carried out in the scientific-research in- equations describing the dependence are of the
stitute “Robert Koch” – NSA, on a treadmill following kind and are a graph polynomic of
“НР Cosmos Quasar med 4.0”.
third or higher degree:
V = aHR3 + bHR2 + cHR + d

(1)

HR = aV3 + bV2 + cV + d

(2)

Where:
a, b, c, d - function parameters;
HR – the change in the heart rate frequency;
V – the velocity corresponding to the heart rate.
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Functional relationship HR=f(V)
y = -0.0191x3 + 0.5614x2 + 2.4765x + 66.994
R² = 0.9991
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Figure 1. Functional dependence between the heart rate and velocity measured during step-like
maximal test on a treadmill
If we assume that a certain training load is value (graphically presented as p. А) (Figure
made after the graph of the function between 2) can lie on the curve (p. А) or be to the left
the heart rate and velocity has been built, its or to the right from it (p. А1).

Figure 2. Graph model of the modelled running index (RI)
If p. А lies on the curve, with the increase
in the running velocity, the athlete’s heart rate
frequency will also increase, following the
dependence measured during the testing. The

shifting of p. A upwards along the curve а will
continue until p. A coincides with p. B, which
corresponds to the velocity on level of AnT of
a certain athlete. The viewed position of p. A in
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relation to the position of the curve а in shortterm period (within the microcycle) means
there is no sign of fatigue. If we trace it over a
long-term period, if p. A remains unchanged,
this means that there is no change in the conditioning level of the athlete.
If p. А does not lie on the curve a (in figure - p. А1), the average heart rate frequency
obtained after a certain training load is different from the heart rate frequency obtained in
the testing while running at the same velocity.
This measurement possibly has two geometrical projections – to the left or to the right of
the curve а.
The reason for the shifting of p. А from
the graph of the function can be due to several
factors: a change in the level of conditioning of
the athlete, a change in the level of fatigue, the
surface of the terrain, the altitude the training
load was held at, the air temperature and humidity, athlete’s health condition, etc. (Achten,
Jeukendrup, 2003; Lambert et al., 1998; Wilmore, Costill, 1999). If the conditions during
the measurement are standard, the reasons for
shifting in the position of p. А will be broken
down into two – a change in the conditioning
level of the athlete (Buchheit et al., 2010) and
a change in the fatigue level (Boudet et al.,
2004).
Turning the graph shifting of p. А1 from
the graph of the function (the curve a) into
an empirical value is done with the following
methods:
In the coordination system, certain heart
rate frequency (150 beats/min) and running
velocity (16 km/h) correspond to the position
of p. А1 (obtained after a particular training
load) (Figure 2). At the same heart rate (150
beats/min), the curve а concurs with p. А corresponding to a different running speed (15.2
km/h). This change suggests that the athlete’s
velocity for a particular training load has increased or decreased in relation to the one
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measured during the testing. The difference
in these velocities can be positive or negative
and depends namely on the position of p. А1 in
relation to the curve а. The obtained value is
added to the preliminarily established velocity
of level AnT, their product is the value of RI.
For instance, if the velocity is increased with
0.8 km/h compared to the data from the testing
(16 km/h - 15.2 km/h), it is added to the velocity on level AnT (18 km/h) i.e., 18 km/h +
0.8 km/h =18.8 km/h (Figure 2). The obtained
value is RI of the particular training load.
Removing the influence of denivelation of
the terrain on the calculation of RIn
The graph of the function between the
magnitude of the incline (%) and the metabolic
energy expenditure during running is relatively linear, ranging between ±10% of the incline.
The loss of velocity during running while ascending is bigger than the benefit from identical descending (Minetti et al., 2002).
We obtained the following data from the
second terrain test:
• heart rate frequency during running against
an incline (HR +)(beats/min);
• heart rate frequency during running along
an incline (HR-)(beats/min);
• velocity during running against an incline
(V+)(km/h);
• velocity during running along an incline
(V-)(km/h);
• denivelation ascend (D+) (m);
• denivelation descend (D-) (m);
• running distance ascend (S+) (m);
• running distance descend (S-) (m).
The percentage of the incline (D%) is determined with the following formulas:
(3)
(4)
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From the function (1), we calculate the running velocity along a terrain without denivelation which corresponds to the heart rate during
ascend (VHR+) and consequently to the running
velocity on a flat terrain which corresponds to
the heart rate during descend (VHR-). The running velocity against an incline is lower than
that recorded at the same heart rate on a flat
terrain. The running velocity along an incline
Vlost= VHR+ V+

(descending) is higher than the one recorded at
the same heart rate on a flat terrain. Therefore,
there is a loss during the ascend (Vlost) and a
benefit during the descend (Vgane) at a constant
physical load (measured through the heart rate
frequency). These two quantities are calculated with the formulas (5) and (6) and depend on
D%, where the test is carried out.

(5)

Vgane= VHR– V–

(6)

Therefore, there is a dependence between increase in Vlost and Vgane. The obtained equaD%, Vlost and Vgane, which is expressed in the tions describing the dependence are of the folfollowing way: the increase in D% leads to an lowing kind:
Vlost=а1 D%+

(7)

Vgane=а2 D% –

(8)

Where а1 and а2 are parameters of the linear
The equation for calculating RI is of the
function.
following kind:
(9)
Where:
RI – running index, an indirect index about
the change in velocity on anaerobic
threshold level with denivelation included (km/h)
Vlost - the velocity lost under the influence of
the incline upon ascend (7) ;
Vgane - the velocity gained under the influence of the incline upon descend (8);
Den+- denivelation during the ascend (m);
Den_- denivelation during the descend (m);
V – average velocity of the training (km/h);
VHR - the velocity on a flat terrain which corresponds to the average heart rate during
the training (km/h);
VAnt - the velocity of AnT (km/h).

variation analysis, tests for checking the
normal distribution of the data - Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro Wilk, t-test Student for one sample. For the data processing,
we used the software package for statistical
analysis SPSS 25.

RESULTS
The preliminary analysis of the measured
values from the tests and training loads showed
the existence of a normal distribution, according to the applied tests of Shapiro-Wilk and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov. That allowed us to use
t-test Student for one sample and dispersion
analysis ANOVA.
The effect size in testing the hypothesis calculated by Cohen’s d for one sample
Statistical analysis
t-test (Table 1 and 2). It is calculated as the
In the statistical processing of the data, difference between the mean of the data and
we used the following statistical methods: the default value, all divided by the standard
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deviation of the data. Interpretation of effect
sizes necessarily varies by discipline and the
expectations of the experiment, but for this
case study, the guidelines proposed by Cohen (1988) are: (0.2 – < 0.5 – Small Effect
size; 0.5 – < 0.8 – Medium Effect size; ≥ 0.8
– Large Effect Size).
Table 1 presents the results from the individual RI, calculated for each step of the
lab test until failure. With the help of t-test
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Student for one sample, the results from RI,
calculated after the lab testing, were compared with the values of ventilatory AnT. RI
was calculated on the basis of the function
and Vgane/lostf(D%) built on the basis of the data
from the lab tests.
The obtained results showed there was not
a significant difference between the researched
indexes at an error level α = .05 (Table 1).

Table 1. Comparison of the results about RI from the lab test with the ventilatory AnT
Lab Test
Athlete Number of mea X mean Std mean
Mean
AnT (Ventilatory Cohen’s One-Sample
№
surements of RI
RI
RI
Difference
d
t-test Sig
threshold)
1.
9
18.00
0.24
0.002
18
0.00
.98
2.
8
18.00
0.16
0.000
18
0.00
.99
3.
8
16.78
0.18
-0.013
16.8
0.11
.85
4.
8
17.22
0.15
0.005
17.22
0.00
.93
5.
11
17.57
0.23
0.018
17.56
0.04
.80
6.
9
19.19
0.23
0.000
19.2
0.04
.99
7.
6
16.81
0.16
0.015
16.8
0.06
.82
8.
8
18.00
0.15
0.001
18
0.00
.99
9.
7
15.71
0.46
-0.021
15.74
0.07
.91
10.
9
16.79
0.15
-0.001
16.8
0.06
.98
11.
10
19.19
0.28
-0.001
19.2
0.04
.99
12.
7
18.00
0.15
0.000
18
0.00
.99
13.
6
15.60
0.09
0.004
15.6
0.00
.92
14.
7
18.00
0.07
0.000
18
0.00
.99
15.
10
19.56
0.28
-0.035
19.6
0.14
.70
16.
7
14.81
0.06
0.016
14.8
0.17
.50
17.
8
14.36
0.15
-0.038
14.4
0.26
.50
18.
6
13.43
0.14
0.003
13.43
0.00
.95
19.
7
17.47
0.03
-0.025
17.5
1.15
.05
Mean
7.947
17.08
0.18
-0.004
17.09
0.11
.84
values

Table 2 shows the results from RI calculated on the basis of the data taken from the
training loads of the athletes over a period of
one week. RI was calculated on the basis of the
function and Vgane/lost= f(D%) built on the basis
of the data taken from the terrain tests. The re-

sults for RI obtained from the training sessions
were compared with the lactate AnT with t-test
Student for one sample. The obtained results
showed there was not a significant difference
between the researched indexes at error level
α = .05 (Table 2).
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Table 2. Comparison of the results for RI from the training loads with the lactate AnT
Athlete
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
17.
19.
Mean
values

Number of mea
surements of RI
10
24
10
8
16
16
12
11
9
9
14
24
16
20
16
12
11
14

Terrain Test
X mean Std mean
Mean
RI
RI
Difference
18.01
0.52
-0.191
18.61
0.50
0.014
17.43
0.60
-0.013
17.17
0.25
-0.047
17.10
0.41
0.293
19.44
0.41
0.165
16.53
0.36
-0.085
17.12
0.32
0.370
14.89
0.52
-0.140
17.42
0.44
-0.162
19.04
0.46
-0.071
17.83
0.44
0.036
15.44
0.35
-0.214
18.19
0.48
-0.199
19.31
0.41
-0.013
14.99
0.35
-0.085
17.12
0.52
-0.191
17.39

0.43

-0.031

AnT (Lactate test)
18.2
18.6
17.56
17.22
17
19.5
16.36
17.2
14.52
17.56
19.2
17.9
15.4
18.4
19.5
15
17.2
17.431

0.37
0.03
0.23
0.19
0.25
0.14
0.46
0.27
0.72
0.32
0.36
0.16
0.10
0.44
0.49
0.04
0.16

One-Sample
t-test Sig
.27
.89
.49
.61
.33
.01
.14
.40
.06
.37
.21
.44
.69
.06
.07
.89
.40

0.28

.37

Cohen’s d

Table 3 presents the results from RI mea- RIHR/V was calculated with the following forsured with the new method (RI) and RI mea- mula (Vesterinen et al., 2014; Daniels, 1985)
sured with the old method (RIHR/V). The results (https://fellrnr.com/wiki/Running_Economy):
were compared with coefficient of variation.
(10)
Where:
HRavgtren – average heart rate
Vavgtren – average speed
HRest – heart rate frequency at rest
26 – constant of the heart rate
The value of HRrest used for calculating RI
was the same for all athletes (50 beats/min).
The constant of the heart rate determines the
assumed change in heart rate frequency from
lying to standing position (Hynynen et al.,
2011). The value of the average heart rate
during the load is reduced with the value of

the heart rate frequency in standing position.
Through this math action, significant digressions in the calculation are avoided since until
reaching the value of the heart rate in standing
position the athlete’s velocity equals zero.
The mean values of the coefficient of
variation (V%) for RI and RIHR/V were respec37
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tively equal to 0.010 (SD ± 0.004) and 0.038 describes more accurately the digressions from
(SD ± 0.02) (Table 3). The improved accuracy the linear dependence between the heart rate
of measurement of the new method can be ex- and the running velocity.
plained with the polynomial function, which
Table 3. Comparison between the values of RI and RIHR/V measured during the lab test until
failure
RI
Athlete
№
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
Mean
values

Table of Comparison

Number of
Mean
X mean RI
measurements of RI
Std RI

V%

9
8
8
8
11
9
6
8
7
9
10
7
6
7
10
7
8
6
7

18.00
18.00
16.79
17.23
17.58
19.20
16.82
18.00
15.72
16.80
19.20
18.00
15.60
18.00
19.57
14.82
14.36
13.43
17.48

0.24
0.16
0.18
0.15
0.23
0.23
0.16
0.15
0.46
0.15
0.28
0.15
0.09
0.07
0.28
0.06
0.15
0.14
0.03

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00

7.95

17.08

0.18

0.01

Tables 4 and 5 present the results about
the velocity loss Vlost upon overcoming +1%
incline, measured on the basis of the change in
oxygen uptake depending on the degree of the
incline during the first lab test (Vlost 1%V2max) and

X mean
RIHR/V
5.20
5.25
6.30
6.25
6.73
4.83
5.85
5.16
6.42
5.39
5.18
6.18
6.75
6.29
5.48
6.53
8.40
8.75
4.88
6.10

RIHR/V

Mean Std
RIHR/V

V%

0.21
0.17
0.37
0.20
0.27
0.27
0.08
0.08
0.23
0.13
0.11
0.21
0.17
0.31
0.23
0.37
0.55
0.56
0.09

0.04
0.03
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.02

0.24

0.04

the velocity loss upon overcoming 1% incline,
measured on the basis of the change in heart
rate frequency depending on the degree of the
incline during the first lab test (Vlost1%HRlab and
Vlost1%HRter).

Vlost 1%V2max was calculated with the following formula:
(11)
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Where:
VO2avg3stage – average oxygen uptake measured during running on 3rd step (7%)
VO2avg1stage – average oxygen uptake measured during running on 1st step (1%)
Vr – running velocity (constant for all steps)
D%3stage – percentage of the incline (third step – 7%)
The dependence between the percentage
change of oxygen uptake and the percentage
change in running velocity in the range between AeT and AnT is not completely in a direct ratio. The digression between the change
in the two indexes can be calculated in the fol-

lowing way:
We find the percentage values in the
change of velocity (Vchange) and oxygen uptake
(VO2change) in the range between AeT and AnT
with the following formulas:

(12)
(13)
We find the difference in percentage of the values of Vchange and VO2change (14)
,
The corresponding difference is multiplied
with the obtained value for Vlost 1%VO2max .
To illustrate the results, we have presented
distribution of the values of Vlost 1%V2max, Vlost 1%HR
and Vlost1%HRtre for the compared groups (Table
4).

(14)

After applying the statistical method Within Subject ANOVA the obtained results showed
there was not a significant difference between
Vlost 1%V2max, Vlost 1%HR and Vlost1%HRtre at error level
α = .05 (Sig. = .735 > .05) (Table 5).

Table 4. Distribution of the values of Vlost 1%V2max , Vlost 1%HR and Vlost1%HRtre for the compared
groups
Descriptives
Loss of Velocity at 1% Incline
95% Confidence
Interval
for Mean
Std.
Std.
Deviation
Error
Lower
Upper
Bound
Bound
0.132
0.029
0.474
0.596
0.173
0.040
0.453
0.620

N

Mean

VlostHRter
VlostVO2

19
19

0.534
0.536

VlostHRlab

19

0.505

0.110

0.025

0.453

Total

57

0.525

0.140

0.018

0.489

39

Minimum

Maximum

0.26
0.19

0.71
0.77

0.560

0.29

0.75

0.562

0.19

0.77
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Table 5. Results from the dispersion analysis for the compared groups of values for Vlost1%V2max,
Vlost 1%HR and Vlost1%HRtre
ANOVA
Loss of Velocity at 1% Incline
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
0.012
2
0.006
1.049
54
0.019
1.061
56

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

F
0.310

Sig.
.735

Table 6 presents the mean values and vari- 3stage) and the value of the velocity of the venability of RI measured during the first lab test tilatory AnT (VAnT) (on this basis the measured
on the second step with treadmill incline of 3% indexes were made equal).
(RI2stage), on the third step with incline 6% (RITable 6. Mean values and variability of the results in the compared samples

RI

Stages
RI2stage
RI3stage
VAnT

N
19
19
19

Group Statistics
Mean
Std. Deviation
17.44
2.03
17.22
1.82
17.23
1.82

Std. Error Mean
0.46
0.42
0.42

Table 7 presents the results from the dis- results showed that there was no significant
persion analysis for the compared groups of difference between the compared indicators at
values for RI2stage, RI3stage and VAnT. The obtained error level α = .05 (Sig. = .922> .05) (Table 7).
Table 7. Results from the dispersion analysis for the compared groups of values for RI2stage,
RI3stage and VAnT
ANOVA

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of Squares
0.58
193.10
193.68

RI2stage, RI3stage и VAnT
df
2
54
56

Mean Square
0.29
3.58

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A new method for calculation of RI was
introduced for a direct tracing of the conditioning level and fatigue of athletes competing in
long distance running events. The method is
based on an individual approach when calculating the index. The obtained values for RI are
numerical and are equal to a particular physiological threshold or competitive velocity. This
improves its applicability when tracing and

F
0.081

Sig.
.922

interpreting the values of the index. A method for measurement of the digression of the
values of velocity during running on a terrain
with denivelation was also introduced. The
method could also be used when calculating RI
with the known methods. The obtained results
showed there was no significant difference between the values of RI measured during the lab
testing and the terrain testing compared to the
values of the velocity of ventilatory and lac40
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tate anaerobic threshold (VAnT). The results
from this case study showed that the suggested
method for calculation of the running index is
more precise than the previous ones (Table 3).
The model was verified only for the studied
subjects - highly qualified competitors in long
distance running. This advantage can be used
for tracing the indexes which need greater accuracy in measurement.
During the training process the values of
the heart rate frequency, running velocity, and
denivelation of the terrain can be recorded in
the form of a database. These data can be processed with a suitable software package (Fang
et al., 2021; Emig, Peltonen, 2020; Fister et
al., 2015) which can build the graph functions
V=(f)HR and Vgane/lost=f(D%) needed for the
calculation of RI. The obtained graphs will be
adapted and perfected over time depending
on the individual changes in the physiological functions of the athlete. On the basis of the
graph function V=(f)HR, we can find an inflexion point of the digression from the linear
dependence, which is an indirect method for
determining the level of the anaerobic threshold (Vachon et al., 1999). It is known that AnT
is a major physiological factor for determining the training velocity and heart rate zones
of load (Alexandrova, at al., 2018; Midgley et
al., 2007; Kenney, et al., 2012). The changes in
the values of the index would lead to a change
in the zones of the load. This would improve
the possibilities for finding the algorithm of the
training process (Nie et al., 2021; Kumyaito et
al., 2018; Hellard et al., 2006; Stoyanov, 2019).
We believe that the values of the running
index should be traced dynamically during
the training process. The tracking of RI over
longer periods can be used for evaluation of
conditioning level of the athletes. The change
in the values of RI during a particular training
load or during the microstructure of the training
process can be a predictor for the fatigue level.

We assume that the values of the index, as a
fatigue indicator, will undergo some changes
depending on the intensity, magnitude, and direction of the training load. This is due to the
heterogeneous character of fatigue (Jeliazkov
et al., 2020). For example, a training load with
a high intensity (5th zone) and a great magnitude will be a stress factor on the fast-twitch
muscle fibers, while the same load will lead
to stress of a low magnitude on slow-twitch
muscle fibers (Dudley et al., 1982). This physiological peculiarity will be the reason why the
fatigue from a physical load with a high intensity does not influence to a great extent the
values of the running index measured during
a load with a low intensity. This disadvantage
can be avoided if the values obtained for RI are
sorted on the basis of heart rate zones of load.
Thus, the index will provide information about
the fatigue level in the different physiological
zones of the load. The values of RI can be used
as a predictor for the advancing phase of supercompensation in a certain zone of the load.
Modern sports watches with GPS and heart
rate meter provide the opportunity for recording the data measured during a certain load
over different periods of time (usually for every second). Thus, the RI can be calculated and
traced in dynamics during the training load. It
is known that during loads at a constant velocity, the bigger the fatigue, the higher the heart
rate (Boudet et al., 2004; Volkov et al., 2000;
Monogarov, 1986; Platonov, 2004). We assume
that the data from the running index obtained
as a result of a greater training load that lead
to a significant fatigue level will have the form
of a descending point graph. Therefore, the reduced values of the running index can be explained with the increase in the level of fatigue
in the athlete. Tracking the dynamic change in
the values of the running index during running
can find practical application for evaluation of
the fatigue level and the reached phase of su41
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Buchheit, M., Chivot, A., Parouty, J., Mercier, D., Al Haddad, H., Laursen, P. B., & Ahmaidi,
S. (2010). Monitoring endurance running performance using cardiac parasympathetic function.
European journal of applied physiology, 108(6),
1153–1167.
Carter, J.B., Banister, E.W., and Blaber, A.P.
(2003) Effect of endurance exercise on autonomic control of heart rate. Sports Med 33: 33-46.
Casa, D. J., Stearns, R. L., Lopez, R. M., Ganio, M. S., McDermott, B. P., Walker Yeargin,
S., Yamamoto, L. M., Mazerolle, S. M., Roti, M.
W., Armstrong, L. E., & Maresh, C. M. (2010).
Influence of hydration on physiological function and performance during trail running in the
heat. Journal of athletic training, 45(2), 147–156.
Daniels, J. T. (1985). A physiologist’s view
of running economy. Medicine and science in
sports and exercise, 17(3), 332–338.
Dawson, E., George, K., Shave, R., Whyte,
G., & Ball, D. (2003). Does the human heart fatigue subsequent to prolonged exercise?. Sports
medicine (Auckland, N.Z.), 33(5), 365–380.
Dudley, G.A., Abraham, W.M. & Terjung,
R.I. (1982). Influence of exercise intensity and
duration on biochemical adaptations in skeletal
muscle. Journal of Applied Physiology, Respiratory, Environmental, and Exercise Physiology,
53(4): 844-850.
Emig, T., & Peltonen, J. (2020). Human running performance from real-world big data. Nature communications, 11(1), 4936. https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41467-020-18737-6
Fang, Z., Mahapatra, R. P., & Selvaraj, P.
(2021). Dynamic data processing system for
sports training system using internet of things.
Technology and health care: official journal of
the European Society for Engineering and Medicine, 29(6), 1305–1318. https://doi.org/10.3233/
THC-213008
Fister, I., Rauter, S., Yang, X., Ljubič, K.
(2015). Planning the sports training sessions
with the bat algorithm, Neurocomputing, Volume

percompensation during the training load.
RI is influenced by a number of additional
factors such as air temperature, air humidity,
surface of the terrain, altitude, level of mental
fatigue, athlete’s health condition, Day-to-day
variation, etc. (Lamberts, Lambert, 2009; Van
Cutsem et al., 2017; Casa et al., 2010; Achten,
Jeukendrup, 2003; Kenney et al., 2012). The
above-mentioned factors reduce the level of
informativeness of RI about the indexes it aims
to explain. This imposes the need for an additional analysis of the values of the index. The
possible solution is to separate the values from
the running index measured during the training loads in complicated conditions. If athletes train on identical terrains, the data from
the running index can be accurately traced and
compared with one another.
We have verified a new method of running
index and discussed possible practical applications of the model. Future research is needed for
confirming its efficiency and implication in sport.
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ABSTRACT

The implementation of resistance training to enhance muscular strength
alongside other physical performance tasks such as linear speed or agility is a
primary goal for strength and conditioning practitioners working with American
football athletes. This study aimed to investigate changes in body weight, relative
and absolute lower body strength, as well as linear speed ability and sprint momentum over three collegiate American football seasons. Additionally, relationships between change scores within the previously mentioned metrics, as well
as the effect of Season-1 baseline strength levels on subsequent improvements in
strength and linear speed were analyzed. Significant increases in body weight as
well as relative and absolute lower body strength and sprint momentum were observed between Season-1 and Season-3. However, no significant improvements
in linear speed were observed. Further, only change scores in body weight were
found to be significantly related to change scores in the linear speed. Lastly, the
group of athletes with lower Season-1 strength levels experienced significantly
greater improvements in linear speed (i.e., reduction in 40-yard dash times),
compared to the group with higher Season-1 strength levels. Our results indicate
that athletes within our sample were able to experience increases in strength and
body weight. However, such increases were not accompanied by improvements
in the linear speed. While speculative, the significantly greater improvement in
linear speed within the group with lower Season-1 relative strength levels may
indicate that improvements in linear speed align with increases in strength, until
athletes reach a certain level of strength.
Keywords: American Football, Athlete Monitoring, Strength

INTRODUCTION
Strength and conditioning coaches as well
as sports scientists have the ability to impact
sports success in a number of ways. Primarily, strength and conditioning practitioners aim
to improve different components of physical
performance within athletes, while simultaneously trying to minimize the risk of sport-related injury. One sport that relies heavily on the
implementation of strength and conditioning
training is American football. Game demands

in American football tend to be very position
specific. However, generally speaking, athletes
must show proficiency in a variety of physical
abilities such as upper and lower body strength
and power production ability, rapid accelerations and decelerations, change of direction
ability, high running speeds, and muscular endurance (Fullagar et al., 2017).
In American football, one may say that
mostly all position groups, except for kickers and punters, rely on some degree of linear
45
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speed and acceleration to be successful. For
instance, LaPlaca et al. (2020) showed that
those running backs with better 40-yard dash
times in the National Football League (NFL)
combine, also showed better “longest run” statistics during their time in the NFL. Further,
the same author suggested that those receivers with better 40-yard dash times in the NFL
combine also had better “longest catch” statistics during their time in the NFL. This reliance on linear speed was also reflected within
defensive position groups. Within the group of
outside linebackers, faster 40-yard dash times
were significantly correlated with more games
played (LaPlaca et al., 2020).
Such findings may be of interest to strength
and conditioning practitioners, aiming to improve aspects of physical performance that are
shown to relate to successful on-field performance. In order to establish such connections
between physical performance assessments and
levels of on-field success, research must aim
to connect on-field data such as the ones mentioned above, with physical performance tests
and training methodologies used within sports
science laboratories as well as strength and conditioning facilities. However, forming this connection has been shown to bring with it various
challenges (Hornsby et al., 2021). Small sample sizes, as well as a lack of longitudinal data,
have been identified as some of the challenges in
connecting on-field success with training methodologies used to improve on-field success, and
research is rather scarce aiming to facilitate this
connection. Bishop (2008) has proposed however that the observation of athletes in real-world
settings, over extended periods of time may be
beneficial to sport science practitioners trying to
better understand how to optimize performance
within a given sport.
As mentioned above, linear speed has been
shown to be related to successful on-field performance in American football (Kuzmits &
46

Adams, 2008; LaPlaca et al., 2020; Teramoto et
al., 2016). Therefore, it should be of interest to
strength and conditioning practitioners working
within this population to optimize their training approach toward developing speed. One
aspect of physical performance enhancement
that receives a lot of attention in most strength
and conditioning settings in the development
of maximal lower body strength. In 1991, Fry
and Kramer (1991) studied a group of division
1-3 collegiate American football players. What
they found was that National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division-I athletes had
higher squat numbers than Division-II athletes,
and Division-II athletes had higher squat numbers than Division-III athletes. Another similar
study by Barker et al. (1993) found that collegiate American football starters reported a higher barbell back squat one repetition maximum
(1RM) when compared to non-starters. However, in this study, the group of starters was also
heavier (+8.5 kg) than the group of non-starters,
which should be acknowledged when interpreting these results. These findings would suggest
that lower body strength is associated with the
level of play as well as success among collegiate American football players. Strength and
conditioning practitioners aim to enhance lower body strength through the implementation of
exercises such as bilateral and unilateral squat
variations, as well as bilateral and unilateral hip
hinge variations such as deadlifts. An existing
body of literature has documented relationships between maximal lower body strength
and speed performance (Comfort et al., 2016;
Hori et al., 2008, McBride et al., 2009, Seitz
et al., 2014). Seitz et al. (2014) performed a
systematic review, suggesting that increases in
lower body strength transfer positively to sprint
performance. In addition, Appleby et al. (2020)
recently proposed that while a transfer did not
occur equally, both increases in unilateral, as
well as bilateral lower body strength led to im-
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provements in 20-m sprint times within a group
of rugby union academy players. While the previously highlighted studies have documented a
relationship between lower body strength and
speed performance, further research is warranted, looking at changes in lower body strength
and speed over extended periods of time, such
as over multiple athletic seasons, particularly
among American football athletes.
Further, the debate about “how strong is
strong enough” has been a topic within the
realms of strength and conditioning for many
years. Stone (2002) has suggested that while in
sports such as Olympic weightlifting or powerlifting, continuous increases in strength over
time would be advantageous, the agreement
with regards to how strong athletes within
other sports should be is not as evident. Moreover, this discussion paper highlighted several
studies that established relationships between
measures of strength and aspects of sports performance, proposing that athletes may never
be “too strong”. While we partially agree with
this statement and also believe there is no such
thing as “too strong”, we hypothesize/believe
that this debate is context-specific and that once
athletes hit a certain level of strength, further
efforts to increase maximal strength may not
optimally complement desired improvements
in different aspects of athletic performance,
such as speed or agility.
Lastly, Mann et al. (2022) recently proposed that there is a common trend in which
collegiate American football players continue
to make gains in body mass that are not accompanied by improvements in speed across their
collegiate careers. Therefore, it was suggested that practitioners and researchers should
take into consideration these increases in body
mass by also looking at momentum (i.e., mass
x velocity). Solely looking at sprint velocity
or sprint completion times may provide practitioners with an incomplete picture of the im-

provement made over their collegiate careers
(Mann et al., 2022).
With the previously discussed points in
mind, the primary purpose of this study was to
observe and analyze changes in body weight,
absolute and relative lower body strength as
well as linear speed and sprint momentum in
NCAA Division-II American football players
across three competitive seasons. For a secondary purpose, we aimed to investigate whether
there were relationships between change scores
in speed performance and change scores in body
weight as well as lower body strength between
season one and season three. Lastly, we were
interested in whether or not baseline relative
strength levels of the athletes in our sample impacted how much they improved or regressed in
40-yard dash performance between season one
and season three. The idea was proposed that
once athletes hit a certain level of lower body
strength, further working on improving maximal strength may not optimally complement
further improvements in speed performance.
METHODS
For the competitive seasons of 2017, 2018,
and 2019, data for 16 NCAA Division-II athletes were used as part of this investigation.
The sample of athletes was made up of six
linebackers, three defensive backs, two quarterbacks, one running back, as well as four receivers. Not all athletes within this sample had
data for all three seasons. Participation metrics
can be seen in Table 1. Researchers analyzed
the data from pre-existing data sets. Data from
pre-existing data sets included off-season test
results for the weight room-based assessments,
as well as on-field tests, resembling the NFL
combine for the athletic seasons of 20172019. Specifically for this study, the parallel
back squat, as well as the 40-yard dash (36.6
meters) were of interest. The 40-yard dash
is a commonly utilized assessment of linear
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speed within American football. These tests
were performed and measured yearly, at the
end of each respective off-season (middle of
April). All physical performance data were
anonymous and were provided by the head
strength and conditioning coach. Sufficient
execution of physical performance tests was
ensured through visual observation and verbal feedback by a group of certified strength
and conditioning specialists. All testing procedures were preceded by a team-based dynamic
warm-up that was led by the teams’ certified

strength and conditioning coach. The relevant
tests used for this study will be highlighted in
more detail within the following section. This
study did not include data collection involving
human subjects because data were already existing in a de-identified fashion within a data
set provided and approved by the head strength
and conditioning coach at the respective NCAA
Division-II school. It was therefore deemed by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) that review and IRB approval were not required.

Table 1. Participation metrics (n, sample sizes) for Seasons 1-3
Year
1
2
3

Body
Weight (kg)
16
16
16

Absolute
Strength (kg)
16
13
16

Relative Strength
(Ratio)
16
13
16

Testing Procedures
Body Weight – Body weight was measured
using an electronic Befour PS 7700 scale (Befour®, Saukville, WI, USA) and recorded in
kilograms (kg).
40-Yard Dash - The 40-yd dash was conducted with participants beginning in a threepoint stance, as performed within the NFL
combine, and running as fast as possible for
40 yards (Kuzmits & Adams, 2008). According to Mann et al. (2015) hand timing allows
for accurate classification of 40-yard dash performance among college football players. The
sprints were performed on an outdoor Mondo sprint track, and lanes on the track gave
guidance to the participants. The best of three
attempts was used in the analysis. Certified
Strength and Conditioning Specialists were in
charge of timing runs, using an Accusplit Pro
Survivor – A601X Stopwatch, and the same
timers were used for all three testing sessions.
A minimum of five minutes of rest was provided between sprint trials. Sprint momentum
48

40-yard
dash (s)
15
14
16

40-yard dash Momentum (kg*m/s)
15
14
16

was calculated using suggestions by Mann et
al. (2022). The best of the three sprint trials
was converted to a velocity by dividing the distance (36.6 m) by the time. Following this, the
velocity was multiplied by the subjects’ body
mass in kg to acquire momentum (kg*m/s).
Bilateral Back Squat – Bilateral back squats
were performed inside a standard squat rack,
with spotters placed behind the athlete, as well
as on both ends of the barbell for safety reasons.
Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialists
ensured all squats were performed correctly.
For repetition to count, the athletes’ femurs
had to be parallel to the ground. Again, certified
strength and conditioning specialists visually
observed each repetition to ensure the criteria
were being met. The athlete’s one repetition
maximum was calculated from a three-repetition maximum test. The Epley equation was
used to estimate a one-repetition maximum
from a three-repetition maximum test (DiStasio, 2014). For the sake of this paper, absolute lower body strength is referred to as the
respective one repetition maximum number in
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kilograms for each athlete, while relative lower
body strength will be referred to as a ratio between the 1RM number in kilograms, divided
by the athletes’ body weight in kilograms.

from season one to season three (p = .010).
There was no significant change in body weight
between seasons one and two (p = .273), or two
and three (p = 0.479). See Table 2 and Figure 1.
Absolute lower body strength, as measured
via the back squat showed significant univariate
effects for time (p < .001). Significant increases in strength were noted from season one to
season two (p = .013) and season one to season
three (p < .001), as well as season two to season
three (p = .050). See Table 2 and Figure 2.
Similar findings were observed for relative
lower body strength, showing a significant univariate effect for time (p < .001). Season one
was shown to be significantly different from
season three (p < .001), however, season one
was not shown to be significantly different from
season two (p = .057), and season two was not
shown to be significantly different from season
three (p = .318). See Table 2 and Figure 3. No
significant effects for time were observed for
40-yard dash performance across the three seasons (p = .122). Lastly, significant univariate
effects for 40-yard dash momentum across time
were observed (p = < .001). More specifically,
athletes within our sample experienced significant increases in 40-yard dash momentum between seasons one and three, as well as seasons
two and three. Table 2 and Figure 4 display the
previously mentioned data, highlighting mean
changes, p-values, as well as effect sizes.
Further, no significant relationships were
observed between change scores in 40-yard
dash performance and change scores in absolute and relative lower body strength, between
season one and season three. However, a significant negative relationship was observed
between change scores in 40-yard dash performance and change scores in body weight between season one and season three (r = -.653, p
= .008). These findings are displayed within the
correlation matrix in Table 3, and are further visualized in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Our independent

Statistical Analysis
All data were checked for normality using
the Shapiro-Wilk test. Linear mixed models
were used to investigate mean differences in
primary study outcomes (i.e., weight, absolute
squat strength, relative squat strength, and 40yard dash times) across the fixed factor of time,
using the individual (ID) as a random factor.
All post hoc comparisons were adjusted using
the Bonferroni correction. Further, Cohen’s
d effect sizes were calculated (Cohen, 1992).
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used
to look at correlations between body weight
change scores, lower body strength change
scores, and 40-yard dash change scores to determine if the magnitude of increased or decreased body weight, as well as lower body
strength, was related to the magnitude of improvement in 40-yard dash performance. Further, to observe differences in 40-yard dash
change scores based on relative lower body
strength levels, our sample was divided into
“strong” and “weak” individuals, using the
50th percentile in relative lower body strength
during season one as a cutoff point. To analyze
if one group experienced significantly larger
improvements or regressions in 40-yard dash
performance, a student’s independent sample
t-test was used. Statistical inferences were
made using an α level of p ≤ .05. All data were
analyzed using the R statistical computing environment and language (v. 4.0; R Core Team,
2020) via the Jamovi graphical user interface.
RESULTS
Significant univariate effects for changes
in body weight across time were observed (p
= .012). Body weight significantly increased
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sample t-test revealed that the “weaker” group
of athletes with relative lower body strength
scores of under 2.3 times body weight during
season one experienced significantly larger improvements in 40-yard dash performance between season one and season three, compared

with the “strong” group (p = .006, d = 1.72)
(Figure 8). While not statistically significant,
the weaker group of athletes also experienced
larger increases in relative strength between
season one and season three (p = .343, d = .49).
These data can be seen in Table 4.

Table 2. Mean changes, p-values, and Cohen’s d effect size for changes across seasons
Season 1-2
Season 1-3
Season 2-3
Change p-value Cohen’s d Change p-value Cohen’s d Change p-value Cohen’s d
Body Weight (kg) +2.88
.273
0.11
+5.25 .010*
0.19
+2.38
.479
0.08
Absolute Squat
+35.2 .013*
0.60
+64.0 < .001*
1.04
+28.8 .050*
0.45
Strength (kg)
Relative Squat
+0.145 .057
0.51
+0.243 < .001*
0.70
+0.098 .318
0.27
Strength (Ratio)
40-yard Dash (s) +0.020 1.00
0.15
-0.029
.642
0.12
- 0.049 .134
0.28
40-yard Dash
+7.24
.841
0.08
+26.07 < .001*
0.29
+18.83 .020*
0.22
Momentum
(kg*m/s)
Effect Sizes: small, d = 0.2-0.6; moderate, d = 0.6-1.2; large, d = 1.2-2.0; and very large d > 2.0.
* Denotes statistical significance (p ≤ .05). The negative change sign in the 40-yard Dash (s) row indicates a decrease in completion times (i.e., an improvement).

Bold line denotes the mean change across the three seasons. Thin lines denote mean changes
across three seasons for individual athletes.
Figure 1. Individual changes for raw data in body weight (kg), absolute squat strength (kg),
relative squat strength, as well as 40-yard dash times, and 40-yard dash momentum over three
seasons.
*
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Table 3. Change scores (Season 1-3) correlation matrix.
40 Yard Dash∆
Pearson’s r
p-value
Absolute Squat Strength∆ Pearson’s r
p-value
Pearson’s r
Relative Squat Strength∆
p-value
Pearson’s r
Body Weight∆
p-value
40 Yard Dash Momentum∆ Pearson’s r
p-value
40 Yard Dash∆

.006
.984
-.212
.447
.653**
.008
.290
.295

Absolute Squat Relative Squat
Strength∆
Strength∆

.956***
<.001
-.143
.597
.097
.732

-.410
.115
-.218
.435

Body
Weight∆

.910***
<.001

Denotes change between two time points (Season 1-3). *** indicates statistical significance at the 0.001 level.
**indicates statistical significance at the 0.01 level.
∆

Figure 2. Scatterplots of 40-yard dash change scores (s) (Season 1-3) vs. absolute squat strength
change scores (kg), relative squat strength change scores (ratio), body weight change scores
(kg), and 40-yard dash momentum change scores (kg*m/s) (Seasons 1-3), with a line of best fit.
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Table 4. Student’s independent sample t-test for change scores between “strong” and “weak”
groups (Season 1-3).
40-Yard Dash∆
Relative Squat∆
Absolute Squat∆
Body Weight∆
40-Yard Dash
Momentum∆

“Strong” Group
0.023 ± 0.044
0.181 ± 0.253
58.5 ± 44.5
8.50 ± 6.57
30.0 ± 17.4

“Weak” Group
-0.071 ± 0.065
0.304 ± 0.247
69.5 ± 51.2
2.00 ± 8.43
23.7 ± 27.7

Mean Difference
-0.094
0.123
11.0
-6.50
-6.28

p-value
.005*
.343
.653
.107
.603

Cohen’s d
-1.74
0.49
0.23
-0.86
0.27

* Denotes statistical significance. The negative sign within the 40-Yard Dash∆ row indicates a decrease in test
completion times.

Figure 3. Comparison of mean 40-yard change scores(s) from season 1 to season 3 between
groups of “strong” (left boxplot) and “weak” (right boxplot) athletes. The boxplot represents
the mean, as well as interquartile ranges and 95% confidence limits for group values.
DISCUSSION
This study sought to address three related aims. Aim one was to investigate changes
in body weight, absolute lower body strength,
relative lower body strength, as well as 40yard dash completion times and momentum
across three athletic seasons. Aim two was to

find whether there were significant relationships between change scores in body weight,
lower body strength, and 40-yard dash completion times, in order to investigate the potential
strength of these relationships. Lastly, aim three
was to explore the impact of relative lower body
strength levels during season one on subsequent
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improvements or regressions in the linear speed.
Descriptive results from our study show
that athletes in our sample experienced significant increases in absolute and relative lower
body strength across three seasons, while 40yard dash performance did not improve significantly across time. Further, body weight and
sprint momentum increased significantly from
Season-1 to Season-3. The current results are in
line with findings by Miller et al. (2002), who
found that while linear speed did not increase
over the course of four years of eligibility among
collegiate American NCAA Division-I football players, body mass continued to increase
among athletes. Further, Mann et al. (2021)
recently highlighted a similar trend in which
collegiate American NCAA Division-I football
players continued to make gains in body mass
across 4 athletic seasons, while improvements
in speed plateaued after the first year of play.
In our study, athletes also experienced significant increases in body mass and sprint momentum between Season-1 and 3. However, while
not statistically significant, improvements in
linear speed were not observed between Season-1 and 2, but rather between Season-2 and
3, as well as Season-1 and 3. These findings
are reflected in the common thought by American football sports coaches and strength and
conditioning coaches that incoming freshmen
and sophomores in many cases need to increase strength and body mass to withstand
the increased physicality of the college level.
While this is true to a certain extent, we believe
that the modern game of American football, especially at the skill positions, is much faster,
and therefore much more reliant on speed and
acceleration qualities. Therefore, we suggest
that practitioners focus on increasing strength,
while not neglecting the development of speed,
and changes in body mass, since findings from
this investigation suggest that the relationship
between improvements in speed and increas-

es in strength levels may not be as linear and
straightforward as previously thought of.
Within the second aim, this study looked to
more closely investigate the potential relationship between changes in lower body strength
and changes in the linear speed. Specifically,
we looked to investigate this relationship by
analyzing change scores between body weight,
lower body strength, and 40-yard dash performance. Neither change scores in absolute lower body strength nor change scores in relative
lower body strength were found to be significantly related to change scores in 40-yard dash
completion times. However, change scores for
body weight showed a statistically significant
relationship with change scores in 40-yard
dash completion times. Within our sample,
it seems that increases in weight had a negative influence on linear speed over time. One
limitation however is that within the realms
of this study, body composition changes were
not analyzed. Therefore, it is difficult to conclude if those hindering effects of mass gain
with regard to speed development came from
increases in body fat, lean mass, or a combination of both. Future studies should longitudinally investigate the effects of body composition changes on speed performance among
collegiate football players. Therefore, when
analyzing longitudinal data on American football athletes, strength and conditioning professionals should aim to focus on changes in body
composition, in conjunction with changes in
respective strength levels.
Lastly, within aim three, season one strength
levels and their impact on subsequent changes
in speed performance over time were looked
at closer. Athletes were divided into “weak”
and “strong” groups, using the 50th percentile
for relative lower body strength during season
one as a cutoff point. In our sample, the “weak”
group consisted of athletes who could squat less
than 2.31 times their own body weight during
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season one, while the “strong” group consisted of athletes who could squat more than 2.31
times their own body weight. This was done to
investigate whether baseline relative strength
levels had any influence on subsequent improvements in linear speed qualities. Results
revealed that the “weak” group experienced
significantly larger improvements in 40-yard
dash completion times between season one and
season three, compared to the “strong” group.
While not statistically significant, the “weaker” group also experienced larger increases in
relative and absolute strength from season one
to season three. While speculative, this finding
might support our hypothesis or idea that improvements in speed performance align with
improvements in lower body strength until
an athlete achieves a certain strength-to-body
weight ratio or threshold. After that point, a
shift towards addressing other physical qualities such as muscular power, rate of force
development, or training other qualities along
the force-velocity curve such as strength speed
or speed-strength may be more advantageous.
These findings may have potential merit for
strength and conditioning professionals mapping out long-term athletic development plans
for athletes. Future investigations should determine potential strength thresholds above
which further increases in maximal strength
may not optimally complement further improvements in speed. However, we believe
that such thresholds are going to be high population and task specific. Nevertheless, taking into consideration all three seasons, the
“strong” group reported faster 40-yard dash
times than the “weak” group (p = .059, d =
.98), and relative strength was found to be
significantly related to 40-yard dash times (r
= -.491, p = .001), similarly to studies highlighted within the introduction (Comfort et al.,
2016; Hori et al., 2008; McBride et al., 2009;
Seitz et al., 2014). This would suggest that rel-

ative lower body strength does contribute to
linear speed performance within our sample,
however potentially only to a certain point.
Within our investigation, a positive transfer
of strength to speed was not observed, which
is contrary to the findings suggested by Seitz
et al. (2014). Within their systematic review,
Seitz et al. (2014) did find a positive transfer of
lower-body strength training to sprint performance, which was indicated by very large correlations between effect sizes in squat strength
and effect sizes in sprint performance.
While we think that this longitudinal, descriptive study within a high-level sports population has the potential to meaningfully add
to the body of evidence, we understand that
this study is not without limitations. For one,
the small sample size analyzed within this
investigation is a limitation. Future investigations should aim for a similar study design
with greater sample size. Further, findings
are difficult to generalize beyond the sample
and population used within this investigation.
Additionally, raw 40-yard dash completion
times as well as absolute and relative back
squat numbers were the only means of measuring linear speed performance as well as
lower body strength. Future investigations
may incorporate sprint analyses of different
distances, as well as different means of measuring lower body strength. Lastly, within our
study, relative strength levels were acquired
by simply dividing raw strength levels by
the athletes’ body weight in kg. Stone (2002)
suggested that simply dividing by body mass
may not show the whole picture and may not
necessarily obviate differences in regional
body mass. Future studies should aim toward
accounting for differences in body mass, specifically when looking at strength levels in regard to overall and regional body mass. It may
also be worthwhile investigating longitudinal
changes in vertical (e.g., loaded jumps), and
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ABSTRACT

Athletic talent represents a high level of trainability in a certain type of
sport. The earlier the level of trainability is identified, the more effective the
sports training of the athlete will be. The aim of this study was to establish the
effect of trainability on the physical fitness of adolescent athletes as a consequence of an applied training program adequate to the age and sports experience of the athletes. This study included 52 young athletes (24 boys and 28
girls), divided into 4 groups: male athletes from the control group (n = 10,
mean age 14.88 ± 1.29 years), male athletes from the experimental group (n =
14, mean age 13.72 ± 1.15 years), female athletes from the control group (n =
14, mean age 15.69 ± 1.00 years), and female athletes from the experimental
group (n = 14, mean age 13.41 ± 1.68 years). The experimental groups followed a specialized 12-week program signed for the purposes of the study. All
participants completed the Alpha-Fit physical fitness test battery in addition
to specific fitness tests before and after the training intervention. This study
showed significant differences with larger effect sizes in nearly all components
of health-related and specific physical fitness for the experimental groups after
the training intervention in contrast to the control groups. The results of the
standing long jump in the male (184.57 ± 19.79 cm vs 200.79 ± 20.01 cm, effect
size = 0.8) and female athletes (179.07 ± 18.56 cm vs 183.93 ± 16.26 cm, effect
size = 0.3) from the experimental groups showed significantly better values
after the intervention, which indicated that strength is highly trainable for both
genders at this age (13-14 years of age). The results of this study showed that
the effect of trainability on physical fitness was greater for the athletes who were
following the specialized training program based on the expected transfer of
development in physical qualities.
Keywords: athletes, physical fitness, trainability, field tests

INTRODUCTION
Athletic talent is a complex phenomenon,
which is widely considered in the scientific literature from methodological, biological, philosophical, and social point of view
(Issurin, 2019). It represents a high level of
trainability in a certain type of physical activity. In sports practice, trainability is studied based on the individual improvement of
an athlete’s achievement, as well as by using specific physical fitness tests criteria. The
earlier the athletic talent is identified; the

more effective the athlete’s sports training
can become. Trainability is considered to be
a genetically transmitted trait of a person (Issurin, 2016), and it is mostly linked with the
athletic talent of young athletes. Trainability
is the ability of a living organism to change
and adapt its structure and functions as a result of sports training (Hadjiev and Dasheva,
2010), and it can be categorized as: genetic
inheritance; level of improvement in sports
performance as a consequence of a specific training program; age and gender-related
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differences in terms of trainability. Morphological information, such as anthropometric
and musculoskeletal data, physical fitness assessment, specific functional indicators, and
psychological and social factors, are all used
to evaluate trainability.
The terms “trainability” and “adaptation”
have been used almost interchangeably in the
coaching practice; however, there are some
differences to consider.
Adaptation refers to the functional and
morphological changes in the body as a result
of a stimulus. Such changes include adaptation
to strength, endurance, flexibility, and agility.
Adaptation is genetically predetermined.
Trainability refers to the responsiveness
of developing individuals, particularly to
training stimuli, at different stages of growth
and maturation, while also taking into account
the genetic characteristics of adolescent athletes, as they respond individually, and adapt
to a specific training stimulus (Balyi et al.,
2013).
The analysis of the sports-pedagogical
data shows that trainability as a process of adaptation is evident more effectively in athletes
who develop in accordance with, or are a bit
behind, their chronological age. The period
between 12 and 16 years of age is characterized by enhanced individualization, harmonization, and gender differentiation (Harre,
1986), and any gaps in training and motor
skills at this age would make it very difficult
to be compensated in the next stages of human
development. Girls complete their physical
development at the age of 15-16, while boys
continue their physical development until the
age of 18-20. During this age period, and for
the next few years after that, aerobic capacity
and strength are highly trainable (Dick, 2007).
After completing their physical development,
adolescent athletes gradually approach their
individual adaptive potential, as well as their

best sports achievements in the chosen competitive discipline (Bonova, 2012; Bonova,
2020).
Models for long-term development of
adolescent athletes have been developed in
accordance with the sensitive periods of accelerated adaptation to training or training
sessions. One such example is the Canadian
system for the long-term athlete development.
The system is based on the stages of human
development and is focused on the specific
motor qualities and the chosen sports discipline. According to this system, the most favorable age period for training in athletics is
between 12 and 16 years of age for boys and
between 11 and 15 years for girls. During this
time, the rates of growth and development are
the most intensive, and it is considered to be a
sensitive period for the development of speed
(Balyi et al., 2013). Furthermore, training for
aerobic abilities and strength training can be
introduced with a moderate to submaximal
weight. Training in the main sport should be
conducted and the development of lactate capabilities should be continued. Training in the
main sport should be conducted 3-6 times a
week, with duration of the training session of
around two hours.
The first sensitive period for training
speed is between 7 and 9, and the second one
is between 11 and 13 years of age. Training
for endurance is recommended to begin before puberty and to continue progressively
throughout the period of intensive growth
and development until the age of 16 (Balyi et
al., 2013). Strength training is recommended
to start after the intensive growth in height
in girls, and 12-18 months after the intensive
growth in height in boys (Bouchard et al.,
1997).
The aim of this study was to accelerate the
development of the motor qualities of adolescent athletes by applying an adequate meth58
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odology in the trainability periods. It should
be noted that this was the first study on trainability in Bulgaria. Taking into consideration
previous research in this field, a specialized
12-week training program was designed and
applied to competitive adolescent athletes
from athletics clubs in Bulgaria.
We hypothesized that the implementation
of a training program designed in accord with
the trainability periods would contribute to
the improvement of the studied motor qualities.

from the parent/guardian of each participants,
in accordance with the requirements of the
Declaration of Helsinki for Human Research
(WMA, 2013).
Design of the study
For the purposes of this study, a specialized 12-week training program was designed,
based on established models and examples
from the literature and the first author’s own
considerable experience as a competitive athlete and an active coach. For ensuring relevant and comprehensive results, athletics
clubs training competitive adolescent athletes
in major cities of Bulgaria were contacted.
Considering the fairly limited pool of potential subjects from the clubs who agreed to take
part in the study, all who gave their consent to
apply the training program or to provide data
and serve as a control were included. In accordance with the consent granted, the study
involved two control groups (boys and girls)
and two experimental groups (boys and girls),
as specified above.
The adolescent athletes from the control
groups followed a traditional annual training
program provided by their coaches. The program concentrated on the principal of separate
training, in which the athletes trained mainly
for a single specific physical quality (flexibility, strength, power, speed, endurance, balance,
etc) during a training session.
The adolescent athletes from the experimental groups followed the specialized 12week program (presented in Table 1 and 2)
based on the expected transfer of development
in physical qualities, i.e., when the development of one physical quality has a beneficial
effect on another.

METHODOLOGY
Participants
The study included 52 participants (24
boys and 28 girls), divided into 4 groups:
male athletes from the control group (n = 10,
mean age 14.88 ± 1.29 years), male athletes
from the experimental group (n = 14, mean
age 13.72 ± 1.15 years), female athletes from
the control group (n = 14, mean age 15.69
± 1.00 years), and female athletes from the
experimental group (n = 14, mean age 13.41
± 1.68 years). All participants were representatives of 4 athletics clubs from 4 major cities in Bulgaria (Sofia, Plovdiv, Blagoevgrad,
and Vratsa). The inclusion criteria were as
follows:
- to be 13 to 15 years of age;
- to be competitive athletes;
- to have a minimum of 2 years of sports experience in athletics;
- to conduct regular training practice – 3 to
5 sessions per week, with a duration of 2
hours each.
Institutional ethics approval for this study
was granted by the National Sports Academy in
Bulgaria, and informed consent was obtained
hghgh
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Table 1. Training program for development of physical qualities in the adolescent athletes from
the experimental groups in the period August – September
Day of the
week

Objectives

Monday

1.Development of
the anaerobic alactic
system
2. Development
of muscular upper
limbs strength.
Intermittent training
method was used

Tuesday

Development of
anaerobic-aerobic
system by using
repeated training
method

Wednesday

Development of the
aerobic capacity

Thursday

Development
of lower limb‘s
muscle strength and
strength-endurance

Friday

Development of the
aerobic-anaerobic
system

Training program
1. Warm-up:
1.1. 2 km jogging with HR of 150 bpm
1.2. General warm-up with a focus on flexibility development
1.3. Sprints - 8 x 20 m
1.4. Acceleration sprints 4 x 60 m
2. Main activities
2.1. Different types of sprint start - 8 x 20 m
2.2. 2 x 150 m with 90% of maximum speed
2.3. Strength exercises for the upper limbs performed by pairs,
using a medicine ball.
- standing chest pass
- underhand throw
- jump and throw the ball down the ground
3. Cool-down – 1 km jogging and stretching.
1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging with HR of 150 bpm
1.2. General warm-up
1.3. Running exercises - 8 x 30 m
1.4. Acceleration sprints 2 x 60 m
2. Main activities
2.1 Running exercises
- 3x 200 m with 5 min rest (walking)
- 600 m run for the 12-14-year-old athletes
- 1000 m for the 15-16-year-old athletes
(emphasis on the final acceleration)
3. Cool-down
1. Stretching
2. Main activities - 4-6 km run
3. Vertical jumps – 5 x 20 reps
4. Cool down – 1 km jogging and stretching
1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging with HR of 150 bpm
2. Main activities – Stair workout
- Regular jump-ups (one stair at a time) – 3 x 20 reps
- Regular jump-ups (two stairs at a time) – 3 x 10 reps
- Left single-leg jump-ups (one stair at a time) – 3 x 10 reps
- Right single-leg jump-ups (one stair at a time) – 3 x 10 reps
- Running up the stairs – 3 sets
- Running up the stairs (two stairs per step) – 3 sets
3. Cool down – 1 km jogging
1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging
1.1. General warm-up
1.2. Running exercises – 10 x 30 m
1.3. Acceleration sprints 2 x 60 m
2. Main activities – 1000 m alternating run (150 m with low
speed, followed by 50 m with high speed)
- Vertical jumps – 5 x 20 reps
3. Cool down – 1 km jogging
60
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days, the aim was to develop the aerobic capacity. On Tuesdays, the athletes worked on
developing lower limb’s muscle strength and
strength-endurance, and on Fridays, the objective was to work on their aerobic-anaerobic
system.

The main objective of the training on the
first day of the micro-cycle (Mondays) was to
develop the anaerobic alactic system by using
the intermittent training method. On Tuesdays,
the main objective was to develop the anaerobic-aerobic system of the athletes by using
repeated training method, and on Wednes-

Table 2. Training program for development of physical qualities in the adolescent athletes from
the experimental groups in the period September - October
Day of the
week

Monday

Objectives
1. Development of
the anaerobic alactic
system
2. Development
of muscular upper
limbs strength.
3. Development of
the aerobic capacity
Intermittent training
method was used
Steady state run

Tuesday

1. Development of
muscle strengthendurance
2. Development
of the aerobicanaerobic system

Wednesday

Development of the
aerobic capacity

Thursday

Friday

Development of the
aerobic capacity

Training program
1. Warm-up:
1.1. 2 km jogging with HR of 150 bpm
1.2. General warm-up with a focus on flexibility
1.3. Running exercises - 8 x 20 m
1.4. Acceleration sprints 4 x 60 m
2. Main activities
2.1. Low sprint start - 3 x 20 m, 2 x 30 m, 1 x 40 m, 1 x 50 m
2.2. Strength exercises for the upper limbs performed by pairs,
using a medicine ball.
- standing chest pass
- underhand throw
- jump and throw the ball down the ground
2.3. 1000 m steady state run with HR of 170-180 bpm
3. Cool-down – 1 km jogging and stretching.
1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging with HR of 150 bpm
1.2. General warm-up
1.3. Running exercises - 6 x 30 m
2. Main activities
2.1 Strength-endurance: running uphill
- 3 x 4 reps of 50 m (1-3 min rest of walking between the exercise
and 5 min rest between the reps)
- 1200 m alternating run
3. Cool-down - 1 km jogging
1. Warm-up
2. Steady state-run with HR of 160 bpm (30-50 min depending on
the age of the athlete)
3. Vertical jumps – 3 x 20 reps
4. Cool down
Rest day
1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging
1.1. General warm-up with a focus on flexibility
1.2. Hurdles drills
2. Main activities
2.1. 5 x 150 m with emphasis on the start in the first 50 m, and the
finish in the last 50 m
2.2. Horizontal jumps 3 x 40 reps
3. Cool down – 1 km jogging
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1. Warm-up – 2 km jogging
1.1. General warm-up
1.2. Acceleration sprints 2 x 80 m
2. Main activities
2.1. 600 m run with 85% of max intensity, 7 min rest, followed by
3 x 300 m run
3. Cool down – 1 km jogging, and stretching

The proposed training program was designed taking into consideration the age, the
sports experience and the level of sports training of the athletes. Thus, we were able to influence their development through the phenotypic factor which is part of the system of sports
training.
The changes after the 12-week training
program are a result related to the body’s ability to be susceptible to the development of one
or another quality as a consequence of inherited predispositions of the organism (i.e., the
genotypic factor).

letes. The tests included measurements for
assessing body composition (height, weight,
skinfolds), 20 m shuttle run tests (20 m SRT)
to assess cardiorespiratory fitness and handgrip strength, standing long jump tests to assess musculoskeletal fitness, and 4 x 10 m
shuttle run tests to assess motor fitness. The
BeepShuttle Junior software (Kolimechkov et
al., 2018, BeepShuttle Junior, 2021) with the
original Leger’s at al. protocol by Leger et al.
(Leger et al., 1984) was applied to administer the 20 m SRT. The software calculates the
maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max in ml/
kg/min) in accordance with the equations for
adolescents, as proposed by Leger et al. (Leger
et al., 1988).
The handgrip strength test was administered
by using the TKK digital hand dynamometer
(TKK 5101 Grip-D, Takey, Tokyo, Japan). The
test was performed with an extended elbow,
which had been shown to be the most appropriate protocol in order to evaluate maximal
handgrip strength in children and adolescents
(Espana-Romero et al., 2010, Kolimechkov et
al., 2020). The average handgrip strength from
both hands was used for the analyses. The relative handgrip strength was also calculated as:
handgrip strength (kg) / body weight (kg).
The standing long jump test was performed
on a non-slippery hard surface, and the test
was recorded to an accuracy within 1 cm, by
following the Alpha-Fit protocol (ALPHA,
2009). The test was performed twice, and the
best attempt was used for the analyses.
The 4 x 10 m SRT at maximum speed was

Body composition
Height was measured to an accuracy of
within 0.1 cm by using a stadiometer, weight
was measured with an electronic scale with an
accuracy of 50 g, and body mass index (BMI)
was calculated as:
BMI (kg/m2) = Weight (kg) / Height (m)2
Two skinfolds (triceps and subscapular)
were measured by using the ‘Lange Skinfold
Caliper’ within an accuracy of 1 mm. The percentage of body fat (BF%) was determined
based on the two skinfolds, gender, race and
age, by using the Slaughter’s equations for
adolescents (Slaughter et al., 1988). The lean
body mass (LBM) was calculated as body
weight (kg) – body fat (kg).
Physical fitness
The Alpha-Fit health-related physical fitness test battery (ALPHA, 2009) was applied
to assess the physical fitness levels of the ath62
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Statistical analyses
The statistical analyses were conducted
with SPSS Statistics 26 software, using a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, and descriptive
statistics. Comparisons between the means of
the parameters were performed for each group
(before vs after the experiment). Comparisons
between the control vs experimental groups
were not performed due to the significant age
differences of the participants in the groups.
The Paired-Samples T-Test was used to compare the means of the parameters with normal
distribution, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test –
for those with abnormal distribution, and Cohen’s d effect size was calculated to compare
the effect of development in each physical fitness component. Statistically significant differences between the mean values were evaluated at p < .05, and all data in the text were
presented as mean ± SD.

performed in accordance with the Alpha-fit
protocol, and the test was recorded in seconds
by using a stopwatch to an accuracy of 0.1 sec.
Recently proposed percentile scores for
the tests from the Alpha-Fit battery (Kolimechkov et al., 2019) which had been obtained by
a linier interpolation from the existing norms
(Miguel-Etayo et al., 2014, Ortega et al., 2011,
Roriz De Oliveira et al., 2014, Tomkinson et
al., 2016) were applied to assess the main components of physical fitness.
Specific physical fitness
The following tests were applied to assess
the specific physical fitness of the athletes: 30 m
sprint test, 600 m running test, and triple jump.
The 30 m sprint test was performed twice from a
standing position, and the better result was used
for the analyses. The 600 m test was performed
on a 400 m standard track and was recorded in
seconds by using a stopwatch to an accuracy of
0.1 sec. The triple jump test was performed from
a standing position (with three jumping phases).
The first phase was a hop from a standstill with a
landing on the preferred foot. The second phase
was a long-stretched step with a landing on the
opposite foot, and the last phase was the jump,
where the athlete landed on both feet.

RESULTS
The anthropometric data in terms of age,
height, weight, BMI, BF% and LBM of the female athletes from the control (n = 14) and the
experimental (n = 14) groups are presented in
Table 3 and Table 4.

Table 3. Anthropometric data of the female athletes from the control group (n = 14) before and
after the training intervention (mean ± SD)

Before
After

Control Group

Group

Age
[years]

15.69 ±
1.00

Height
[cm]

Weight
[kg]

BMI
[kg/m2]

BF%
[%]

LBM
[kg]

165.57 ± 4.86

53.74 ± 5.87

19.60 ± 2.05

19.79 ± 4.67

42.94 ± 3.78

166.43 ± 4.82**

54.90 ± 5.85*

19.85 ± 2.10

20.38 ± 4.75

43.56 ± 3.92*

* p <.05, ** p <.01
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Table 4. Anthropometric data of the female athletes from the experimental group (n = 14) before
and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)
Age
[years]

After

Experimental
Group

Before

Group

13.41 ±
1.68

Height
[cm]

Weight
[kg]

BMI
[kg/m2]

157.82 ±8.79

48.28 ± 9.06

BF%
[%]

19.21 ± 2.21 21.06 ± 4.43

LBM
[kg]
37.82 ± 5.71

159.32 ±8.22** 49.47 ± 8.78*** 19.34 ± 2.10 20.64 ± 4.58 38.96 ± 5.36***

** p <.01, *** p < .001

The anthropometric data in terms of age, experimental (n = 14) groups are presented in
height, weight, BMI, BF%, and LBM of the Table 5 and Table 6.
male athletes from the control (n = 10) and the
Table 5. Anthropometric data of the male athletes from the control group (n = 10) before and
after the training intervention (mean ± SD)
Age
[years]

Before

Height
[cm]

Weight
[kg]

BMI
[kg/m2]

BF%
[%]

LBM
[kg]

170.1 ± 7.07

58.8 ± 11.97

20.17 ± 2.97

11.85 ± 4.57

51.53 ± 9.30

171.8 ± 6.78*** 59.4 ± 11.12

20.00 ± 2.79

11.80 ± 4.20

52.16 ± 9.11

14.88 ± 1.29

After

Control Group

Group

*** p < .001

Table 6. Anthropometric data of the male athletes from the experimental group (n = 14) before and
after the training intervention (mean ± SD)
Age
[years]
Before

Height
[cm]

Weight
[kg]

BMI
[kg/m2]

BF%
[%]

LBM
[kg]

163.4 ± 12.51

51.2 ± 12.12

19.00 ± 2.90

16.14 ± 6.46

42.74 ± 9.66

13.72 ± 1.15
After

Experimental
Group

Group

165.5 ± 12.29*** 52.7 ± 12.04* 19.05 ± 2.81

16.06 ± 6.60 43.99 ± 9.55*

* p < .05, *** p < .001

The results showed increased values of
height and weight in both groups after conducting the experiment, which is a logical
consequence of their normal physical devel-

opment. No statistical differences were observed regarding BMI and percentage of body
fat (BF%). The experimental groups had significantly higher values of lean body mass in
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girls (37.82 ± 5.71 kg before vs 38.96 ± 5.36
kg after the experiment, Table 4), and in boys
(42.74 ± 9.66 kg before vs 43.99 ± 9.55 kg
after the experiment, Table 6).
The results from the musculoskeletal, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness assessment
of the female athletes are presented in Table
7 and Table 8, and those of the male athletes
– in Table 9 and Table 10. The female athletes
from the control group showed a significant
decrease in their lower body strength (206.86
± 25.99 cm vs 202.71 ± 29.21 cm after the experiment). There were no significant differences in their results in terms of the upper-body

strength, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness
(Table 7).
The female athletes from the experimental group showed significantly higher absolute
values (179.07 ± 18.56 cm before vs 183.93
± 16.26 cm after the experiment, effect size =
0.3) of the explosive lower body strength assessed by the standing long jump test (Table
8). The absolute value and the percentile score
of their motor fitness assessed by the 4 x 10
m SRT were also significantly better after the
training intervention (11.49 ± 0.41 sec vs 11.10
± 0.39 sec, effect size = 0.7).

Table 7. Musculoskeletal, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness assessment of the female athletes
from the control group (n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)
Grip
Force
PRs score

Long
jump
[cm]

Long
jump
PRs score

4x10m
SRT
[sec]

Before

Aerobic Fitness

Grip
Force
[kg]
23.25
±
4.31

29.77
±
26.54

206.86
±
25.99

94.91
±
7.64

10.55
±
0.73

93.48
±
6.52

49.36
±
4.44

76.99
±
27.23

23.81
±
4.13

31.05
±
26.52

202.71*
±
29.21

92.64
±
12.02

10.80
±
0.77

90.13
±
11.66

49.27
±
3.86

75.94
±
27.38

Group

Control Group

Motor Fitness

After

Musculoskeletal Fitness

4x10m SRT VO2max
VO2max
PRs score [ml/kg/min] PRs score

* p < .05

Table 8. Musculoskeletal, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness assessment of the female athletes
from the experimental group (n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)
Motor Fitness

4x10m
VO2max
SRT
[ml/kg/min]
PRs score

VO2max
PRs score

Before

4x10m
SRT
[sec]

Aerobic Fitness

22.73
±
4.75

45.77
±
26.30

179.07
±
18.56

89.61
±
9.79

11.49
±
0.41

88.26
±
5.96

53.21
±
5.17

88.86
±
22.39

After

Experimental Group

Group

Musculoskeletal Fitness
Grip
Long
Grip
Long
Force
jump
Force
jump
PRs
PRs
[kg]
[cm]
score
score

23.76
±
5.40

49.00
±
26.95

183.93*
±
16.26

92.06
±
7.84

11.10**
±
0.39

92.24**
±
5.29

52.88
±
4.71

89.96
±
16.48

* p < .05, ** p < .01
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The male athletes from the control group
showed significantly higher results with regards to their lower body strength, motor, and
cardiorespiratory fitness (effect size = 0.3, Table 9). The male athletes from the experimental group also showed significantly higher results, but with a larger effect size. The absolute
value of the standing long jump test (184.57 ±
19.79 cm before vs 200.79 ± 20.01 cm after the
experiment, effect size = 0.8) and its percentile
score (71.29 ± 22.83 vs 78.80 ± 19.57) were

both significantly higher after the training intervention in the boys from the experimental
group (Table 10). The absolute value of their
isometric upper-body strength assessed by the
handgrip strength test was also significantly
higher (26.57 ± 8.30 kg vs 29.16 ± 9.41 kg, effect size = 0.3). The absolute value of the 4 x 10
m SRT (11.09 ± 0.61 sec vs 10.65 ± 0.67 sec)
and its percentile score were both significantly
better after the training intervention (effect size
= 0.7).

Table 9. Musculoskeletal, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness assessment of the male athletes
from the control group (n = 10) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD).

Before
After

Control Group

Group

Grip
Force
[kg]
30.60
±
9.15
30.83
±
7.92

Musculoskeletal Fitness
Motor Fitness
Aerobic Fitness
Long
Long
4x10m
Grip Force
4x10m SRT VO2max
VO2max
jump
jump
SRT
PRs score
PRs score [ml/kg/min] PRs score
[cm] PRs score [sec]
33.78
210.70
76.70
10.77
76.52
51.61
78.68
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
38.44
23.37
19.90
0.39
14.45
3.08
16.30
29.68
219.40* 83.79
10.52**
82.54*
53.46*
86.36*
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
29.48
17.31
11.14
0.36
9.63
3.53
15.48

* p < .05, ** p < .01

Table 10. Musculoskeletal, motor, and cardiorespiratory fitness assessment of the male athletes
from the experimental group (n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD).

Before
After

Experimental
Group

Group

Musculoskeletal Fitness
Motor Fitness
Aerobic Fitness
Grip
Grip
Long
4x10m
4x10m
Force Long jump
VO2max
VO2max
Force
jump
SRT
SRT
PRs
[cm]
[ml/kg/min] PRs score
[kg]
PRs score
[sec]
PRs score
score
26.57
34.16
184.57
71.29
11.09
75.72
54.73
89.33
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
8.30
29.26
19.79
22.83
0.61
19.26
4.23
19.06
29.16** 37.63 200.79** 78.80** 10.65*** 81.84**
54.75
90.41
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
9.41
30.77
20.01
19.57
0.67
14.88
3.90
15.76

** p < .01, *** p < .001

The results from the specific physical fitness
assessment of the female athletes are presented
in Table 11 and Table 12, and those of the male
athletes – in Table 13 and Table 14. While the female and male athletes from the control groups
showed significantly better results in the 30 m

sprint (effect size = 0.4) and 600 m run tests
(effect size = 0.2), those from the experimental
groups (Table 12 for girls and Table 14 for boys)
had significantly better values after the training
intervention in all three specific tests with larger
effect sizes (0.7 and 0.5 respectively).
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30 m
[sec]

600 m
[sec]

Triple Jump
[m]

Before

4.37 ± 0.26

120.0 ± 7.80

6.55 ± 0.33

After

Table 11. Specific physical fitness assessment of the female athletes from the control group
(n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)

4.33 ± 0.23*

119.0 ± 7.39**

6.55 ± 0.35

Control Group

Group

* p < .05, ** p < .01

30 m
[sec]

600 m
[sec]

Triple Jump
[m]

Before

4.92 ± 0.29

137.6 ± 9.56

5.61 ± 0.44

After

Table 12. Specific physical fitness assessment of the female athletes from the experimental group
(n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)

4.81 ± 0.28***

132.9 ± 11.86*

5.87 ± 0.48**

Experimental
Group

Group

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

30 m
[sec]

600 m
[sec]

Triple Jump
[m]

Before

4.45 ± 0.51

116.5 ± 11.28

6.81 ± 0.87

After

Table 13. Specific physical fitness assessment of the male athletes from the control group (n = 10)
before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD).

4.29 ± 0.40*

114.2 ± 10.71***

6.97 ± 0.67

Control Group

Group

* p < .05, *** p < .001

30 m
[sec]

600 m
[sec]

Triple Jump
[m]

Before

4.82 ± 0.29

123.5 ± 12.74

5.68 ± 0.53

After

Table 14. Specific physical fitness assessment of the male athletes from the experimental group
(n = 14) before and after the training intervention (mean ± SD)

4.63 ± 0.30***

119.3 ± 11.22***

6.03 ± 0.58***

Experimental Group

Group

*** p < .001
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The 30 m sprint test showed significantly
better results in the experimental groups (4.92
± 0.29 sec vs 4.81 ± 0.28 sec after the training
intervention in girls; 4.82 ± 0.29 sec vs 4.63
± 0.30 sec in boys, effect size = 0.7). The results from the triple jump in the experimental
groups were also significantly higher after the
training intervention for both, female and male
athletes (Table 12 and Table 14). In contrast,
the results in the control groups showed no significant differences in the triple jump test.

evaluation of grip strength might be better assessed by using relative parameters, such as the
relative handgrip strength (handgrip strength in
kg / body weight in kg), because the workload in
athletics comes mainly from the athlete’s body
weight. However, relative grip strength norms
for children and adolescents are still not available in the literature and should be obtained in
future research.
This study showed significant differences
with larger effect sizes in nearly all components of health-related and specific physical
fitness for the experimental groups after the
training intervention, compared to the control
groups. The results of the strength parameters
in the male and female athletes from the experimental groups showed significantly better
values after the intervention, which indicated
that strength is highly trainable in both sexes
at this age (13-14 years of age). The male athletes demonstrated a higher rate of trainability
in this component. It should be noted that according to Ford et al, “Strength increases in
both boys and girls until about the age of 14,
when it begins to plateau in girls and a spurt is
evident in boys” (Ford et al., 2011).
The results of the speed parameters showed
that 13-14 years of age fall within the sensitive period for improving motor fitness and
speed (Tables 7-14). These results are in line
with established models for long-term development of adolescent athletes, according to
which there are two “windows of opportunity”
potentially maximizing training gains in childhood: the first appearing at approximately 7–9
years in both boys and girls, and the second –
between 11 and 13 years in girls and between
13 and 15 years in boys (Ford et al., 2011). The
results of this study also confirm the observations from our previous study on trainability of
adolescent Bulgarian hockey players (Bonova,
2020). In the present study, while males and
females from the experimental groups showed

DISCUSSION
The Alpha-Fit physical fitness test battery
(ALPHA, 2009), as well as the applied specific
fitness tests for athletes (30 m sprint, 600 m run
and triple jump tests), provided a good methodology for comparing the rates of trainability
within different components and health-related
fitness levels before and after the training intervention in this study. The application of those
tests can also be used as a valid and reliable
assessment of physical fitness in children and
adolescents from different countries around
the world based on the age- and gender-specific international norms.
The mean BMI and BF% values were within the normal limits in all four groups from
our study (Tables 3 - 6). Only one boy was
assessed as overweight according to his BMI
(BMI = 26.0 kg/m2; BF% = 34.1%). Overall,
the athletes showed ‘very good’ mean percentile scores (PRs > 75) in all fitness tests, except handgrip strength (the mean PRs in grip
strength was between 29 and 49 depending on
the group). About 67% of the athletes in this
study scored below the 50th handgrip strength
percentile for their age. This was probably due
to the low body weight of the athletes (mean
BMI was close to the lower normal limits ranging between 19.6 and 20.1 kg/m2) and the nature of the grip test, which takes into consideration only the absolute strength. Therefore, the
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significant improvement after the intervention,
the male athletes had a higher rate of trainability in the 30 m sprint test in comparison to the
female athletes. On the other hand, the female
athletes showed a higher rate of trainability
(large vs medium effect size) in the 4 x 10 m
SRT, which is probably due to the coordination
and agility needed for the optimal performance
of the test. The control groups also showed better results after the experiment but with a lower
rate of trainability.
The results of the aerobic fitness, assessed
by the 20 m SRT, showed significant differences only in the male athletes from the control
group after the experiment. However, the boys
from this group were on average 1.2 years older. All four groups showed significantly higher
values in the 600 m running test after the training intervention, which is probably because of
the specific nature of that test, regarding the
training process in adolescent athletes. The 600
m running discipline is one of the disciplines
in athletics for children between the ages of 12
and 14, and it is often performed in the training
of athletes. Our findings are in line with the
observations of Jones, et al. who conducted a
9-month study in 2019 and established large
effect sizes for improvement in variables such
as 600 m performance, VO2 max, and critical
speed (Jones, et al., 2019).
There are various models for the development of athletes’ talent reported in the scientific literature. A number of findings suggest that
“the characteristics of the training method may
influence the effectiveness of training during
potential sensitive periods, potentially making
training less effective when a method with less
favorable training characteristics is used” (Van
Hooren & Croix, 2020). Models are often based
on growth development and rates in specific
criteria, such as the Differentiated Model of
Giftedness and Talent, DMGT (Gagne, 2008).
Gagne describes the developmental processes

in three different forms: maturation (process
largely controlled by the genetic endowment),
spontaneous learning (knowledge and skills
acquired as part of daily activities), and systematic learning (not only by a conscious intention to attain specific learning tasks, but
also by a systematically planned sequence of
learning steps to achieve these tasks) (Gagne,
2008). Physical fitness and abilities are of particular importance for development of athletes’
talent. Measuring and assessing health-related
and specific physical fitness can provide important information about the athlete’s trainability, physical development, and physical
fitness. It can be also used to evaluate specific
training intervention, such as the one applied
in our study, and it can help predict the progress from adolescence into adulthood. Physical trainability among adolescents is crucial
to optimize training with a view for long-term
development (Norjali Wazir & Ramli, 2021).
It is yet to be determined whether the use
of such training tools during sensitive periods
would contribute to maintaining the achieved
motor skill trainability rates in adulthood.
Only a longitudinal study of the same subjects
may provide an answer. It should also be noted
that the scope of the study was limited only to
athletes from Bulgarian clubs who consented
to participate, and it would be highly beneficial to conduct further studies on a larger scale
with a larger number of subjects. However, it is
also noteworthy that this research was the first
study on trainability conducted in Bulgaria and
we believe that our 12-week program may be
further developed and successfully applied by
other coaches and athletes in future.
CONCLUSION
We believe that the use of age-appropriate training tools helps to increase the rate of
motor skill trainability during the period of
sensitive age periods. Missing an appropriate
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amount of training during these age periods
will inevitably make it difficult for athletes
and coaches to develop those skills in the next
stages of sports development. The participants
in this study were within the sensitive age periods for improving physical fitness in young
athletes. The effect of trainability on physical
fitness was found to be greater for the athletes
who followed the proposed 12-week program
based on the expected transfer of development
in physical qualities.
The highest rates of trainability were observed in the tests for specific physical capacity in the experimental groups (girls aged 13.4
and boys aged 13.7 years). In our opinion, this
is due to the specific training program to which
the athletes were subjected. In the control
groups, only some of the tests showed similar
trends, but with a weaker size effect.
The tests examining the rate of trainability of musculoskeletal and motor fitness also
showed high and statistically significant data
in the experimental groups (girls aged 13.4
and boys aged 13.7 years). The control groups
(girls aged 15.6 and boys aged 14.9 years)
showed partial improvement of individual
motor skills – strength of the lower limbs and
agility, but with weaker size effect (i.e. lower
rate of trainability).
The results of the aerobic fitness, assessed
by the 20 m SRT, showed significant differences only in the male athletes from the control
group after the experiment. However, the boys
from this group were on average 1.2 years older than those in the experimental group. In the
experimental groups there was no change in
the rate of aerobic capacity training. This may
be due to different factors – on the one hand,
the age of the participants may not be sensitive
regarding that quality, and on the other hand,
endurance training is defined as a strictly individual ability of the body requiring athletes
who are capable responders.

We can conclude that in the studied sample
aged 13-15 years, the trainable motor qualities
are explosive power of the lower limbs, speed
of movement and agility. Further research on a
larger scale would also help to fully determine
and potentially optimize the benefits from the
proposed training program.
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MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
OF TRAINING FOOTBALL CAMPS IN
BULGARIA FOR THE PERIOD 2015-2019
Georgi E. Angelov

National Sports Academy “Vassil Levski”, Sofia, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT

For the period 2015 - 2019 in Bulgaria a significant number of children’s
football camps were organized in partnership with some of the biggest football
clubs in Europe. These events aroused great interest among children, adults, and
media, because for the Bulgarian audience clubs such as AC Milan, FC Inter,
FC Barcelona and Juventus FC are the embodiment of world football. This article aims to review, describe, and analyse football camps in Bulgaria in terms
of their history, management, and organization, which in turn will contribute to
increasing the number and quality of football grassroots projects. This type of
event is increasingly finding its place in the field of sport, which suggests a more
in-depth study.
Keywords: football, training camps, management

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the world of football has
been perceived more and more as an independent industry. Its characteristics are close
to those of the services or entertainment business, as people around the world can choose
whether to go to the cinema, amusement park
or stadium to watch a game. The ranking of
football as a business activity has increased
in the economies of those countries where the
game is advertised as a national sport. In many
of these countries, it now accounts for a large
percentage of national GDP, as football events
help a significant number of other sectors,
such as media, various services, catering, and
transport. The globalization of football industry has caused a concentration of resources in
the hands of several large European and South
American clubs, which have the ability and the
economic resources to face increased competition from foreign clubs and other companies
in the entertainment industry. (Dolles & Söderman, 2005)
The development of football worldwide,
the growing popularity, globalization and

commercialization of the sport have led to the
emergence of various products and services
that major football clubs have begun to offer. One of these products is children football
camps.
In this manuscript, the term “camps” is
used to denote football camps organized by
a certain club, in a certain location, different
from the main training grounds of the club in
which children, who are not part of the club,
participate and who are given the opportunity
to get acquainted with the methodology, ideology and philosophy of the club.
This study aims at presenting a relatively
new product of the football industry, through
which various benefits can be achieved and
creating a basis to help organize and implement football camps in Bulgaria. The study
will show the main characteristics and features
of training football camps, as well as the development of camps in Bulgaria and in particular
those organized in partnership with foreign
football clubs for the period 2015 - 2019.
We will research the history and specifics
of the product “football camps” and we assu73
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me that the results will reveal some of the main
factors of implementing football camps in Bulgaria which can be used in order to support the
process of organization of such events in the
future.
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the clubs carry out annually in their academies
are the primary source for the creation of the
camps as a product. It is likely that the initial
goal of football camps is to select players - a
casting that takes place outside the club’s training ground.
With the growing popularity of football
around the world, globalization and the emergence of social networks, big clubs are beginning to look for ways to establish their brands
in strategic locations outside the country and
the region they represent. All this contributes
to turning camps into sports events that have
sports and technical purposes, as well as purely
commercial ones. Clubs such as Real Madrid
and Manchester United were pioneers in entering other key markets such as Asia and North
America. This example, of course, was quickly
followed by other major European clubs (Bodet & Chanavat, 2010.) .

METHODOLOGY
Various methods were used in the study,
including:
Observation - including personal presence
and research of fifteen camps.
Semi-structured interview with representatives of “Future Through Sport” association
- covers topics related to the history and organization of the camps, the main processes,
ideology and capabilities of the product.
Content analysis
Analysis of documentary sources - proprietary documents of the host organizations, concerning the implementation of
football camps under their supervision.
Analysis of media publications - articles
and information that have been published
in the media about the organization and
implementation of football camps in Bulgaria and abroad.
Synthesis and comparative analysis of data
- analysing the logical connections between
the considered factors and the separate aspects of the football camps.
Graphic presentation of the information

Significance of the camps
Positioning a football club in a new market
often means opening an academy where local
children can train. The goals are again players
selection, brand promotion of the respective
club, as well as financial income. This type of
academies is often opened in partnership with
a local organization that aims to develop the
brand on the local market (Jie, 2018) .
Starting an academy is a complex process
that requires finding a reliable partner, large
investment, and good management - factors
that are not always present in the beginning.
In this regard, some clubs often make a preliminary study of the market in which they want
to open an academy by implementing a smaller
project – a training camp. The public interest
in the camps provides the club with information on whether the market has the potential for
an academy. European clubs such as Barcelona, Liverpool and Arsenal have long history
in sending coaches to work in their summer

Product history
The idea of this type of product arises
naturally. Most big clubs from Western Europe hold annual events, castings, trials with
a selection character, the purpose of which is
to gather children playing football from the
region in one place (Fulham, n.d.) (Wolverhampton Wanderers , n.d.).
The most talented are selected and invited
to join the club’s youth academy. We can positively assume that the castings or trials that
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camps in the US, and over time some have camps can gather a lot of talented youth footopened year-round US academies aimed at ballers in one place.
finding new talents while expanding the number of their fans and revenue opportunities in
2) Promotion of the brand
the United States. (USA Today, 2014)
Camps are a tool which clubs use to present
their philosophy and working methods in difDevelopment of the camps
ferent parts of the world without investing as
As already noted, globalization, commer- much money and efforts as they would in case
cialization and social networks are contributing they open an academy (USA Today, 2014) .
to the growing popularity of football and clubs
At the same time, such a product may not
worldwide. This leads to more and more fans be associated with a particular football club,
(children and adults) wanting to interact with but on the contrary - different coaches from
their favourite teams in some way. Based on the different academies may be included in differinterview with the representatives of “Future ent editions of a project of this kind, created
Through Sport” association, we can conclude by a private organization (Stages Football Bosthat camps are a product that provides this op- quier, 2021).
portunity. Participants receive club equipment,
which contributes to the association with the
3) Financial profit
club and the brand (Inter Academy Camp BulCamps are also a means to generate ingaria, 2021). For most participants, the oppor- come. This can be achieved in several ways.
tunity to get in touch with big club employees From the interview with the representatives of
and to practice with their coaches is an expe- “Future Through Sport” association we found
rience that leaves an emotional mark over the out that the most common option for big clubs
years and some of them become club fans, es- in Europe is finding a local partner who buys
pecially children aged between 10 and 12 who the rights for the organization of the event inhave not established any club affiliation yet.
cluding the presence of clubs coaches responAll major European clubs hold events of sible for the training process. The local partner
this type throughout the year in different parts generates revenue from participation fees, adof Europe and the rest of the world. There are vertising, sponsors and partners. This option
platforms such as Soccer Camps International, would be more appropriate when organizing
in which some of the leading clubs from En- a camp in a foreign country, where the club
gland, Spain, Italy and France announce their does not have sufficient knowledge of the loupcoming camps for the year (Soccer Camps cal market, its regulations and specifics, and
International, 2021) .
where the help of a local partner would prevent
some difficulties and would save time.
Main characteristics
Another option for the club is to organize
1. Goals
the event independently, thus being able to ful1) Players’ selection
ly control the revenues and costs, i.e., to deterThe initial goal of football camps is prob- mine the participation price itself on the basis
ably to select players. Camps are a relative- of the costs it deems necessary. This option is
ly new product and with its specifics it is be- probably more appropriate when organizing
coming more and more attractive for young a camp locally, where market conditions are
football players. Due to the good organization well known.
75
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When it comes to organizing a private camp,
that is not a product of a football club, revenue can be generated from participation fees,
advertisements, sponsors, and partners. Some
income can be also generated by charging other football academies directors, football agents
and scouts an entrance fee for the opportunity
to observe, evaluate and select a large number
of players in a short period of time.
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Accommodation - on the basis of the collected information it becomes clear that the
camps gather participants from different areas
and regions at one place, therefore some organization of their accommodation is needed.
Good hotel accommodation and nutrition stand
out as some of the main factors for participants’
satisfaction. This element of the organization
is essential for the parents, who are the main
sources of income for the event because of the
participation fee they pay.
Other partners - all other organizations that
in some way contribute to the better organization and image of the event.
i. Companies that are official sponsors of the
club.
ii. Companies that want to connect with the
main brand of the event.
iii. Municipalities, local companies and organizations.

2. Subjects
1) Promoters
The promoters of the camps are usually two
entities - the club providing the product and the
local partner, which take over the organization
of the event. In case the event is a private project, which is not carried out under the brand of
a big football club, then the subject is only the
company that implements the project (Milan
Academy Junior Camp, 2021) (Inter Academy
Camp Bulgaria, 2021).

3. Objects
1) Participants – they are the main target
group. The more participants, the higher revenue - a foundation for the development and
faster project validation. Participants’ satisfaction will almost certainly generate the interest
of other children.
2) Parents – parents’ attitude also influences organizers. A study shows that they are
the main source of income, as they pay the participation fee for their children (Inter Academy
Camp Bulgaria, 2021). Their satisfaction and
impressions of the camp, through personal observation and feedback from the child is very
likely to be connected to the retention rate in
the event.

2) Partners
Training centre - the first and main partner
of the event is the organization that provides
the training centre where the camp will be held.
Each edition of the Inter Academy Camp
event is held at the sports centre of the town
of Byala, Byala municipality, Varna district.
(Inter Academy Camp Bulgaria, 2021) From
this fact we can conclude about the well-established partnership between the two sides. At
the same time, many of the editions of Milan
Junior Camp have been realized in different
locations - Sofia, Dryanovo, Byala (Varna region), Panagyurishte, Nessebar. (Milan Academy Junior Camp, 2021) This strategy in turn
helps to promote the event in more places.
Without the training centre providing the
4. Key elements
training grounds, the event cannot take place.
According to “Future Through Sport” asOf course, the centre can be owned by the sociation representatives, organizers of four
event organizer, which would facilitate the or- events of this format, in order to satisfy the
ganization.
participants and the parents, the camp needs to
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determines the need for decent hotel
accommodation.
Resort conditions and environment given the age of the participants and
the camp nature of the event, there is
a preference for a resort-type location.
The participants should be provided
with a suitable atmosphere throughout
their stay.
Location near a big city - the proximity
of a big city provides prerequisites for
reaching the required number of participants. Larger cities have more children
and usually more and bigger football
academies who are potential users of
the service.

meet several requirements:
Good and adequate training program. The
football part, which in this case is expressed in the training program, is one
of the main elements of the event. It is
a leading reason for the participation for
most of the children and in this regard, it
is necessary to be at a high level and adequately placed, according to the age and
football level of the participants. Parents
are very likely to expect a high level of
practice which will improve their children’s football skills.
Organizational elements - good organization in terms of logistics, equipment,
tools and consumables are important for
the satisfaction of participants and parents.
Cultural and entertainment program - this
program is part of the event organization.
Due to the fact that the participants are
children, various entertaining elements
should be added to create additional positive emotions, which are supposed to be
appreciated by parents.
Location - In case the location is different
from the club training centre, then its importance becomes essential for the success
of the camp. The choice of location should
be well considered and the decision made
after the necessary research and analysis.
Key factors in choosing a location turn out
to be:
Available training ground covering the
sports and technical needs of the camp.
The study shows that the camp should
be large enough so that 75-80 children
can train there. This number can vary,
depending largely on the age of the participants. Younger children need less
training space compared to older ones.
Sufficient and well-arranged accommodation - the camp nature of the event

Camps in Bulgaria
The first camp with a large foreign football club, Milan Junior Camp was organized in
Bulgaria in 2011. The organizers were Dominant Sport Group ltd., which is a partner of the
Italian football club AC Milan in organizing
the event. The camp was held in Sofia, from
August 29 to September 3 and brought together nearly 130 children. Every participant
received club equipment, which consisted of
two sets of T-shirts, pants and socks, a ball and
a backpack. The whole event consisted of 10
training sessions led by coaches from Italy.
(Mechikyan, 2011) (Milan Academy Junior
Camp, 2021)
The event provided an opportunity for
three children, selected by the Italian coaching
staff, to go for 2 days to the AC Milan training centre in Italy, where they trained on an
equal footing with all selected children from
the club’s camps outside Italy. This opportunity was also one of the main marketing points
in positioning the event in front of the target
audience.
Despite the successful implementation,
four years passed before the next event was
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held. In 2015 Dominant Sport Group organized the second edition of Milan Junior Camp
in Bulgaria. (Milan Academy Junior Camp,
2021)
From the beginning of June 2015 to the end
of August 2019, there was a clear expansion of
football camps in Bulgaria. During this period,
15 football camps were held in the country, in
which 1583 children took part. Fundamentally,

G. E. Angelov

these camps were a franchise product of famous football clubs from Western Europe, i.e.,
there is always a contract between a club and
an organization in the country that implements
the event. In Bulgaria, those of the biggest Italian clubs predominate. For the period under
review, besides AC Milan camps, events were
held with the football clubs FC Barcelona, Juventus FC and FC Inter.
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Figure 1. Camps organized in partnership with European clubs in Bulgaria 2015 - 2019
In analysing Figure 1, we can conclude the
following:
There was an increase in the average number of events per year - in 2015 there was only
one camp, in 2016 and 2017 three, and in 2018
and 2019 four.
The most developed project was the one in
partnership with АC Milan with nine events in
the period 2015-2019 and 1065 children participated (an average of 118 participants per event)
(Milan Academy Junior Camp, 2021) Figure 2.
The second most successful project was the
one in partnership with FC Inter, which brought
together over 105 children in two consecutive
years. (Gong.bg, 2019) (Topsport.bg, 2018)

Juventus Junior Camp had two editions,
which were organized in 2016 and 2018. The
first edition took place in Sofia and brought
together 86 children. (Sportal.bg, 2016) The
second edition was held in Stara Zagora and
80 children participated in it. (Tenev, 2018).
The weakest project was the one in partnership with FC Barcelona, with only two realized
camps, a total of 135 children, an average of
67.5 children and no events for the last two
years of the period under review. (blitz.bg/,
2016)
On an annual basis, the number of realized
events grew, but the number of participants declined.
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SIDES
One of the positive sides we can point out
is the strong brands of the clubs, which attract
the interest of the media and their audience. All
clubs that have realized this type of event in
Bulgaria are some of the world’s biggest clubs
that have a large number of fans in the country.
As noted above, parents also have the opportunity to get in touch with their favourite club
in some way, show their club affiliation, and
at the same time experience positive emotions
through the participation of their child.
Another good aspect of the camps is the
positive emotion they leave in the participants.
Foreign coaches aim to convey an extremely
positive spirit to the children by creating positive emotions and memories which in turn is

a means of creating new fans. The lack of tension also contributes to this, as the event has no
competitive element. The short duration of the
camp does not leave much time for negative
emotions. Participants have the opportunity to
feel the atmosphere and magic of some of the
most successful clubs in the world, meet many
of their peers and make new friends.
To all this, it can be added that there are
no football and technical requirements for the
participants. All boys and girls aged, in most
cases, between 5 and 17 years old can take part
in the event. This condition expands the range
of the target group of potential participants.
As already mentioned, the main goals of
the camps are selection of players, promotion
of the brand, as well as financial gain. And
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while the camps that are realized in the region
of the club are of a selective nature, the camps
in other countries definitely have the task of
promoting and establishing the brand of the
respective club. FIFA and UEFA regulations
banning transfers of foreign players under the
age of 16 also contribute to this. (FIFA, 2021)
This of course is a disadvantage for the organizers in Bulgaria, as some parents and participants expect the participation in the camp to
be a step towards their child’s transfer to the respective club. This could hardly be done due to
the aforementioned regulations of the football
headquarters. According to FIFA regulations, a
player has an option for such a transfer providing he/she moves to the respective country and
city, together with one of his/her parents, if he/
she is over the age of 12, or with both parents,
if he/she is under the age of 12. (FIFA, 2021)
This is one of the reasons when it comes to
the selection of players under 16 years of age,
football clubs focus almost entirely on players
from the region and country due to the lower
costs, as well as the lack of a language barrier
that they would have with foreigners.
Participation fee is another debatable topic. It is often between BGN 700.00 and BGN
800.00 with accommodation and nutrition
included, which is more than the minimum
monthly salary in the country. (Milan Academy Junior Camp, 2021) (Inter Academy Camp
Bulgaria, 2021)
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luctant to invest huge resources, especially on
small markets like Bulgaria. All this predetermines at some point the creation of a discrepancy between the service offered and the expectations of users (parents). Parents will expect
more involvement from the clubs, both in terms
of football and technical part - a higher quality
of the training process will be expected and further development of some of the participants.
However, higher engagement will be difficult
to achieve given the reasons already mentioned
- FIFA regulations for young players transfers,
the small Bulgarian market, the lack of football
and technical criteria for participation, which
predetermines large differences in the level of
participants leading to a lower level of training.
Another factor is that the camps, compared to
the other activities of the big clubs, are one of
the smallest areas, which predetermines the not
so high commitment of the club.
Another alternative could be considered,
where the camps get the status of a grassroots
event, aimed at promoting and engaging the
younger ones into the game. In this case, the audience and consumers will change from those
with high football and technical expectations
to those with expectations for more positive
emotions. In this case, the average age of the
participants should also decrease, as for older
children the high football and technical level is
of primary importance.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the research was to establish the actual interrelations and interdependencies between the traditional (face-to-face) and online forms of chess
training sessions among 10-13-year-old chess players. The research was done
among 37 competitors with Elo rating 1050-1400 points from four chess clubs in
Bulgaria. They were divided into two groups. In one of the groups, the sessions
were conducted only online, and in the other group – only in a training hall. A
unified lecture course was created for the purpose of the research. It consisted
of the obligatory elements of two-component education – lectures on 15 basic
chess topics (10 about chess tactics and 5 about chess strategy) and tests-exercises for each of them. At the end of the lecture course, through a suitable set
of chess indexes, we measured the degree to which the material had been learnt
by the participants in the two groups. The applied Student’s t-test for two independent samples showed that the difference in the results from the two forms of
testing was insignificant, i.e., it was not a consequence from the form of testing
but from fortuitous factors. The result from this research can help chess coaches
working with this age group to take a much more professionally conscious choice
regarding the degree of presence of the two types of chess practices during their
training sessions.
Keywords: chess education, chess tactics and strategy, face-to-face and online training.

INTRODUCTION
Thanks to modern technologies, chess has
turned out to be one of the few sports which
can function in nowadays pandemic conditions, and able to adapt successfully to the online form of education and practice (Petkova,
2020). The prospect that the two types of chess
training (face-to-face and online) can develop
parallel in future is becoming much more obvious. This fact leads to their in-depth analysis for the purposes of educational, training,
and competitive practices. Professional chess
players, as well as more advanced professional
players, possess numerous resources for both
self-dependent studies and online practice
(Almeira et al., 2017; Hajari et al., 2014). For
the growing 10-13-year-old players, however, the importance of personal touch and the
contact with their coaches and teammates is

crucial for their chess development (Krogius, 1976; Charness, 1981; Hartston & Wason,
1984). However, when talking about young
chess players aged between 10 and 13 years,
we should take into consideration some pedagogical concerns which are wider than the use
of a custom-designed chess curriculum only.
There are many substantial social pros in faceto-face chess classes that young players cannot
take advantage of when training online. Undoubtedly, if we want children to get to know
more sides of the game of chess (Prost, 2012),
they should attend face-to-face chess training
sessions because they are much more beneficial due to various reasons. Playing chess
“live” helps children make friends and teaches
them what sportsmanship is. Moreover, faceto-face training sessions improve young athletes’ social habits allowing those of different
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social and ethnical background to get integrated with others. Face-to-face training sessions
also contribute to discerning non-verbal clues
(gestures, mimics, body language) of the opponents. Young chess players learn how to win
graciously and, more importantly, how not to
give up when encountering defeat – by facing
their opponents and not by simply closing the
chess program or by exiting the game (Aciego
et al., 2012). Another important plus of faceto-face sessions is that young athletes can
understand the things which have remained
unclear at once through receiving instant feedback (Fine, 2015).
From a practical point of view, the current
pandemic situation provides a good opportunity for examination of the degree of interdependence and interrelation between face-toface and online forms of chess education in
this age group. This formulates the aim of the
research: to examine the effect of online education among 10-13-year-old chess players in
comparison to their face-to-face education.
Due to the topicality of the researched
topic, we found very few surveys related to
it. The work of Fuentes, et al. (2020) and Iliescu (2020) drew our attention, but they did
not view the training process of growing chess
players. Despite the growing number of surveys devoted to the educational value of chess,
there is still no accepted model which explains
the most significant differences between the
two kinds (face-to-face and online) of teaching chess. A number of studies have proven
that group practice provides better opportunities for high-level performance than individual practice does (Campitelli & Gobet, 2008).
However, the opposite view has also become
widespread recently (Murray, 2020). Fine
(2015) compared the potential limitations in
social interaction that online chess introduced
with the possibilities that the Internet (the new
home of chess) could provide. The theoretical

significance of current research can be found
in supplying deficiencies in this field as well as
in the possibility of discussing this issue from
a scientific point of view.
We used specific informative distance
forms of teaching and control, such as the application Microsoft Teams and chess program
for working with different databases ChessBase, an incredibly useful piece of chess software that allows you to work with chess databases, to analyze games, to find games with
similar openings, positions, content endgames,
etc. For example, Mega Database 2021 is the
ultimate Database that gives you access to over
8.4 million games, to the world’s largest database of in-depth analysis (more than 200 million positions), and to 85,000 annotated games.
METHODS
Subjects
The research was done among 37 chess
players aged between 10 and 13 years from
four chess clubs in Bulgaria. In each club, two
groups were created randomly. The first one
attended only face-to-face training sessions,
and the second one trained only online. As all
the participants were ranked between 1050 and
1400 Elo points and as we had enough previous observations on their chess skills, we did
not find it necessary to test them to determine
their exact current level.
The participants in the research were selected with an entrance test including 12 tasks
chosen by us – 9 about chess tactics and 3
about chess strategy. The aim of the test was
to establish that the chess players could meet
the requirement for the chess level within the
range of Elo rating 1050-1400 points. All the
participants’ parents provided written consent
after being informed of the test protocol. The
research was carried out in the period February-May 2021.
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Procedure
The participants were divided into two
groups according to the club they belong to. In
the first group, consisting of the chess players
from two of the clubs (19 children), the training sessions were conducted only face-to-face.
In the second group, consisting of the chess
players from the other two clubs, the training sessions were conducted only online. The
face-to-face education was carried out in two
of the chess clubs, while we used the application Microsoft teams for the online education.
We used the program ChessBase for chess visualization with both groups (Acher, Esnault,
2016). This program enables the coach to
demonstrate and translate on the screen various annotated games, to search the games of
similar structure, to show examples from video archives, to suggest interactive exercises on
the theme.
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survey among leading chess pedagogues and
our personal coaching experience, we selected the following topics related to tactics: 1.
Forcing moves 2. Deflection 3. Decoy 4. Removing the Defender 5. Blockade 6. Clearing
a square 7. Interference 8. Using open Files
9. Pin 10. Windmill and Double Check. We
developed the following topics in the field of
chess strategy: 11. Sacrificing a pawn for Initiative and Wedge Pawn Formation 12. Open
Files and Diagonals 13. Different Pawn Structures (Pawn Weaknesses in the Centre. Connected Pawns) 14. Dynamic Pawn Centre. 15.
Checkmate with Two Bishops. Checkmate
with Knight and Bishop.
This helped us trace the level of acquisition of the material taught. All tasks were processed with a computer so that any possible
mistakes and alternative solutions could be
removed. The contents of the lecture course
and the tests were submitted for evaluation to
Measuring instruments
an expert from the Bulgarian Chess Federation
For the purposes of the pedagogical ex- 1928, who considered them excellent.
periment, we created a lecture course based
on modern materials. We selected the topics
Statistical analysis
so that they could help the development of a
The data were processed with correlation
critical set of habits and skills in the field of analysis, Mann-Whitney U Test, One-Sample
chess strategy and tactics, particularly for this Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, Frequency analyage group. The topics were in compliance with sis. The conclusions were drawn at a signifithe recommendations of FIDE Trainers’ Com- cance level of 95% (α = .05).
mission, with leading specialists in this area,
as well as with our own coaching experience.
RESULTS
We created 15 topics – 10 about chess strateFigure 1 shows the relation between the
gy and 5 about chess tactics. After a careful correct answers to the test tasks in the two
analysis of a great amount of methodological forms of chess training – face-to-face and onliterature (Perotti et al., 2013; Engqvist, 2016; line.
Grooten, 2017) and on the basis of our own
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Figure 1. Percentage of correct answers to the tests covering each of the 15 topics in the two
groups – face-to-face and online
We can see in the graph that in both groups
of 10-13-year-old chess players, the percentage of correctly solved test tasks (an indicator of the degree of acquisition of the material

taught) was high and stable – between 67.54
and 86.27%. Of all 15 tests, those who studied
online showed better performance in 5 topics –
two related to tactics and 3 related to strategy.

Table 1. Group statistics for chess players’ performance in the tests
Percent correct answers

Group Statistics
Group
N
Mean
Online training
15
.7596
Face-to-face training
15
.7895

Std. Deviation
.04790
.05264

Std. Error Mean
.01237
.01359

The average percentage of the correct an- We cansee that the difference was approxiswers provided by the tested individuals who mately 3% (2.99%) in favor of the results prostudied online was 75.96%, and that of the in- vided by those who studied face-to-face.
dividuals who studied face-to-face – 78.95%.

Percent cor
rect answers

Table 2. Results from Student’s t-Test for two independent samples

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

Independent Samples Test
Levene’s Test for
t-Test for Equality of Means
Equality of Variances
95% Confidence
Mean
Std.
Sig.
Interval of
F
Sig.
t
df
Differ- Error Dif
the Difference
(2-tailed)
ence
ference Lower Upper
.000

.987

-1.626

28

-1.626 27.755
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.115

-.02989

.01838

-.06753 .00776

.115

-.02989

.01838

-.06755 .00777
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The applied Student’s t-test for two independent samples showed that the difference in
the results from the two forms of testing was
insignificant, i.e., it was not due to the form of
testing but to fortuitous factors. The dispersion
in the results for the two groups was the same,
as shown by the test of Levene (Sig. = .987 >
.05). The conclusion was drawn at a significance level α = .05 (Sig. = .115 > .05).
DISCUSSION
Every year the chess educational materials
(literature; videos on the Internet; chess gates;
chess programs with different difficulty and
aim, etc.) are becoming much more in number
and at the same time, the orientation in modern
electronic streams – much more complicated.
Often, in order to find a really valuable and
correctly selected material for chess players
belonging to a certain target group, one has
to examine tens of not so useful resources
(Dvoretzky, 1991). We should also take into
consideration the fact that the materials which
were considered optimal several years ago,
today could turn out to be obsolete and inefficient (Holding & Reynolds, 1982). We should
not ignore the fact that the very sport Chess
is getting “younger” (Jensen, 2020; Zakharov,
2020), and the training time – less and less.
That is why the efficiency of the methods used
in the training process is of primary importance. The correspondence of these methods
to the needs of particular players is among the
main responsibilities of a coach.
The scoring of the tests and especially the
analysis of the unsolved tasks are in the basis
of the individual growth of each competitor
(Petrovic et al., 2014). Tactical ability requires
knowledge and skill. Knowledge of patterns
and tactical methods, and the skill to recognize them and combine them (Simon & Chase,
1973). Solving chess puzzles sharpens players’
vision for combinations, improves attacking
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and defensive skills, teaches to search and find
hidden candidate moves, hones winning technique. In our research, the biggest difference
in the responses of the two groups (almost
10%) was observed in test 2 – Deflection. This
is a chess tactic that forces an opposing piece
to leave the square it occupies. After the deflection is performed and the piece is forced
away from the important square, another operation can be carried out that was not possible
before. Deflections can be used for different
aims such as winning material, promoting a
pawn, delivering checkmate, etc. Since simple
chess tactics do not always present it, it often
has to be created with a combination. In our
opinion, this difference was mainly due to the
vast scope of the topic which includes numerous sideward derivations which makes its explanation in an online format much more difficult than in face-to-face training. For example,
such chess combinations often start off with a
material sacrifice to achieve a deflection.
The results show that the topics provoking
the most serious difficulties are in the field of
chess strategy, which is briefly the understanding of different aspects on the chessboard to
guide a player in formulating a plan of action.
The difficulties in teaching and learning this
material arises from its great variety and complexity– there are seventeen pawn structures
in chess. The inclusion of these topics in the
lecture course, however, was fully justified because they help chess players to become familiar with a greater number of strategic concepts,
which is undoubtedly of help in the process of
understanding pawn structures.
CONCLUSIONS
If the lecture course is well designed and is
consistent with the initial level of knowledge
and abilities of the players, as well as with the
peculiarities of the chess material taught, the
online studies of 10-13-year-old chess players
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VALIDATION OF A TEST FOR
THE STUDY OF VIOLENCE AMONG
ATHLETES
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National Sports Academy “Vassil Levski”, Sofia, Bulgaria
ABSTRACT

The lack of a validated methodology severely hampers the study of violence
among athletes. Questionnaires and surveys with unproven psychometric characteristics used in various studies cast doubt on the results obtained. The current study
presents the results of the construction of a test to investigate violence among athletes. The test is based on the questionnaire for the study of violence among athletes
proposed by Vertommen et al. (2016), as its final version is a modified methodology.
The study includes 314 current and former athletes. The survey was conducted
online. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis were applied to the empirical data. The analysis results provide the basis for adopting a two-factor test
structure with corresponding physical and emotional abuse subscales.
Keywords: physical violence, emotional violence, exploitative and confirmatory factor analysis

INTRODUCTION
The problem of violence against athletes
is among the current issues in sport. Several
studies have found that it exists. It has not been
found on a large scale, but regardless of the
strength, frequency, and form, any violence
towards athletes is unjustified. The study of
violence in sports is hampered for several reasons. The definition of violence itself is too
diverse to allow for a single, universally accepted conceptualization of the idea, affecting
the approaches and methods of its study. Most
research has focused on establishing the presence of violence in sport, its forms, the characteristics of the athlete on whom it is perpetrated,
and the specifics of the perpetrator. Differences
by gender, age, sports qualification, and sports
experience have been sought.
Violence in sports is a fact. It is enough to
read the International Olympic Committee’s
position paper “The IOC Consensus Statement: harassment and abuse (non-accidental
violence) in sport” (Mountjoy et al. l., 2016) to
accept this fact and realize the need to research
and study it. One of the FEPSAC (European

Federation of Sport Psychology) Position statements - 6. Sexual exploitation in sports (2002)
also points to the problem of violence in sports.
The phenomenon of violence affects everyone, especially those working in the field
of education and sports. Violence, particularly
violence in sports, has various manifestations
and is often identified with acts of aggression
and bullying. As Vladova and Kuleva (2021)
point out, in recent years, the phenomenon of
violence among children and young people in
all its forms and dimensions has been gaining
popularity both in scientific research and in the
study of governmental and non-governmental
organizations like UNICEF and others.
In the specialized scientific literature, violence is seen as physical, mental, emotional,
and sexual. Each of these forms can occur at
home, in the workplace, and in the community.
According to the place of manifestation, violence is classified as domestic, workplace, or
community violence (Vladova, Kuleva, 2021).
In recent years, many cases of sexual violence
in the sports community have been recorded
(BBC News, 2018; Murphy, Barr, 2021; Evans
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et al., 2016; Brackenridge et al., 2005; Verto- three main forms of violence are reflected by
mmen et al., 2015; Vertommen et al., 2016; the three sections of the methodology - psyMountjoy et al., 2016; Gündüz et al., 2007; chological, physical, and sexual violence. On
Rintaugu et al., 2014).
the other hand, the answers to the questions
are dichotomous, and in the case of a positive
MATERIALS AND METHODS
answer, further clarifications follow about the
Background
severity of the violence, gender, age, sports
This study is based on the research and qualification of the athlete, and the characterispublished results of Vertommen and co-au- tics of the perpetrator of violence (Vertommen
thors. In a comprehensive study on samples et al., 2016; Vertommen et al., 2017).
of Dutch and Flemish citizens (Vertommen,
This study aims to examine the feasibility
Schipper-van Veldhoven, Wouterse, Kamp- of creating a psychological test to assess vioen, Brackenridge, Rhind, Neels, Van Den lence in sports. The basis for its construction
Eede,2016; Vertommen, Kampen, Schip- is the Interpersonal Violence against Children
per-van Veldhoven, Wouters, Uzieblo, Van in Sport questionnaire (IViS) (Vertommen,
Den Eede, 2017) a large volume of data have Schipper-van Veldhovenc, Wouterse, Kampbeen collected, some of which have been pub- enf, Brackenridgeh, Rhindh, Neelsi, Van Den
lished, and other parts are yet to be presented Eede., 2016).
to the scientific community. These studies were
The test includes 24 questions regarding
carried out with a questionnaire containing physical and psychological violence. It is asfour sections: a demographic and descriptive sumed that they are separated into two subsection, and three sections that explored the scales, but also that some of the questions are
subjects’ experiences in their sporting careers. too similar in content, and their inclusion would
This section of the questionnaire included 14 not be justified. As the issue of sexual violence
questions related to psychological violence, 10 is too sensitive and the respondents may not be
questions reflecting physical violence, and 17 honest enough, this part of the questionnaire
questions related to sexual violence, including was not included in the study.
sexual harassment and abuse. The survey was
To assess the frequency of specific forms of
conducted online. Participants were aged 18 violence, a Likert-type scale with four grades
to 50 years. The study was retrospective - the was used - no, it never happened; yes, it hapsubjects had to recall whether there had been pened once, at most twice; it happened often;
events in their sports practice, fixed in the ques- yes, it happened very often (systematically).
tions of the methodology. The methodology
The survey was conducted online in Goowas constructed on the basis of expert assess- gle Forms. The questionnaire was distributed
ments and responses of respondents in a pilot through the distance learning platform of the
study. Depending on the experts’ opinion and National Sports Academy “V. Levski” (http://
the frequency of different forms of violence www.virtual.nsa.bg/) and on social networks.
among the people surveyed, the questions in
the methodology were categorized into three
Participants
groups - low, medium, and high severity of
The empirical study included 314 subjects,
violence. The methodology was not analyzed and only 6.7% (n = 21) of them stated that they
regarding its factor structure and psychometric were not athletes but were involved in orgacharacteristics. It is a priori assumption that the nized sports. The remaining study subjects
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were divided into four groups: current and former athletes – on the national team and on club
levels (Table 1). To ensure anonymity, as well
as to minimize anxiety while responding, the
questions of demographic nature were general
as we were not interested in location, team, and
other personal information that would poten-

tially embarrass the respondents. Our subject
of interest was the gender of the coach/coaches
with whom the studied athletes worked.
The sample size conformed to the empirical rule of no less than 50+8k; k - the number
of variables in the data matrix (the number of
items in the test) 50+8*24 = 242 (Byrne, 2010).

Table 1. Subjects studied, their competitive activity, and coaches
Variables

Groups

Female
Male
Total
Up to 20 years
Age
21-39 years
40 + years
Female(s)
Coaches
Male(s)
With female and male
Competitive activity Competitor_club
Competitor_National team
Former competitor_club
Former competitor_ National team
I was not a competitor
Gender

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on the original methodology, it is assumed that the initial attributes (the 24 items)
correlate with each other to varying degrees
and can be aggregated into a smaller number
of generalized variables - factors. The primary
evaluation of the data provides the basis for the
application of factor analysis:
- Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy = .909
- Bartlett‘s Test of Sphericity = χ2 =
4620.240; df = 276; ρ = .001
Maximum likelihood factor analysis and
varimax rotation were performed to establish
the internal structure of the test. The results
point to a four-factor solution. The first factor
integrates indicators related to emotional abuse
- insults, neglect, and bullying. The other three

Frequency
(n)
170
144
314
118
161
35
64
199
51
114
25
107
47
21

Valid Percent
(%)
54.1%
45.9%
100%
37.6%
51.3%
11.1%
20.4%
63.4%
16.2%
36.3%
8.00%
34.1%
14.9%
6.7%

factors contain indicators related to physical
violence - direct and indirect, and threats, but
these factors are not sufficiently differentiated
and clearly distinct. On the other hand, some
of the indicators are included with similar factor weights in more than one-factor family cross-sectional loadings.
The obtained results point to a two-factor
solution, also consistent with the structure of
the original methodology.
Factor weights were analyzed to assess
convergent validity. For a sample N = 250 ÷
350, the critical value of the factor weights was
.35 (Gaskin, 2012). Items with smaller factor
weights than this critical value were not found.
To assess discriminant validity, cross-sectional loadings and factor correlations matrix
were analyzed.
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The first factor includes 14 indicators. For
three of them, No. 2 ,“You were shaken”, No.
3,“Objects were being thrown at you” and No.
23,“You were physically threatened, but not
actually attacked” cross-sectional strains were
observed. These indicators were included with
similar factor weights in the second factor. The
rule for a difference in factor weights greater
than .2 was not followed for these indicators.
These three indicators were excluded from the
factor family. The content of the remaining indicators gives reason to define this factor as
emotional abuse.
The second factor contains indicators of
physical violence. For indicator No. 4, “You

were held/restrained forcefully” cross-sectional loadings were observed and therefore
excluded. And indicator No. 14, “You were
shouted or cursed at” does not meaningfully
correspond to the other indicators, which are
clearly related to physical abuse, either directly or indirectly. It was also excluded from the
factor structure. The second factor was defined
as physical violence.
The two factors explained 54% of the
variance of the construct examined (Table 2).
The correlation between them was .61, which
means that they had only 37% shared variance
(61*.61=.37).

Table 2. Factor structure of the construct under study
Item

13 You were put down, embarrassed, or humiliated
17 You were called names or otherwise offended
18 You were ignored such that it made you feel bad
11 You were being teased
1 You were forced to go on training/playing / competing while
you were injured or exhausted
15 You were negatively criticized about your appearance or weight
16 You were negatively criticized for your performance
12 You were being bullied
22 You were threatened with being thrown out (of the team, club, gym, etc.)
20 People were gossiping or telling lies about you
19 You were criticized or threatened because you did not want to participate in training sessions or matches/competitions
9 You were grabbed by the throat / choked
8 You were forced to the ground/knocked down
6 You were punched/hit with a fist
10 You were beaten up
5 You were slapped/hit with an open hand
7 You were hit with an object (e.g., shoe, racket, hockey stick)

V13
V17
V18
V11

Component
1
2
.780 .215
.768 .185
.765 .156
.739 .149

V1

.724

.175

V15
V16
V12
V22
V20

.694
.678
.656
.623
.596

.184
.115
.329
.446
.068

V19

.580

.373

V9
V8
V6
V10
V5
V7

.037
.209
-.006
.355
.273
.313

.856
.810
.782
.705
.677
.545

21 Your belongings were damaged or stolen to humiliate or scare you
24 You were pressured into / forced to start taking substances
to lose weight or enhance your performance

V21

.146

.535

V24

.277

.468

Items names
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The pure factor structure and high factor
weights imply a high internal consistency of
the indicators that define them. Reliability
analysis - Cronbach’s alpha and Composite
Reliability (Raykov 1997) were used to assess
internal consistency.

The resulting subscales were characterized
by high internal consistency. For the first subscale, Cronbach’s Alpha = .91 (Table 3), there
were also high correlations of individual indicators with the scale.

Table 3. First subscale - emotional abuse - α=.91/CR=.91
Item

Scale
Mean
if Item
Deleted

V1

17.06

42.706

.673

.899

V11
V12

17.30
17.73

43.731
46.200

.684
.656

.898
.900

V13

17.50

44.212

.755

.895

V15

17.31

43.702

.652

.900

V16

16.73

44.500

.615

.902

V17

17.18

42.594

.720

.896

V18

17.19

43.122

.712

.896

V19

17.75

46.716

.599

.903

V20

17.19

45.048

.527

.907

V22

17.70

45.826

.656

.900

Items names
1 You were forced to go on training/
playing / competing while you were injured or exhausted
11 You were being teased
12 You were being bullied
13 You were put down, embarrassed or
humiliated
15 You were negatively criticized about
your appearance or weight
16 You were negatively criticized about
your performance
17 You were called names or otherwise
offended
18 You were ignored such that it made
you feel bad
19 You were criticized or threatened because you did not want to participate in
training sessions or
matches/competitions
20 People were gossiping or telling lies
about you
22 You were threatened with being
thrown out (of the team, club, gym, etc.)

Scale
Corrected Cronbach’s
Variance Item-Total Alpha if
if Item
CorrelaItem
Deleted
tion
Deleted

For the second subscale, physical abuse, again high correlations of individual indicators
Cronbach’s Alpha = .82 (Table 4), there were with the scale.
Table 4. Second subscale - physical violence - α=.82/CR=.87
Item

Scale
Mean if
Item
Deleted

V5

7.90

5.058

.634

.790

V6

8.02

5.773

.574

.806

Items names
5 You were slapped/hit with an open
hand
6 You were punched/hit with a fist
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7 You were hit with an object (e.g., shoe,
V7
racket, hockey stick)
8 You were forced to the ground /
V8
knocked down
9 You were grabbed by the throat/choked V9
V10
10 You were beaten up
21 Your belongings were damaged or
V21
stolen to humiliate or scare you
24 You were pressured into/forced to
start taking substances to lose weight or V24
enhance your performance

The analysis of the results, regarding the
factor structure and internal consistency of the
test indicators for the study of violence in athletes, showed that they were characterized by
strong correlational relationships, with unambiguous criterion-relatedness and high internal

7.74

4.595

.519

.823

7.98

5.217

.749

.781

8.04
7.94

5.864
5.009

.692
.719

.804
.779

7.92

5.616

.402

.822

7.88

5.235

.447

.821

consistency.
Confirmatory factor analysis was also performed to verify the obtained results. The initial structural model consisted of the two factors identified in the exploratory factor analysis
and their associated indicators (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Baseline structural model of the test for assessment of violence in sport *Legend:
PSY_V - Psychological Violence; PHY_V - Physical Violence
Model parameters:
A number of distinct sample moments: 190
A number of distinct parameters to be estimated: 39
Degrees of freedom (190 - 39): 151
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Factor weights, multiple correlation coefficients, and modification indices were analyzed
to verify model fit and model refinement.
The factor weight of indicator No. 21 (Your
belongings were damaged or stolen to humiliate or scare you) was too small, λ=.48, and
explained the variance of 19%. The indicator
was excluded from the factor model.
Item No. 24 (You were pressured into /
forced to start taking substances to lose weight
or enhance your performance) also had a factor
weight of less than .6, λ=.48, and an explained
variance of 23%. Cross-loading on both factors was also observed for this attribute. It was
also excluded from the structural model.
Item No. 20 had a factor weight of .55 and
a variance of 31% and was excluded from the

model.
Only those associated with residue release
were used to estimate their covariance of the
modification indexes. Consistently, residuals
were correlated: е6 – е9; е19 – е22; е22 – е11;
е6 – е10; е11 – е19; е12 – е16.
The results showed that indicator No. 22
(You were threatened with being thrown out
(of the team, club, gym, etc.)) was associated with the residues of several other indicators. In addition, it loaded on a second factor,
cross-loading. This necessitated its exclusion
from the structural model. Before its exclusion, RMSEA = .077, and after its exclusion,
RMSEA = .069. The latest change to the model
was the residual valuation exemption е6 – е10
(Figure 2).

Figure 2. Final version of the structural model
The final structure model (Figure 2) indicators are listed below:
Indicators of physical and emotional violence in sport
Physical violence
1. You were slapped/hit with an open hand

2. You were punched/hit with a fist
3. You were hit with an object (e.g., shoe, racket, hockey stick)
4. You were forced to the ground/knocked down
5. You were grabbed by the throat/choked
6. You were beaten up
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Emotional violence
1. You were forced to go on training/playing /
competing while you were injured or exhausted
2. You were teased
3. You were bullied
4. You were put down, embarrassed, or humiliated
5. You were negatively criticized about your
appearance or weight
6. You were negatively criticized about your
performance
7. You were called names or otherwise offended
8. You were ignored such that it made you
feel bad
9. You were criticized or threatened because
you did not want to participate in training sessions or matches/competitions

Construct Validity
Determining the validity and reliability of
the measurement model is mandatory in confirmatory factor analysis. Validity is defined as the
degree of accuracy of the measurements. One of
the main objectives of confirmatory factor analysis is to assess construct validity. Construct validity is the extent to which a set of measured
indicators actually reflects the latent theoretical
construct that these indicators are intended to
measure (Sharif, 2013, 2015; Hair et al., 2014).
Criteria were used to assess construct validity:
- Composite Reliability (CR);
- Average Variance Extracted (AVE);
- Maximum Shared Squared Variance (MSV);
- Average Shared Square Variance (ASV).
The AMOS Plugin (2016), the master validity tool developed by Gaskin and Lim, was
used. The obtained values of the criteria and
the ratios between them provided a basis for
the validation of the construct validity of the
model (Table 5). The CR values were greater than .7, which means that construct validity was achieved in terms of discriminant validity, the empirical rules were also satisfied
AVE >.5 and AVE > MSV.

Model fit (model characteristics)
The compliance indices of the structural model provide the basis for its validation
- CMIN/DF=2.377; CFI=.953; SRMR=.054;
RMSEA=.066; PClose=.012. If we use the indices NFI=.92 (Bentler-Bonett normed fit index - Delta1) and RFI=.91 (Bollen’s relative fit
index - rho1), we can assume that the analyzed
structural model is 92% on the way from the
independence model to the saturated model,
whose value is 1.
Table 5. Indicators of construct validity
PV
FV

CR
.904
.864

AVE
.511
.520

MSV
.330
.330

Assessment of the validity of the factor
construct provided grounds for accepting it as
correct, adapted, and consistent with the theoretical construct.

MaxR(H)
.908
.891

PV
.715
.575***

FV
.721

their coaches. And if in other social spheres and
communities, some relationships are judged as
a form of violence, in sport, the same relationships can be perceived within the boundaries of
normal. The perception and evaluation of cerDISCUSSION
tain relationships in sports are also ambiguous.
The study of violence in sports has many is- They are different for men and women, differsues. There is a specific subculture in sport that ent in different age periods, and influenced by
affects the relationship between athletes and sports experience and qualifications.
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Ex-post-facto research on violence in
sports also has its limitations. The opinions
and assessments of adults and former athletes,
about events related to their past “sports life”
can be influenced by the accumulated life experience, changed over time perceptions and
assessments of the same events, inaccurate
memories, and the degree of emotional saturation of specific events.
Despite the problems and difficulties, violence in sports must be studied. The methodology for its study analyzed in this paper allows
for ongoing monitoring of relationships within
sports teams and athletes’ families and for a
timely response when significant deviations
from normal acceptable sports relationships
are identified (Appendix A). It is hoped that,
along with other methods and methodologies,
it will provide essential information about the
presence of violence against athletes.
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Proximal humerus fractures are the third most common fractures in adult
patients. In developed economies, there is a tendency to increase the number of
these fractures due to the aging population. Physical therapy is recognized as
an important component in the management regardless of the fracture type or
treatment protocol.
The purpose of this blind, randomized study was to compare the effectiveness of two physical therapy interventions on the shoulder range of motion and
function after surgical treatment of proximal humerus fracture: 1) supervised
therapeutic exercise only (Control group – CG), 2) supervised therapeutic exercise with manual soft tissue mobilization and massage (Experimental group
– EG). Ninty-six subjects diagnosed with proximal humerus fracture treated operatively were randomly assigned to one of these two groups. The rehabilitation
included four phases, in each of which the patients underwent ten procedures.
Shoulder range of motion was assessed with a universal goniometer for
ﬂexion, extension abduction, internal rotation and external rotation. International SFTR method of measuring and recording joint motion was used. The
results were analyzed with the statistical program SPSS Statistics 19. At the end
of the study, we found statistically significant better results in the EG in ﬂexion (152.8° ± 22.3°), abduction (145.3° ± 24.2°), external (61.1° ± 11.8°) and
internal (75.3° ± 11.6°) rotations, compared to CG: ﬂexion (140.7° ± 22.0°),
abduction (130.6° ± 24.4°), internal (51.8° ± 15.6°) and external (63.5° ± 14.1°)
rotations with statistical significance (p < 0.05). The extension showed improvement in both study groups, within the EG results being 52.9° ± 15.9° and
in the CG 49.9° ± 5.5° - with no statistically significant difference between them.
The DASH (Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand) scale was used for
functional assessment of upper extremity.
We established that the application of manual soft tissue mobilization with
massage in the postoperative rehabilitation of patients with proximal humerus
fractures leads to more effective restoration of shoulder joint function.
Keywords: Proximal humerus fractures, physiotherapy.

INTRODUCTION
Proximal humerus fractures are common,
particularly among older adults (Hajcsar et al.,
2000). They are the third most common fractures in adult patients (Karl et al., 2015). These
fractures are more common in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis and in the elderly. There are differences in trauma mechanism

in women and men, as well as in different age
groups (Passaretti et al., 2017). The majority
of proximal humerus fractures are minimally
displaced and can be treated nonoperatively.
Controversy remains regarding the optimal care
of displaced fractures with potential treatment
options of non-operative management, percutaneous fixation, open reduction internal fixation
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and different types of arthroplasty (Handoll et
al., 2012). The treatment of unstable fractures
depends of fracture pattern, bone quality and individual characteristics of patients (Schumaier,
Grawe, 2018; Howard et al. 2018). Currently,
the gold standard for proximal humeral fractures fixation are angular stable implants providing greater fracture stability in cases with
osteoporotic bone (Totev, Dimitrov, 2014).
There are a number of protocols concerning proximal humerus fractures. They are designed for a specific type of fracture with specific type of treatment. Most of the protocols
are based on the experience of certain clinics
(http://fraserortho.com; https://www.nbt.nhs.
uk). Another part of the protocols includes
the basic principles, without specific details
(https://surgeryreference.aofoundation.org).
This does not reduce their therapeutic value.
Results from the application of specific protocols have also been published (Hodgson, 2006;
Handoll et al. 2015).
The effect of applying different types of
soft tissue mobilization and massage techniques in shoulder pathologies is considered
by a number of authors, but there is no single
rehabilitation protocol. Different researchers
use different rehabilitation methods and combinations of them but the reported results are
diverse (Yeun, 2017; Dolder, et al., 2010).
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF
THE STUDY
The purpose of the study was to compare
the effectiveness of two physical therapy me
thods on the shoulder range of motion and
function after surgical treatment of proximal
humerus fracture.
APPLIED METHODOLOGY
For the period 2009 – 2020, in the clinical
bases for practical training of students from
the Department of Physical Medicine, Reha-

bilitation, Occupational Therapy and Sports
of Medical University – Pleven, kinesitherapy
was applied to 96 patients with proximal humerus fracture treated operatively.
Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to
one of two intervention groups according to
the block randomization method: Control
Group, exercise only; Experimental Group,
exercise and manual soft tissue mobilization
and massage. Block randomization was used
to ensure that an equal number of patients
were assigned to each treatment group. Block
randomization works by randomizing participants within blocks in such a way that an equal
number is assigned to each treatment groups. A
planned enrollment of 96 participants, 48 per
study group, were randomly assigned to two
intervention parts. As an example, subject #1
had an equal chance of drawing an envelope
assigning him/her to Control Group “A” or Experimental Group “B”. If he/she drew “A,” the
card was removed. Subject #2 then had a chance
of drawing an envelope with group A or B from
the remaining envelopes. Blocked randomization offers a simple means to achieve balance
between study groups and to reduce the opportunity for bias and confounding. Once the
baseline examination was completed, a second
investigator blind to the baseline examination
opened the randomisation envelope indicating
the patient’s treatment group assignment that
corresponds to the patient’s unique identification number. Each subject was informed of his/
her treatment protocol but remained blinded to
other group assignments to avoid subject bias.
Owing to the nature of this study, it was not
possible to blind the patient or the physician
providing the intervention to the treatment received. One physical therapist with 10 years
of clinical experience performed the pre- and
post-treatment assessment measurements.
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This assessor was blinded to group assignment and the intervention protocols. Patients
were instructed not to discuss the treatment
received with the phsician when reporting for
their follow-up appointments, unless medically necessary. The study was conducted in
accordance with patient protection requirements (according to the Helsinki Declaration)
and with signed patient’s informed consent for
participation in the scientific study.
In the control group (48 patients) a traditional for the clinic kinesitherapy treatment was
applied, including mainly therapeutic exercises.
In the experimental group (48 patients) the
applied kinesitherapy methodology included
therapeutic exercises and manual soft tissue
mobilization techniques combined with massage.
Description of the kinesitherapy methodology
The aim of kinesitherapy in both groups of
patients was maximum functional recovery of
the operated upper limb and independence in
the daily living activities.
Kinesitherapy was applied in four periods:
First period: 1-3 postoperative weeks
(POW) or immediately after removal of the
immobilization. During this period there was
still no stable bone fusion and given the age
of patients and bone quality, despite the fixed
fracture, we applied therapeutic exercises
with maximum sparing of the involved area.
We trained patients with immobilization to
perform isometric contractions for the immobilized muscles and ideomotor exercises. For
patients without immobilization, we applied
carefully dosed pendular exercises. The kinesitherapy program in all patients included
active exercises for immobilization-free joints
of the affected upper limb, breathing exercises
and active exercises for the healthy upper limb.
Second period: 4 – 5-6 POW or the first and

second post-mobilization week. During this
period, we also provided maximum protection
of the operated area from biomechanical efforts. We expanded the therapeutic program to
include: cryotherapy combined with massage
in the shoulder area; drained massage in the
forearm and shoulder area; passive, active-assisted and active exercises for the shoulder
muscles in painless range of motion (initially
from a relaxed starting position and later in an
antigravity position) postisometric relaxation
for muscles with increased tone and techniques
for proprioceptive neuromuscular relief.
Third period (moderately protective): 7-8
POW or third and fourth post-mobilization
weeks. We expanded the applied active-assisted, self-passive and active exercises for
the shoulder in open and closed kinetic chain
(without weight bearing) and gradually increased their dosage. We included isometric
exercises and training in daily living activities.
Fourth period (minimally protective): 9-10
POW or 5-6 post-mobilization weeks. We included exercises against dosed resistance (with
gradual progression from 0.1 kg. to 0.5 kg.) –
criteria for the inclusion of resistance was the
presence of clinical and radiological evidence
for bone fusion and lack of pain when overcoming resistance.
In EG patients we additionally included
manual soft tissue mobilization techniques
combined with massage to increase the range
of motion in the shoulder:
caudal mobilization of the shoulder, combined with massage along the course of trapezius muscle (p. descendens) and levator
scapulae muscle.
mobilization of the scapula, combined with
a massaging of rhomboideus major and minor muscles, serratus anterior muscle, and
subscapularis muscle.
techniques for increasing abduction in the
shoulder:
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elevation of the arm (initially in the plane
of the scapula, gradually passing into the
frontal plane), combined with compression on the lateral edge of the scapula
simultaneously with a sliding massaging
motion.
passive abduction of the shoulder, caudal mobilization of the humeral head and
sliding massaging movement on the ventral and dorsal aspects of the shoulder.
techniques increasing external rotation in the
shoulder joint – passive elevation, external
rotation, caudal mobilization of the humeral head and longitudinal massage along the
muscles around the shoulder joint.
techniques for increasing the flexion in the
shoulder joint – dorsal mobilization of the
humeral head with elevation of the upper
limb in the sagittal plane and sliding massaging movements.
techniques for increasing the internal rotation in the shoulder joint – passive internal
rotation in the shoulder joint, combined
with traction along the axis of the limb
and sliding massage movements along the
muscles of rotator cuff.
When performing the techniques, the treated area was mobilized in a certain direction,
degree and pace, allowing simultaneous, effective impact on all massaged tissues. The
main idea of our methodology is based on the
knowledge that the neurophysiological stim-

ulus of massage and the neurophysiological
stimulus of passive movements have a relationship arising from their common point of
impact on peripheral receptors located in the
musculoskeletal system (Lewit, 1981).
Clinical and radiological follow-up of patients was performed by an orthopedic surgeon. Shoulder range of motion was assessed
by universal goniometer for flexion, extension,
abduction, internal rotation and external rotation. International SFTR method of measuring
and recording joint motion (S is sagittal plane,
F is frontal plane, T is transverse plane, R is
rotation) was used. The SFTR method of recording joint motion and position as a part of
internationally accepted neutral-zero method
provides an objective system avoiding confusion of language and terminology.
The collected data was statistically processed with SPSS software, version 18.0, SPSS
Inc. Chicago, IL, USA, and the following values were found: minimum, maximum, mean,
SD, and one sample paired t-test to compare
pre- and post- treatment results of the group.
The unpaired t-test was used to compare preand post-treatment results between the two
groups, at a confidence level of p ≤ .05.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Patients’ characteristics
The demographic characteristics of the patients at baseline are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics.
Characteristic
Gender, n (%)
Male
Female
Age (years)
n
Mean (SD)
Median (min., max.)

Experimental Group (n=48)

Control Group (n=48)

10 (20.8)
38 (79.2)

12 (25.0)
36 (75.0)

48
59.6 (12.4)
59.6 (37.84)

48
62.7 (14.98)
62.7 (19.86)

The mean age of patients was 61.1 ± 13.7 years (EG 59.6 ± 12.4; CG 62.6 ± 14.9). The sample was dominated
by women - 74 (77.01%), compared to men - 22 (22.9%). There were no marked differences between EG and CG.
Baseline fracture data at randomization are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Baseline fracture data at randomization.
Characteristic
Affected shoulder, n (%)
Left
Right
Shoulder dominance, n (%)
Yes
No
Injury mechanism, n (%)
Fall/trip from standing height or less
Fall downstairs/steps or from a height/ПТП
Other
Missing
Types of fractures according to the Neer classification
3 Neer two part: surgical neck
4 Neer two part: greater tuberosity
5 Neer two part: lesser tuberosity
8 Neer three part: surgical neck+greater tuberosity
9 Neer three part: surgical neck+lesser tuberosity
10 Neer three part: anterior dislocation + greater tuberosity

The treatment groups appeared to be balanced for these characteristics, including Neer
category.
The methods of surgical treatment were
determined by a trauma surgeon, according
to the indications for operative treatment.
Perioperative management including anaesthesia, analgesia, antibiotic and thromboembolism prophylaxis followed local guidelines.

Experimental Group Control Group
(n=48)
(n=48)
26 (54.2)
22 (45.8)

27 (56.3)
21 (43.7)

14 (29.2)
34 (70.8)

16 (33.3)
32 (66.7)

40 (83.3)
3 (6.3)
5 (10.4)
0

44 (91.7)
3 (6.3)
1 (2)
0

36 (75.0)
1 (2.1)
7 (14.6)
1 (2.1)
2 (4.2)
1 (2.1)

29 (64.0)
0 (0)
11 (22.9)
6 (12.5)
2 (4.2)
0 (0)

The use of painkillers and other medications
was in accordance with the surgeon‘s prescriptions. Analgesic therapy included non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs in both groups of
patients. No significant intergroup and intragroup differences were observed concerning
painkillers.
The duration of sling immobilisation is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Duration of post-surgical sling immobilisation.
Characteristic
Post-surgical immobilisation
Mean (SD)
Median (min., max.)

In 95 (98.96%) patients postoperative immobilization was applied (average of 11.2 days
in EG patients and average 12.1 days in CG
patients).
The duration of immobilization after surgery varies from 0 to 4 weeks. Of the 96 patients included in our study, four (4.2%) were
immobilized for three or more weeks, twen-

Experimental Group
(n=48)

Control Group
(n=48)

11.2 (4.8)
10 (0.21)

12.1 (4.95)
10 (5.25)

ty-seven (28.1%) were immobilized for up to
1 week, sixty-four (66.7%) between one and
three weeks, and one (1.04%) was without
immobilization. No statistically significant intergroup and intragroup differences were observed in terms of immobilization (р > .05).
The onset of rehabilitation is determined by
clinical and radiographic signs of bone heal-
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ing or usually 4 weeks after surgery. Until
bone union is evident, stress-free exercises are
applied concerning the fracture area, starting
from 2-3 postoperative day.
After removal of the immobilization, we
found a significant limitation of the range of
motion in the shoulder joint in both groups of
patients (р ≤ .05) compared to a healthy shoulder joint. One-way ANOVA analysis indicated
no statistically significant differences between
the groups on age, and baseline pretreatment
scores. Chi square analyses indicated no statistically significant differences between the two

groups on gender, involved shoulder, or hand
dominance.
The therapeutic exercises and soft tissue
mobilization treatment technique decrease
pain, increase function, and enhance activities
of daily living in patients.
After the rehabilitation course, we found a
statistically significant improvement in shoulder range of motion in both groups. In Table
4 we are presenting the comparison of the average values of the final range of motion of in
the two groups.

Table 4. Comparison of the final results of the shoulder range of motion (in degrees) between
the both groups – means (±SD).
Values (4th visit)
Flexion
Abduction
Internal rotation
External rotation
Extension

CG (n=48)
140.7° (±22.0)
130.6° (±24.4)
51.8° (±15.6)
63.5° (±14.1)
49.9° (±5.5)

EG (n=48)
152.8° (±22.3)
145.3° (±24.2)
61.1° (±11.8)
75.3° (±11.6)
52.9° (±15.9)

When analyzing the range of motion in
flexion, abduction, external and internal rotation, we found that at the end of the study,
patients in the experimental group were
with statistically significantly better results
(р < .05). Analyzing the extension there was an
improvement in both groups, but there was no
statistically significant difference between the
results. The methodology applied by us, combining soft tissue mobilization techniques with
massage, shows an immediate positive effect
on the range of motion in the shoulder joint.
When analyzing flexion, it is evident that 53%
of patients in the experimental group achieved
over 149º, compared to 39% of the control
group. In abduction, 38% of the patients from
the experimental group achieved abduction
over 149º, compared to 25% from the control
group. Sixty-four percent of the experimental
group and 50% of the control group achieved
external rotation over 54º. Eighty percent of

р
.009
.004
.001
.000
.217

the patients in the experimental group and 68%
of the patients in the control group achieved
internal rotation over 59°. The maximum follow-up period for patients was 14 weeks after
the trauma, and given the observed trends, it
is expected that increasing of range of motion
will continue after this period.
The DASH (Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand) scale is used for functional assessment of upper extremity. This questionnaire has been developed to measure disability
and symptoms related to upper extremity musculoskeletal disorders. This 30-item questionnaire includes 21 physical function items, 6
symptom items, and 3 social function items.
There are also two optional 4-item modules:
one intended for athletes and musicians, and
the other for working populations (Angst et al.
2011; Kennedy et al. 2011).
The DASH questionnaire, together with its
short form (QuickDASH), is the most wide-
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spread instrument for shoulder assessment.
Using the DASH scale, we assessed upper
However, it is region specific, i.e., specific to extremity function in both study groups at each
the arm, not just to the shoulder.
stage of the study.
Table 5. DASH results
Values
1th visit
Mean (SD)
Std. Error Mean
2nd visit
Mean (SD)
Std. Error Mean
3th visit
Mean (SD)
Std. Error Mean
4th visit
Mean (SD)
Std. Error Mean

CG (n=48)

EG (n=48)

68.750 (8.131)
1.174

64.931 (8.271)
1.194

51.302 (10.953)
1.581

44.750 (12.335)
1.780

31.667 (10.584)
1.528

26.146 (11.805)
1.704

19.462 (10.692)
1.543

13.392 (11.882)
1.715

At the beginning of the study, both groups
had significant functional deficits in all items
of the scale. The values of
 the total assessment
in the first visit were greater than 40 (EG - 64.9
± 8.2, CG 68.8 ± 8.1), which means extremity disability. In the analysis, we found an improvement in all studied factors at each subsequent visit in both groups.
The overall score of EG patients at the end
of the study was 13.4 and 19.5 in the control
group. The results in patients from the EG
were statistically significantly better than those
in CG (p = .010). With a score below 15, the
limb is fully functional in performing the various activities examined by the DASH scale.
This gives us reason to evaluate the effect of
our program as excellent in terms of functional
recovery of patients.
DISCUSSION
In the literature reviewed by us, there are few
studies evaluating the effect of massage, combined with mobilizing soft tissue techniques in
treatment of shoulder pathologies. According
to Kostov (2018) the application of a methodology involving active kinesitherapy combined
with soft tissue mobilization techniques and

massage, has a positive effect on the condition
of periarticular tissues and muscles around the
shoulder. As a result of trauma, surgery and
immobilization, histological and biochemical
changes occur in these tissues, leading to pain,
reduced mobility, intra- and extra-articular adhesions. Post-mobilization changes are also observed in the muscles – loss of strength, muscle
hypotrophy and shortening.
The application of manual soft tissue mobilization techniques, combined with massage
in EG patients, leads to improved trophies of
the per articular tissues and stimulates reparative processes. These techniques combine
the effect of a healing massage performed on
a small area, with passive mobilization. The
emphasis of the massage effect is on muscle
insertions, tendons and ligaments. With deeper
techniques, joint capsule can be reached and
engaged. Massage techniques also affect the
skin and subcutaneous tissue, although as a
“secondary object”. The results obtained by
us confirm the statement of other authors that
the application of these techniques leads to
improved elasticity and function of musculoskeletal structures, reduces pain and improves
range of motion (Dolder et al., 2010).
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The application of a combination of manual soft tissue mobilization with massage in
patients with shoulder fractures allows improving the therapeutic results and reducing
the time for functional recovery.
The most common complication observed
in a study by Robinson et al. (2019) including
surgically treated patients with fractures of the
proximal humerus, followed up for mean period of two years are shoulder contractures –
present in 23.6% of patients. When analyzing
the results of a study by Bertoft et al. (1984)
comparing two methods of rehabilitation in
patients with proximal humerus fractures, we
see that range of motion recovers most significantly by about ten weeks after trauma, then
continues to increase throughout the one-year
follow-up period. At the end of the study period flexion and abduction are statistically significant decreased from the norm (p < .05). The
results of this study are similar to ours.
The application of adequately dosed stress
and muscle load leads to an increase in their
strength and does not disrupt the recovery process. Physical activity is a factor that stimulates
bone healing, and the early inclusion of properly dosed exercises leads to an earlier and complete recovery of patients‘ motor function and
their return to normal life (Kostov, 2018). Painless exercises, applied by us against dosed resistance after 9-10 POW, have a positive effect.
This study has some strengths and limitations. The strengths of the present study include:
prospective study design, random assignment
of patients, and one evaluator. Various limitations of the present study include: small sample
size, short treatment period, no long term follow
up. The importance of many factors (the use of
medications, comorbidities, individual characteristics, etc.) cannot be evaluated. This can be
a potential source of bias. Further research is
needed to find out effectiveness of manual soft
tissue mobilization and massage with larger

sample size and longer follow up.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has documented that the soft tissue mobilization treatment technique reduces
pain, increases range of motion, improves outcomes and function in patients with proximal
humerus fractures after surgical treatment.
This technique would appear to be an effective adjunct to traditional physiotherapy treatment for proximal humerus fractures.
The comparative analysis of two groups
showed the kinesitherapy method with a soft
tissue mobilization treatment technique to be
more efficient for the functional recovery of
the patients.
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Journal of Applied Sports Sciences accepts for review articles (original articles, reports, discussions, studies, editorial materials) in any of the following research areas: sport, sports excellence, sport
medicine, sports physiology, biomechanics, nutrition, sports education, sports psychology, sports management and sports training, applied health and medical sciences related to the sports practices, social
dimensions of sport and European dimensions in organizing modern sport.
The volume of the articles should not exceed 20 standard pages. Publications in Journal of Applied
Sports Sciences should be written in English language.
Submissions to Journal of Applied Sports Sciences are made using ScholarOne Manuscripts, the online submission and peer review system. The registration and the access are available directly at https://
mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/jasportssciences.
Full information and guidance on using Scholar One Manuscripts is available at the Emerald ScholarOne Manuscripts Support Centre: http://mchelp.manuscriptcentral.com/gethelpnow/training/author/.
REGISTERING FOR MANUSCRIPTS SUBMISSION
If you have not yet registered on ScholarOne Manuscripts, please follow the instructions below:
● Please go to: https://journal.nsa.bg. On the left side you will see “Send your manuscript here” button.
● The system will offer you to enter to your Account or to Create Account. If you already have a registration you may enter with your e-mail and password.
● If you are going to create an account, please follow the on-screen instructions, filling in the requested
details before proceeding
● Your username will be your email address and you must input a password of at least 8 characters in
length and containing two or more numbers
● Click Finish and your account has been created.
MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION PROCESS
The proposed papers are submitted to the Editorial Board of the Journal of Applied Sports Sciences.
Article submissions should be only made through electronic submission module on. To submit a paper
for publication in the journal, the submitting author should log in the ScholarOne Manuscripts platform.
We kindly request authors to carefully read Instructions & Forms before submitting their articles for
review. Once logged in, the author can see a chronology of submitted manuscripts and send a new one
through “Start New Submission” => “Begin Submission”. The process of sending a new manuscript
includes 7 basic steps:
Step 1: Select type of the manuscript, fill in the title and abstract in English language.
Step 2: File Upload. Here you may upload the Main Document, Title page, files with tables and figures.
Remember, that the Main document should be anonymous. If you are submitting a revision, please include only the latest set of files, and delete the previous versions. If you have updated a file, please delete
the original version and upload the revised file.
Please, fill the PLAGIARISM DECLARATION and attach the file in the system when submitting your
manuscript, as “Supplemental file NOT for review”. The declaration you may find on the journals website in the Author’s guidelines section.
Step 3: Attributes. Write and/or choose keywords. (The number of the keywords should not exceed 5
words).
Step 4: Authors & Institutions. Enter your co-authors‘ information by searching on each of their email
addresses below. If they have an existing account, their information can be easily imported to the submission. If necessary, you may add a co-author as a new user in the system by clicking „Create New Author“.
Step 5: Reviewers. To suggests a reviewer or request the exclusion of a reviewer, click the Add Reviewer
button below and enter their information along with the desired designation.
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Step 6: Details and Comments: The submitting author may enter or paste a cover letter text into the „Cover
Letter“ box. The cover letter may also be attached. Answer any remaining questions appropriately.
Step 7: Review & Submit. Review the information below for accuracy and make changes as needed.
After reviewing the manuscript proofs at the foot of this page, you MUST CLICK “SUBMIT” to complete your submission.
The received manuscripts are reviewed in accordance with Author’s Guidelines by a member of the
Editorial Team. Manuscripts that do not comply with the requirements shall be returned to the authors
for revision. Manuscripts that meet the requirements shall be admitted for review.
For each of the submitted and approved articles the Editor-in-Chief shall assign minimum two reviewers. Reviews shall be made in terms defined by the Editorial Board and in accordance with its
requirements to the reviewers.
Reviewing of articles shall be done in accordance with the standards for the evaluation of manuscripts
through the double-blind peer review system. The reviewers give their assessment of the manuscripts in
terms of the following criteria: scope of the research, novelty of the examined issues, originality, accuracy and clarity of the abstract describing the main text, logic structure and sequence of the submission,
relevance of the methodology, validity of the results, proving the thesis, applicability of the results, validity of findings and conclusions, propriety and relevance of citations, accuracy and clarity of language.
The Editor-in-Chief commits the final decision for publication, based on the conclusions of the reviewers. The decision can be: publish it without revisions, publish it after revision in accordance with
the recommendations made in reviews, refuse to publish. If the Editor-in-Chief commits a decision to
publish the manuscript after revision upon recommendations, authors should review and answer to the
Editorial e-mails. The authors have to revise their manuscripts and present a report of the revisions they
made in terms defined by the Editor-in- Chief, upon which a decision whether to publish it or refuse to
publish the manuscript will be made. If there are contradictions of the reviews, the Editor-in-Chief may
determine an additional reviewer (reviewers).
SUBMISSION AND STRUCTURE REQUIREMENTS OF THE ARTICLES
The article submissions shall be provided in Microsoft Word format, as follows:
Font: Times New Roman 12;
Format of the pages: Page Setup: Top: 2,5 cm, Bottom: 2,5 cm, Left: 2,5 cm, Right: 2,5 cm
Line Spacing: 1,5 lines; First Line: 1,5 cm; Paper Size: A4.
The main structure of the article shall include:
● First page; ● Introduction; ● Main text; ● Conclusions; ● References.
TITLE PAGE (PAGES)
The Title page/s includes:
Title of the article (it is recommended the title of the article be short (5-10 words) and present the main
topic of the study);
Abstract. The abstract should be only in English language. It should be clear and concisely contain the
following elements:
- Introduction (“background” of the study) (required);
- Purpose and objectives of the study (required);
- Applied methodology (“staging of the research”) (required);
- Achieved major results (required);
- Conclusions (required);
- Limitations of the research and consequences (if any).
The maximum length of the abstract should not exceed 300 words.
Keywords (specify up to 5 keywords in English).
Article Classification. Authors must categorize their paper as part of the ScholarOne submission process.
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MAIN TEXT
Introduction
The purpose of the introduction is to convince readers that the published research contains novelty and
it is applicable. It answers the following questions:
What is the main problem?
Are there any existing solutions (indicates the level of study the problem at the moment)?
What are the best solutions according to the author/s?
What is the main limitation of the research?
What is expected to be achieved by the author of the research?
The main text is structured into separate sections, distinguished by their titles (headings should be brief,
with clear indication of the differences between their hierarchy). The preferred format for writing the main
titles is to be bold format and subtitles to be written in italics. font – Times New Roman 12, capitals, left
alignment).
The main text should include:
Purpose and objectives of the study. The purpose and objectives of the study should ensure the understanding of the publication’s focus and should justify its structure. After that, authors should specify:
What is the significance of the publication?
Why the publication is important and original?
To whom is the publication designed?
Additionally, can be discussed potential utility of practice, importance for future studies, detailed
limitations of the study and others.
Main thesis and hypothesis of the research. Authors’ arguments about their merit are presented.
Applied methodology and methods. The author should indicate the main methods used by him in
a separate title. Author should demonstrate that the methodology is robust and appropriate to achieve
the objectives. It is expected by the author to focus on the main theme, to point the main stages of his
research, to show the used methods and influences that determine the chosen approach by him, to give
arguments why he has chosen specific extamples and others.
Achieved major results. When presenting the results, it is important that authors focus on the essentials. The publication must contain only the essential facts and those with a wider meaning, without
giving many details of every possible statistics. If development is full of statistics, it is possible to prevail over the conclusions and after all the publication to be seen primarily as an enumeration of facts,
not as a scientific study. The main thesis of the author must be clearly traceable and steadily established.
When describing the results author should seek answers to the following questions:
Do you provide interpretation for each of the submitted results you want?
Are the results consistent with what other researchers have found?
Are there any differences? Why?
Are there any limitations?
Does the discussion logically lead the reader to your conclusion?
It is important when presenting the results not to make statements that go beyond what results can
acknowledge.
Conclusion
The general rule is that the conclusion should not only contain a summary of the research (it can be
found in the abstract). The conclusion should give answers to the set at the beginning of the publication
questions and to indicate opportunities for further research. It would be better to reveal how the achieved
results will be applied in practice and to identify constraints in this regard. While indicating how this
research can be applied and extended in future studies, it is not accepted in the conclusion to introduce
new material or state the obvious. In the conclusion it should be emphasized what is different in the
research results, what stands out in the design or is unexpected.
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Notes
Notes or Endnotes should be used only if absolutely necessary and must be identified in the text by
consecutive numbers, enclosed in square brackets and listed at the end of the article.
Funding agencies
The funding agencies of the scientific research should be added in Step 6 of the submission process
on ScholarOne system.
Figures
All Figures (charts, diagrams, line drawings, web pages/screenshots, and photographic images)
should be submitted in electronic form.
All Figures should be of high quality, legible and numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals.
Graphics may be supplied in colour to facilitate their appearance on the online database.
● If possible, the figures should be made in graphical programs (Corel Draw, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe
PhotoShop) or Excel. The figures should not be in Picture format. They should be numbered consecutively in order of citation in the text. Numbers and titles of the figures are placed below them. Authors
should avoid many inscriptions inside the figures.
● Pictures and scanned images can be made into separate files, preferably in JPG or TIFF format, not
embedded in the text. Photos must be of good quality and suitable for printing. Colour illustrations are
accepted in exceptional cases after special agreement and eventual additional costs!
● If authors make a blueprint they should use Word Equation. The numbers of formulas should be written
in brackets in the left side of the page!
Tables
Tables should be typed in Word Table or Excel format. They should be numbered consecutively according to citation in the text. Each table should have a title. Numbers and titles of the tables are placed
over them. It is preferable that it fit on the page without turning widest part of the sheet horizontally. The
necessary explanations are given below by means of appropriate symbols / characters.
Human and animal rights
In accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2000 and 2008, all authors should
consider the following:
Manuscripts describing procedures involving humans or animals must include an explicit and easily identifiable statement pointing out that the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical
standards of the responsible committee on human experimentation (institutional and national) and with
the Helsinki Declaration. If any doubt exists as to whether the research was conducted in accordance
with the Helsinki Declaration, the authors must, in primis, explain the rationale for their approach, and
then demonstrate that the institutional ethical committee explicitly approved the doubtful aspects of the
study. If the authors reporting experiments in which animals were included, authors must indicate that
the institutional and national guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals was followed.
The journal will not accept advertising for products or services known to be harmful to health (e.g.
tobacco and alcohol products).
References
References to other publications must be in APA style and carefully checked for completeness, accuracy and consistency.
The cited authors should be presented in any of the following ways:
● Surname and year of publish (ex. Adams, 2006)
● Citing both names of two and year of publish (ex. Adams, Brown, 2006)
● When there are more than three authors, it is typed the surname of the first author and year of publish
(ex. Adams et al., 2006)
At the end of the paper a reference list in alphabetical order should be supplied.
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For journals
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pages.
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For published
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Publisher, Place of publication, Page numbers.
proceedings
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proceedings
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For encyclopedia
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